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ABSTRACT
Methods of calculating steady loudness were examined. Loudness has been characterised as a 
psychoacoustic metric that closely matches the perception of sound intensity. Seven loudness 
model and four types of frequency filtering were considered, via the loudness levels of 80 dB 
tones over a range of frequencies. The loudness levels obtained from all combinations of the 
loudness models and filtering techniques were compared with the values from ISO' 226-2003, an 
equal-loudness level standard. Glasberg and Moore's 2006 loudness model using FFT-based 
third-octave band filtering was determined to be the most suitable combination for general use. 
The criticality of setting full-scale sound pressure levels as close to the measured levels as 
possible was demonstrated. Jury tests were performed for product sounds, in which both 
loudness and overall acceptability were evaluated. It was found that calculated and subjective 
loudness agreed well but that loudness was not the dominant sensation in acceptability 
determination.
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION
In a marketplace where consumers typically have a wide variety of choices with regards 
to products that fulfill a certain function, quality and perceived quality are increasingly 
important. One aspect of perceived quality that has received increased attention in recent years 
is sound quality. For many products, noise emissions are a major cue for consumers as to the 
perceived quality of the product. Unfortunately, the human hearing system is highly nonlinear 
and sound quality is not a directly measurable physical quantity. In order to rectify this 
situation, extensive research has been undertaken by psychologists and engineers. This work 
has resulted in the development of "sound quality metrics" -  mathematical models that 
determine a numerical value that represents the relative strength of a certain hearing sensation 
affecting sound quality. Many such metrics exist. Some are broadly applicable, while others 
were developed for particular classes of sounds and can only be reliably applied within their 
originally intended scope. Some of the more common metrics include loudness, roughness, 
fluctuation strength, sharpness, and tonality. This thesis w ill examine loudness.
1.1 Acoustics
The science of acoustics involves the study of the physical characteristics of sound 
generation and propagation. When an object in an elastic medium vibrates, waves of pressure 
fluctuations move outward from the object. The human ear is sensitive to these pressure 
fluctuations -  they are what is termed "sound" (for a good overview of the basic concepts of 
sound propagation, see Chapter 1 of [2]). Acoustic pressure fluctuations are typically small 
compared to the static pressure of the medium, usually much less than 1% of the ambient 
pressure (see figure 2-1, p. 33, [2]). Normal atmospheric pressure is on the order of 100 kPa, 
and the threshold of pain (the maximum sound pressure the human ear can tolerate) is about
1
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0.1 kPa (100 Pa) (table 2-5, p. 32, [2]). The sound pressure usually quoted as the threshold of 
hearing is 20 pPa, so there is a vast range of sound pressures of interest, covering around seven 
orders of magnitude. This would make dealing with sound pressures directly an unwieldy 
process. In order to simplify matters, a logarithmic scale is typically used when dealing with 
sound pressure. The sound pressure level (SPL) LP is defined as
where P is the root-mean-squared (RMS) sound pressure, and Pref is the reference pressure, 
usually taken to be 20 juPa. The RMS value of a signal, say P(t*), is
The unit dB is the decibel (one Bel would be given by the same expression without the leading
If the sound source is something like a struck bell, it will vibrate at its natural frequency 
and the sound wave that results will be sinusoidal in nature. This wave propagates by the 
movement of compressions and rarefactions of the elastic medium -  the air molecules move in 
the same direction as the propagation of the wave. This is known as a longitudinal wave [2], If 
one were to plot the sound pressure at a given point as a function of time, a sinusoidal curve 
would result (see Figure 1-1). This curve has two critical characteristics: amplitude (A) and 
period (TP). The amplitude is the maximum magnitude of the deviation from normal 
atmospheric pressure, and the period is the length (either in distance or time) or the wave. If 
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Figure 1-1: A sinusoidal curve and its characteristics
So far only the overall sound pressure of an acoustic disturbance has been considered. Most 
sounds, however, are complex and contain components over a wide frequency range. The 
waveforms of real sounds will rarely resemble a simple sinusoid.
1.2 Psvchoacoustics
Psychoacoustics is the study of the human perception of sound. It combines psychology 
with physical science and engineering, resulting in metrics that numerically convey the strength 
of various sensations evoked by a sound. The use of psychoacoustics allows for more 
meaningful insight into whether a noise will be acceptable to people than can be determined 
from SPL. The study of sound perception began in earnest in the 1930s. One of the first 
prominent papers in this area is Fletcher and Munson's 1933 paper [3]. By the 1950s, it was a 
well established research area [4]. There are two main aspects to psychoacoustical work: jury 
testing, wherein people's opinions are used to get information on the perception of a sound; 
and metrics, which are mathematical algorithms that approximate the expected response of a 
jury to a sound.
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Perceived sound intensity is the most fundamental sensation of all. The human 
perception of the intensity o f a sound is related to SPL more linearly than it is to sound pressure. 
The relationship is far from perfect, however. This is due to several characteristics of the human 
hearing system, the first of which is the frequency response of the ear. Although human hearing 
encompasses the frequency range from 20 Hz to 20 kHz, sensitivity is highly nonlinear. One 
simple way in which this nonlinearity can be accounted for is the use of frequency-weightings. 
Several curves have been developed, though the most commonly used—often improperly—is 
the A-weighting curve, which can roughly be described as the inverse of the threshold of hearing 
as a function of frequency. The A-weighting curve is shown in Figure 1-2 below. In order to 
apply this curve, the attenuation from the curve is added to the SPL at a given frequency. The A- 
weighted level is given the unit dBA.
The A-weighting curve can be considered to be a basic sound quality metric, but this 
simple weighting does not adequately represent the nonlinearities of the human hearing 
system. There is another characteristic that cannot be accounted for by weighting. That 
characteristic is masking, and it is of critically important to understanding the human perception 
of sound intensity. In order to account for masking effects, the psychoacoustic metric of 
loudness is employed.
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Figure 1-2: A-weighting curve
1.3 Loudness
Loudness is the most fundamental psychoacoustic metric. Many other metrics rely on 
the availability of loudness data for the sound in question. Loudness is a metric which closely 
matches the perceived intensity of a sound [4]. Like most psychoacoustic metrics, loudness is a 
relative rather than absolute quantity. It gives the perceived loudness of a sound in comparison 
to a reference sound. Extensive literature is available on loudness and yet developments 
continue [5]. Loudness differs from A-weighted SPL by accounting for masking, a term which is 
used to convey the concept of one sound, or one frequency component of a sound, covering up 
another sound or component. Generally, a given sound will prevent other sounds of lower SPL 
but with similar frequency content from being audible. This is known as frequency masking. 
Another type of masking occurs when one sound follows very closely after another in time. The 
second sound will either not be heard or be heard at a reduced perceived intensity. This is 
known as temporal or time masking.
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In order to understand why masking occurs, it is necessary to have some understanding 
of the workings of the human ear, shown in Figure 1-3. An excellent overview of the entire 
human hearing system is found in Everest [2]. The part of the ear that is relevant to masking is 
the basilar membrane, a membrane lined with hair-like cells that are immersed in fluid within 
the cochlea (see Figure 1-4).
Figure 1-4: Schematic of the middle ear bones and cochlear (image courtesy of OIdB-Metravib)
The "hairs" at different locations along the basilar membrane are excited by different 
frequencies of vibration in the fluid. These excitations result in neural signals being sent to the 
brain. Frequency masking is caused by a "spill-over" effect where a sound of a given frequency 
will cause not only a primary excitation of a small region along the basilar membrane, but also 
secondary, lesser excitations at adjacent locations. This is illustrated schematically in part (a) of 
Figure 1-5 below. The second, lower-level, higher-frequency sound cannot be discerned
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because of the masking character of the more intense sound. The physical source of temporal 
masking is not definitely known. The effect is that a short sound, following another sound and 








Figure 1-5: (a) Frequency masking; (b) temporal masking
Developing an algorithm that captures the full range of these effects and accurately determine 
the loudness of a sound is not straightforward, as the continual development and refinement of 
the metric attests. Many algorithms forego the inclusion of temporal masking effects and 
confine themselves to "steady loudness," that is, sounds whose properties do not change over 
time. Since quite often sounds of engineering interest, such as engine noise inside a vehicle 
cabin, are relatively constant, these simplified algorithms are commonly used. The various 
algorithms that have been developed for calculating the steady loudness of a sound, their 
limitations and usage will be discussed in Chapter 2.
1.4 The Shortcomings of Loudness
There are several problems with the current understanding and implementation of 
loudness. The first is ambiguity. The metric has been standardised but there are several 
standards and they do not specify identical calculation procedures. A further problem is that 
most loudness calculation methods take as input the third-octave band spectrum of the sound 
of interest, w ithout specifying the method of filtering to be used to obtain the spectral data.
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Since there are both standardised and non-standardised methods of obtaining spectral data 
from a sound, this adds another layer of ambiguity to loudness results. In order to facilitate the 
comparison of results between different sets of experimental data, disambiguation is required.
In addition, all of the standards only provide steady loudness values. Time-varying 
loudness, taking into account temporal masking, has yet to be standardised. Also, there is the 
problem of uncertainty: given a recorded sound, what is the uncertainty in the calculation of 
loudness? None of the standards address this issue and yet experimental results cannot be 
meaningfully interpreted without uncertainty data.
1.5 Relevancy to Engineering Research
The goal of this research is to make loudness an accessible and clearly-defined metric. 
By accessible, it is meant that the common misinterpretations of loudness by the average 
engineer will be set to rights by this work. This will allow it to be used during product design 
and testing in an accurate and repeatable manner to assess the human perception of the 
loudness of the noise emitted by a given component, product or system. Examples of the use 
of loudness and other psychoacoustic metrics in product evaluation and design will be 
presented in Chapter 2.
This thesis will recommend the best combination of loudness calculation method, 
frequency filtering technique, and measurement conditions for achieving maximum accuracy, 
precision and repeatability in loudness determination. These recommendations should allow 
others to compare results obtained at different times or in different locations. Since noise and 
loudness in particular are critical aspects of perceived quality and consumer acceptance of 
products, the recommendations should assist the product design and/or test engineer in 
effectively considering product sound quality. The deepened understanding of the metric and 
the different algorithms available should also promote further research into this topic. The
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eventual goal of is to develop a metric that agrees with human perception of sound intensity as 
well as can reasonably be achieved, given the natural variation in hearing amongst the human 
population. Ultimately, there are three main points to be addressed by this thesis:
• What combination of loudness model and frequency filtering is most accurate?
• How strongly correlated are steady loudness and subjectively determined loudness for 
real-world product sounds?
• What is the uncertainty associated with calculated loudness?
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CHAPTER II 
LITERATURE REVIEW
There are many papers and standards describing actual (steady) loudness models or 
their development, which will be reviewed. The concept of equal-loudness contours will be 
presented along with relevant literature. Frequency filtering standards will be reviewed as well. 
Papers describing models for unsteady loudness determination will be reviewed, though these 
models are not included in the analysis portion of this thesis. Some papers have examined 
existing loudness models and studied them; such papers will also be reviewed. Paired 
comparison testing and jury tests for psychoacoustics in general will be discussed along with 
some key papers. There is also literature showing the application of psychoacoustics, including 
loudness, to product design and/or evaluation. Examples of these types of papers will be 
presented in order to demonstrate the usefulness of loudness as an engineering tool. Finally, 
the literature reviewed has generated certain lines of investigation, which will be described.
2.1 Loudness
There has been a steady progression in the understanding of loudness over the course 
of the last 75 years. The first notable loudness model was developed by Fletcher and Munson in 
1933 [3]. The authors were employees at Bell Telephone Laboratories and were interested in 
defining a relationship between the physical properties of a sound and its perceived intensity. 
This paper presents loudness as an engineering tool. They used a 1 kHz tone as the reference 
sound in their study, which has remained the reference for loudness ever since. The reference 
level of intensity was arbitrarily set at 10-16 Watts per cm2. The authors recognised the  
difference between steady and unsteady loudness, and confined their study to steady sounds 
(and loudness). They also introduced the symbol N for loudness. Experimentally, loudness level 
contours were developed for pure tones (figure 4 in [3]). The loudness level of a sound is the
10
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SPL of a 1 kHz tone with equal loudness as the sound. A function describing the fraction of a 
sound component's intensity that contributes to loudness was developed and this can be used 
to determine the loudness of a sound with an arbitrary frequency spectrum. The authors 
recognised that the human ear reacts to stimuli in bands, and made primitive definitions of such 
bands, giving bandwidths of 100 Hz for frequencies below 2 kHz, 200 Hz between 2 and 4 kHz, 
400 Hz between 4 and 8 kHz, and 800 Hz between 8 and 16 kHz. From these separate pieces of 
information, a loudness model was assembled. The loudness units have little meaning other 
than direct proportionality to sensation: a sound perceived as twice as loud will have double the 
loudness. Transforming these loudness values to loudness levels is meaningful, however. While 
this model was the best available at the time, too many assumptions and simplifications were 
involved in its development for it to be a widely applicable and accurate loudness model.
In 1952, Mintz and Tyzzer [6] published a short paper demonstrating a graphical method 
of loudness calculation based on previous work, including that of Fletcher and Munson. This 
method uses octave band inputs rather than the bands of various constant widths indicated by 
Fletcher and Munson. Unfortunately it does not account for masking effects, instead specifying 
a procedure wherein the loudness in each octave is determined and summed to get the total 
loudness. For sounds that do not have relatively flat spectra, this method would produce results 
that disagree significantly with human-perceived loudness.
The next significant model to emerge for the computation of loudness was Stevens' 
model in 1956 [7], This model is only intended for use with sounds that have "approximately 
continuous spectra" [7], This limits the usability of the model considerably. The major advance 
of Stevens' model is the inclusion of masking effects, though his word for the phenomenon is 
"inhibition." He uses the symbol St for loudness and arrives at the general relationship
St =  Sm +  F ( lS - S m)  (3)
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where the subscripts t  and m stand for total and maximum, respectively. Thus, the total 
loudness is the maximum frequency band loudness of a single band plus some fraction F of the 
difference between the summation of all the bands' loudnesses and the maximum band 
loudness. The quantity F varies depending on the type of frequency bands used to define the 
spectrum of the sound of interest. Though Stevens noted that F varied somewhat with level, 
this was neglected in the model and a single value of F was sought. The values obtained were 
0.3, 0.2 and 0.13 for octave, half-octave, and third-octave bands, respectively. Then 
determining the loudness of a sound is simply a matter of obtaining loudness as a function of 
SPL within a band. This was done using available equal-loudness contours. A logarithmic 
transformation is used to convert between loudness, given the units "sone," and loudness level 
(measured in "phon"). It is also to be noted that Stevens' paper mentioned of the type o f filter 
networks used in arriving at the band levels of the sounds used in his research.
In an update to his own work [8], Stevens both refined and simplified his model. The 
same basic concept was employed, except that the equal-loudness contours used to obtain the 
loudness of a band as a function of band pressure level were simplified to piecewise continuous 
linear curves, and the value of F for third-octave bands was rounded to 0.15. Full numerical 
data for the loudness index 5 for 1000 Hz as a function of band pressure level was included in 
the paper (Table 1 of [8]), and both a chart and written explanation of how to derive the values 
for all other frequencies was included as well. The refinements to the model provide better 
agreement with empirical measurements of loudness level and also simplify the calculation 
procedure. This method was adopted in the British standard BS 4198:1967 [9].
One of the most significant papers describing a loudness model is Paulus and Zwicker's 
work from 1972 [1]. This paper (in German) describes a loudness model and developed a 
computer program implementation of the model, building on some of Zwicker's earlier works
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[10-12]. One of the central contributions that Zwicker made to loudness is the use of the critical 
band. This concept is based on experimental work showing that the loudness of a pair of tones 
will remain constant as their frequency separation increases until a certain critical value. For 
larger separations, the total loudness will increase [10]. Though the basic concept of the critical 
band was developed earlier, by other researchers, as a "position coordinate" [10] along the 
basilar membrane, its refinement into empirically defined quantities—rather than ones which 
were derived based on assumptions—was the major step forward. Critical band rate is 
measured in Bark, and the major range of human hearing is divided into a 24-Bark scale. The 
bandwidths and centre frequencies of the critical bands are given in [12], In Paulus and 
Zwicker's 1972 work, however, small modifications were made to the critical band definitions. 
The principal change is to make the critical bandwidths more nearly constant below 500 Hz.
The paper also includes a method for transforming third octave band levels into critical 
band levels, since critical band filtering was not easily available at the time. This involves 
combining third octave band levels over frequency ranges approximately corresponding to 
critical bands. Based on a graphical method, computer programs in FORTRAN IV are presented 
in this paper, simplifying the determination of loudness. Programs are included that take both 
third-octave band input as well as critical band-filtered input. Unlike Stevens' earlier model, 
Paulus and Zwicker's model accounts fo r differences in perception between free and diffuse 
sound fields. In addition, frequency information for loudness is available in the form of a curve 
of specific loudness (N', unit sone/Bark) as a function of critical band rate. This curve is 
developed from the sound under consideration's excitation pattern, which in turn is derived 
from the input spectrum of the sound after accounting for the frequency selectivity of the outer 
and middle ear. The specific loudness vs. critical band rate curve shows the effects of frequency 
masking and is a useful tool in determining where noise reduction efforts should be
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concentrated in order to be most effective. The loudness is determined from numerically 
integrating the specific loudness curve. One important assumption made in the development of 
the model is the approximation of the relatively steep lower slopes of secondary loudness (the 
loudness caused outside the critical band of a frequency component of a sound) as infinitely 
steep, with an appropriate modification of the upper slopes to keep the area under the specific 
loudness pattern as close to constant as possible. Figure 2-1 illustrates this assumption.
N'
z
Figure 2-1: Schematic of specific loudness vs. critical band rate for a tone. Solid: actual; dashed: 
approximation (according to Paulsus and Zwicker [1])
In 1975, the International Organisation for Standardisation (ISO) published standard ISO 
532-1975 [13], entitled "Acoustics -  Method for calculating loudness level." This standard 
comprises two sections, describing separate loudness/loudness level calculation methods. 
Method A is based on Stevens' work [8] and Method B is based on Zwicker's work [1]. Though 
Method A includes the full range of Stevens' model, and can be used with whole-, half-, or third- 
octave bands, it is recommended for use with whole-octave band data only; for third-octave 
band data, Method B is recommended. It is noted in the standard that the two methods do not 
agree and may differ by as much as 5 phons (with Method B usually giving higher results).
For Method A, the following restrictions are noted. The sound field should be diffuse; 
the spectrum should be relatively constant or at least w ithout "sharp maxima that are separated 
by more than an octave" [13, p. 2]; the sound of interest should also be steady. The method is
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identical to that described in [8]. A table and chart are provided along with the relevant 
equations.
Method B can be applied both to frontally incident sounds in a free-field sound field and 
to a diffuse sound field. It is also applicable only for steady sounds. Unlike in [1], the method 
described in the standard is completely graphical; no computer programs or data tables are 
included. This would appear to compromise the usability of the standard and is surprising given 
the previous publication of such programs and tables by Paulus and Zwicker in [1].
In both parts of the standard, no mention is made as to what sort of frequency filtering 
should be used in order to obtain the spectra for the sound under consideration. Despite this, 
and the lack of data tables and computer code, ISO 532 Method B continues to be widely used.
It was not until 1980 that the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) published a 
loudness standard, ANSI S3.4-1980 [14]. This standard is also based on Stevens' work [8]. There 
are some small differences between this standard and Method A of ISO 532. First, the ANSI 
standard states that it may be used w ithout significant error for free-field frontally incident 
sounds in addition to diffuse field sounds. Secondly, more extensive data tables are provided, 
easing the use of the standard. Third, the method is specified only for whole and third-octave 
band input, not half-octave band input. Finally, a FORTRAN IV computer program is included as 
an appendix which implements the method for third-octave band input. The actual methods of 
calculation for loudness and loudness level are identical to those found in Method A of the ISO 
standard and Stevens' 1961 paper. Again, no mention is made of how the spectrum should be 
obtained.
Indlin published a brief paper in 1983 [15] which described an extremely simple 
procedure for calculating loudness levels of noises with arbitrary spectra, based on the 
hypothesis that the loudness of a broadband noise is dependent only on the overall level of the
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noise and its bandwidth. The bandwidth is determined by examining the spectrum of third- 
octave bands of the noise and finding the uppermost and lowermost frequencies for which the 
levels drop below a level which is 24 dB below the overall level of the noise. Indlin compared 
this method to results obtained using both Zwicker and Stevens' loudness calculations and 
found that the simplified method was actually more accurate relative to subjective experiment 
results available in the literature. The work would appear to prove the hypothesis presented. 
Nevertheless, this loudness model was never widely adopted and no mention of its inclusion in a 
study of loudness models has been found. Most importantly, no standard was developed based 
on this method. Despite its possible merits, this model seems to have been overlooked and has 
been surpassed by even more accurate models developed later.
In 1984 Zwicker published a short letter [16] giving the code for a computer program in 
BASIC that calculated loudness according to ISO 532 Method B. In essence, the program is 
simply a translation of the FORTRAN IV program in Paulus and Zwicker's previous work [1] into a 
more modern programming language.
Another standard exists which is similar to ISO 532 Method B. This is the German 
standard DIN 45631 [17]. This standard outlines a procedure that is the same as that in the ISO 
standard, except that its 1991 revision includes the code of a BASIC program in additional to a 
graphical procedure. Interestingly, the data tables in the computer program in DIN 45631 differ 
slightly than those in the program described above [16]. This is the result of a more precise 
reading off of the graphs, and results in small but appreciable changes in the loudness values 
obtained using the procedure. The same computer program was published in a slightly different 
format, and with English comments, by Zwicker et al. in the same year (1991) [18].
In 1996, Moore and Glasberg published a paper revising Zwicker's model [19]. All the 
main steps of Zwicker's model were retained: transformation of the input spectrum using
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transfer functions which model the outer and middle ear; determination of an excitation pattern 
from the spectrum at the cochlea; transformation of the excitation pattern into specific 
loudness; and integration to obtain the loudness. The specifics of these steps were all revised. 
The ear transfer functions were updated based on Glasberg and Moore's earlier work [20]. The 
manner in which excitation patterns are determined is significantly different than in the Zwicker 
model. The revised model uses auditory filter shapes to calculate excitation patterns. The 
concept of the equivalent rectangular bandwidth (ERB) of an auditory filte r is presented and 
given as
ERB =  24.7(4.37Fc +  1) (4)
where the ERB is in Hz and Fc is its centre frequency in kHz. The authors state that this gives 
results similar to critical bandwidths for centre frequencies above 500 Hz, but produces much 
smaller bandwidths for centre frequencies below 500 Hz. Recall that in Zwicker's models, the 
critical bandwidths were nearly constant at 100 Hz for low frequencies. The discrepancy is 
attributed to faults in the techniques used to determine the critical bandwidths that, at low 
frequencies, "are strongly affected by factors other than frequency selectivity" [19, p. 336]. Just 
as Zwicker's model uses the critical band rate scale as opposed to frequency, Moore and 
Glasberg's model uses an alternative representation of frequency. This is the "Number of ERBs" 
scale, and it is related to frequency by
N um ber o f  ERBs =  21.41og (4.37FC +  1) (5)
where again Fc is in kHz. This also differs from the critical band rate's Bark scale at low 
frequencies.
The process of transforming the excitation pattern into specific loudness was also 
altered in this updated model. Specific loudness was assumed to be proportional to excitation 
raised to some power. This is similar to Zwicker's model. The authors assumed that at absolute
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threshold, N' was approximately zero. The derivation of the relationship between specific 
loudness and excitation was more strongly based on theoretical considerations than in Zwicker's 
model, which relied primarily on empirically derived relationships. Considerations of the 
limiting values of specific loudness (at masked threshold and far above masked threshold) 
allowed the authors to determine the exact nature of the relationship between excitation and 
specific loudness. One of the constants in the resulting relationship was determined from 
existing data [20]. The values of the other constants were determined based on the known 
properties of the loudness of a 1 kHz tone, and the definition of the sone (the loudness of a 40 
dB 1 kHz sine wave).
Predictions from the model are presented and compared to Zwicker's model. 
Compared to ISO 226-1987 [21] equal-loudness contours, Moore and Glasberg's model is more 
accurate than the Zwicker model. Limitations of the model presented in the paper include: the 
auditory filter shapes were only measured between 100 and 10,000 Hz, and for level below 
about 90 dB. Caution is urged if using the model to determine the loudness of sounds with 
significant components outside these bounds. Also, like the models of Stevens and Zwicker, 
Moore and Glasberg's model is only valid for steady sounds. The model was implemented in a 
computer program but the code was unfortunately not included in the paper.
A year later, Moore et al. published a revision to their own model [22], The revisions 
addressed the shortcoming of the previous model that the authors list as: the earlier model did 
not correctly predict the relationship between monaural and binaural loudness; the new model 
matches equal-loudness contours from more recent research instead of the out-dated ISO 226- 
1987; loudness at threshold is now given a nonzero value. The new model works in such a way 
that binaural presentation of a sound simply doubles the loudness, if the sound presented to 
both ears is the same. If different sounds are presented to both ears, the total loudness is the
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sum of the two sounds' values of loudness. Specific loudness never becomes zero with this new 
model, which seems to be an accurate representation of human hearing, since broadband 
signals whose components are below the threshold of hearing can have positive loudness. In 
other respects the model is basically identical to the one presented in the authors' earlier work 
[19]. This model is more flexible than the Stevens and Zwicker models due to tlhe number of 
options that can be specified for the input. The sound field can be selected as free, diffuse, 
headphone, and monaural or binaural. For headphones, the frequency response can be 
specified. The input spectrum can be specified as third-octave bands, or by specifying the exact 
frequencies and levels of the sound's components. Noise bands (pink or white) with given 
frequency range and level parameters can also be directly specified, as well as combinations of 
noises and tonal components. Overall, this was the most flexible and complete loudness model 
developed at the time, though it still does not specify the method of obtaining the spectrum of 
the sound of interest.
It would be several years before the model described in [22] became implemented in a 
standard. ANSI S3.4-2005 [23] is a standardised implementation of Moore and Glasberg's 
model. It outlines the entire procedure, and includes data tables. Quadratic interpolation (see 
Press et al. [24]) is specified for determining values in the look-up tables. Some of the equations 
and data are specified in different but equivalent forms from those in [22]. A computer program 
also accompanies the standard (in compiled form —no source code is available), which is the 
program generated from [22] (ANSILOUD). Examination of this standard led to the identification 
of discrepancies between the procedure it describes and the 1997 paper upon which the 
standard is based. These included the following [25]:
Equations 6 & 7 (on page 15) of the standard, regarding the calculation of specific 
loudness, differ from the formulae for these quantities in Moore & Glasberg's 1997
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paper on which the standard is based. The term "2 * ETHRQ", which appears twice 
in each equation, is different from the "A" term in Moore & Glasberg's paper 
(figure 7). This would be fine, since nothing says that the standard has to be exactly 
like the paper.
However, software accompanies the standard (ANSILOUD) and the results 
obtained via the use of this software appear to show that it uses the formulation in 
the 1997 paper rather than the formulae in the standard itself. Further, sample 
results are listed in the standard and these appear to have been obtained with the 
use of ANSILOUD, rather than by the application of the procedure and equations 
specified in the standard itself.
These comments would ultimately lead to a revision of the standard. It should also be noted 
that like all previous loudness standards, no mention is made of the method by which the input 
spectrum of the sound is to be derived from the sound of interest.
In 2006 Glasberg and Moore updated their model [5]. The modifications were 
implemented to better predict absolute thresholds, and to give equal-loudness contours in 
better agreement with the new ISO 226-2003 [26]. The changes involved modifying the middle- 
ear transfer function, and the absolute threshold function. A new computer program was made 
available online that implements this change (LOUD2006A).
The revision of ANSI S3.4, while still unpublished, has been completed. The errors 
pointed out by the author of this thesis, as well as the changes described in [5], were 
implemented in the revised standard and accompanying computer program [27], This was 
confirmed via a series of personal (e-mail) communications [28, 29]. This updated standard is 
now in complete agreement with Moore and Glasberg's most recent model. The issue of how to
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obtain the input spectrum remains unresolved. This is the most recent loudness calculation 
model available in the literature, though many older standards are still widely used.
2.2 Equal Loudness-Level Contours
In the review of papers and standards pertaining to loudness calculation methods, 
reference was made to equal-loudness or equal-loudness-level contours. Their meaning, 
development and standardisation are important to this work, as they are the reference against 
which other values are compared.
A set of equal-loudness-level contours consists of a set of curves, each of which describe 
the sound pressure level necessary to achieve the same loudness level at 1000 Hz for tones of 
various frequencies. The terms equal-loudness contour and equal-loudness-level contour are 
often used interchangeably. While Fletcher and Munson gave equal-loudness contours in their 
work [3], more widely-accepted results were obtained later by Robinson and Dadson [30]. Their 
work formed the basis of an ISO standard, ISO 226-1987 [21]. The following conditions are 
specified for the results to apply: free-field, frontal incidence and binaural listening. The 
contours are specified by a combination of an equation, which is a function of the sound 
pressure level and three frequency-dependant parameters whose values are given in a table. 
Figure 2-2 below shows the contours in [21],
In 2001, Takeshima et al. published the results of a major study [31] which re­
determined equal loudness contours. The authors, like several before them, found that the 
contours they obtained were significantly higher than those in ISO 226-1987 for frequencies 
below 1000 Hz. They used a new method of determining the contours, the details of which is 
not of interest here. The authors express their desire to have ISO 226 updated to reflect their 
findings. The following year Takeshima et al. published a brief letter giving additional results 
[32] to more completely describe contours for high frequencies and high levels. In 2003
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Figure 2-2: ISO 226-1987 equal loudness-level contours for pure tones (from [21]). MAF is the minimum 
audible field.
All of this work would ultimately result in a revision of ISO 226 in 2003 [26], This 
standard reflects the higher values of the contours at low frequencies and functions in a similar 
way to the previous version, using a combination of an equation and tables of data. A Matlab 
program has been made publicly available that generates the contours for a specified loudness 
level [34]. The final contours used in ISO 226-2003 appear to also be based in part on a paper 
published the following year by Suzuki and Takeshima [35], which also contains an exhaustive 
review of the historical development of equal-loudness contours.
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Work in this area continues, with Kurakata et al. publishing a paper in 2005 [36] on the 
statistical distributions of hearing thresholds. For the time being, however, ISO 226-2003 is the 
de facto standard for equal-loudness contours for pure tones.
2.3 Frequency Filtering
A common pattern that became apparent in the study of the papers and standards 
describing loudness models was the lack of specification of how to obtain the frequency 
spectrum of the sound of interest to use as the input to the model. There are standards 
available for specifying the manner in which frequency filtering is to be carried out. The 
development and standardisation of "realisable" filtering methods is reviewed below. 
"Realisable" means that the types of filters described can be constructed from actual electronic 
components.
One of the critical and fundamental papers on the topic of realisable filters was 
Butterworth's 1930 paper [37], This paper described the (now commonly used) Butterworth 
filter. The advantage that Butterworth filters have over other types of realisable filters is that 
they have a flat response in both the pass-band and the stop-band. In realisable filte r design, 
there is always a trade-off in performance and the disadvantage inherent in Butterworth filters 
is a relatively slow drop-off rate compared to some other classes of filters. This effect can be 
mitigated somewhat via the use of higher-order filters, which is commonly done in modern 
systems.
The oldest standard to still be found in use for octave and fractional-octave filtering (for 
example, in Hastings' widely distributed program [38]) is ANSI's S I .11-1986 [39]. This standard 
mandates the use of Butterworth filters due to their maximally flat characteristics. 
Unfortunately the standard does not exactly specify what the filters should be like; rather, it 
specifies the minimum performance requirements for filters of different orders. Two systems
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are included for the specification of the ratios of mid-band frequencies: a base two system and a 
base ten system. These give similar, but not identical, results. Formulas are provided that 
specify the band-edge frequencies for a given mid-band (centre) frequency. A filter or set of 
filters may be specified as Type 0, 1, 2, or 3 depending on its performance in filtering white 
noise. Type 0 filters have the best performance and are the only type used in this thesis. The 
order of the filter (which affects the steepness of the filter slopes) must also be specified in the 
designation of a filter according to this standard. A minimum order of 3 is indicated in the 
standard, though modern systems usually use much higher orders, between 8 and 20. While 
this standard is useful, it does not precisely specify the performance and characteristics of a 
Type X, Order Y filter, though the variability allowed is small.
In 1995 the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) published a standard for 
octave/fractional octave filte r specification: IEC 61260 [40]. In 2004, ANSI updated S I.11 [41] to 
conform to the IEC standard. The two standards are essentially identical in terms of technical 
content. This standard is an update mostly motivated by the further development of electronics 
technology. Instead of filter types, the term used is "class." Thus, class 0 filters have the 
maximum attenuation characteristics and are the only type considered in this work. Table 1 of 
[41] (p. 8) gives the minimum and maximum limits on attenuation at different distances from 
the centre frequency of a band. The maximum allowable attenuations are high, with infinite 
attenuation permitted immediately outside of the pass-band. The minimum allowable 
attenuations are quite conservative: for example, 18 dB at the centre frequencies of the 
adjacent bands. This large allowable performance range continues to allow for a large variability 
in the actual characteristics of filters designed to be in compliance with these standards. With 
realisable filters, the infinite attenuation allowed outside the pass-band can never truly be 
achieved.
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The three standards referred to above can also be used for the design of digital filters, 
but these should still conform to the same performance requirements as realisable filters. 
Other types of filtering are possible when using digital filters, such as Fast Fourier Transform 
(FFT)-based filtering, which can achieve infinite attenuation outside of the pass-band. This will 
be discussed later.
The situation with filtering standards is clearer than that for loudness standards: while 
there are two "active" standards, they are basically identical. An older standard! (ANSI S I.11- 
1986) is still in use in some applications, however.
2.4 Unsteady Loudness
Thus far the focus has been on steady loudness. There has also been much work done 
in the development of models for unsteady, or time-varying, loudness. This work has not yet 
resulted in a standard; nevertheless it is interesting to examine the various models that have 
been put forward in order to gain an understanding of the complexities involved when dealing 
with unsteady loudness.
The first major model for time-varying loudness was put forward by Vogel in 1975 [42]. 
This was a model that could be used to determine both loudness and another psychoacoustic 
metric, roughness, for a time-varying signal. The "model" actually consisted of the design 
parameters for an electrical network (an analog computer) that could be used to obtain values 
for the desired metrics. The model used the basic elements of Zwicker's work, and the result for 
a certain sound would be specific loudness vs. critical band rate and time data. This paper is in 
German and no translation is available, so more detailed information is difficult to  ascertain.
In 1977, Zwicker published a very complete time-varying loudness model [43]. Similarly 
to Vogel's model, it was realised using an analog electronic "loudness meter." Of course at the 
time this is the only implementation that would have made sense; recording a sound and using a
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computer to compute the loudness based on the entire data, not just a simple spectrum, would 
have been intractable. Zwicker systematically examined several effects which come into play 
when dealing with unsteady loudness. He considered low-frequency effects, amplitude- 
modulated sounds, narrow-band noise at high centre frequencies, and frequency-modulated 
sounds. The basis for the model is the excitation vs. critical band rate and time pattern of the 
sound of interest. After examining available data on time masking, Zwicker determined that 
"pre-masking" was a much smaller effect than "post-masking," meaning that the ear's response 
to excitations is much faster than the rate at which the excitations damp themselves out. 
Therefore, to simplify his model, Zwicker neglected pre-masking. Since there is a summation of 
loudness both across frequency and with time, it was important to determine, in an analog 
circuit, which must be integrated first. Based on the results of previous studies, spectral 
integration is performed first, followed by temporal integration.
Zwicker then goes on to specify the precise manner of working of the "loudness meter." 
Essentially, a network that functions like the graphical procedure in ISO 532 Method B is 
described, with time constants set up to match the temporal masking characteristics of the ear. 
The result is an N(t) (loudness vs. time) function, the peak value of which generally corresponds 
to the subjective sensation of overall loudness. The author compares the results obtained using 
his loudness meter to subjective test results in the literature and finds favourable agreements. 
A small correction to the scale of one of the graphs in this paper was published the following 
year [44].
The next major model for time-varying loudness was proposed by Ogura et al. in 1993 
[45]. The authors examined several possible frequency-weighting methods for use in a time- 
varying loudness model. They looked at A-weighting, Stevens' model [8], Zwicker's model, as 
well as two other methods. The authors determined that Zwicker's frequency-weighting model
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(ISO 532 method B) produces the best results. Thus, the main difference between Zwicker's 
loudness meter and the model proposed by the authors lies in the temporal integration—the 
time constants are much longer, both for rise time and decay time, than in Zwicker's earlier 
model. Results obtained via the model's use were compared with the literature and found to be 
in excellent agreement with subjectively measured results. In the end, this model is more o f an 
evolution of Zwicker's 1977 work than a completely different approach.
Stecker and Hafter published a paper in 2000 [46] examining the effects of rise and 
decay times of a sound on perceived loudness. They concluded that slow rise/fast decay sounds 
were perceived to be louder than fast rise/slow decay sounds, which is consistent with Zwicker's 
findings about pre- and post-masking.
In 2002 Grimm et al. [47] published a study, testing various loudness calculation models' 
ability to predict the loudness of some unsteady sounds. Zwicker's 1977 model, as well as the 
steady Moore and Glasberg model [22], were tested. Other models were included as well. 
None were found to accurately find the loudness of the sounds used in the study.
After having published their steady loudness model in 1997, Glasberg and Moore turned 
their efforts to time-varying loudness and a paper describing their model was published later in 
2002 [48]. Being a more modern paper, this model uses a digitally recorded sound as its input. 
The key characteristic of this model, which differentiates it from previous efforts, is the use of 
six parallel FFTs calculated over decreasing lengths of time for obtaining spectral information in 
increasing frequency ranges. The model gives both a "short-term" loudness vs. time function 
and an overall "long-term" loudness value for a certain input sound. The "short-term" loudness 
is obtained via temporal averaging of instantaneous loudness values, which are calculated in a 
manner similar to that described in the authors' earlier model [22]. This model is quite robust,
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as shown by the comparison of the results obtained to subjectively derived loudness values for 
unsteady sounds.
Studies of the effects of time-varying sounds on loudness perception are ongoing. 
Studies by Arieh and Marks [49], Kuwano et al. [50] and Anweiler and Verhey [51] continue the 
use of subjective experiments to examine various aspects of loudness perception for unsteady 
sounds. None of these studies have resulted in further models being put forward. At this time, 
Glasberg and Moore's unsteady loudness model appears to be the state-of-the-art, though as of 
yet no standard exists for time-varying loudness. Another advantage of these loudness models 
is the inclusion of frequency filtering; no ambiguity is possible when using these types of 
models.
2.5 Loudness Studies
There have been many studies of loudness in general and of existing loudness models. 
In 1955 Poulton and Stevens published a study [52] on the decibel changes required to halve 
and double the loudness of white noise at various SPLs. They found that a change of between 6 
and 10 dB was necessary depending on level. Elmasian and Galambos wrote about the effect of 
one tone burst preceding another somewhat later in 1975 [53]. The authors found that if a first 
tone burst, separated from a second burst by 100 ms, was more intense, it increased the 
perceived loudness of the second burst. The opposite effect was also observed: if the first burst 
was less intense, the loudness of the second burst's perceived loudness decreased. While the 
authors remarked that this is certainly related to temporal masking effects, they made little 
effort to explain the results of their work.
Heilman and Zwicker provided an argument for the use of loudness as opposed to A- 
weighted SPL as the metric of choice in noise control application in a 1987 paper [54]. They 
used sounds containing both broadband and tonal components and showed that, in some cases,
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decreasing the A-weighted SPL increased the loudness, due to masking effects. The effect can 
be quite dramatic: the authors show a 6 dBA decrease in SPL resulting in a doubling of loudness! 
Of course the sounds in question had different frequency spectra. This is an important paper 
because psychoacoustics is largely ignored in noise control, since it is much easier to measure 
quantities like A-weighted SPL. This work brought the flaws of such an approach to the 
forefront and presented loudness as the correct alternative.
Hiramatsu et al. conducted a study [55] in which a large panel of judges were asked to 
rate the loudness, noisiness and annoyance of environmental sounds. The authors found some 
correlation between loudness and the other qualities of the sounds, which indicates that with an 
untrained jury, it is possible that loudness rankings can be affected by, for example, how 
annoying a sound is. This is an important point to keep in mind when conducting jury tests for 
loudness.
In 1994, Quinlan published an impressive, in-depth study of Zwicker loudness and A- 
weighted SPL [56]. The purpose of the work was twofold: first, to  further analyse the 
relationship between A-weighted SPL loudness (building upon Heilman and Zwicker's work); and 
second, to perform a validation of the accuracy of ISO 532 Method B against subjective 
measurements. Briefly, the validation proved that ISO 532 Method B can predict loudness in the 
range from 4 to 20 sones with good accuracy. It is the first of these two purposes which will be 
examined in detail here. In Heilman and Zwicker's earlier work [54], various sounds were used 
to show the sometimes negative relationship between loudness and A-weighted SPL. Quinlan 
used a very different approach. He began with the idea that Zwicker's loudness model is 
essentially a single-valued function of 28 independent variables (the third-octave band sound 
pressure levels). Two different numerical optimisation methods, the Downhill Simplex method 
and Powell's method, were used to find the global maximum and minimum values of the
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loudness function for a given constant overall A-weighted SPL The overall SPL was varied from 
20 to 100 dBA in 5 dB steps. The variation found in loudness was quite large, and generally grew 
with level. As an example, at 80 dBA, the minimum loudness was 4 sones, while the maximum 
loudness was 90 sones. This study proved Heilman and Zwicker's point much more convincingly 
due to the comprehensiveness of the numerical investigation. Quinlan's work is also novel in its 
approach of treating loudness calculations as nothing more than a "black box" function of many 
variables.
In recent work, Subedi et al. (2004) [57] examined the suitability of Moore and 
Glasberg's loudness model in determining low frequency masked thresholds, and found that the 
model was quite capable upon comparison of the results to those achieved using subjective 
judgements. Ishibashi et al. (2006) [58] examined a relationship between the arithmetic 
average of octave-band sound pressure levels over the frequency range from 63 to 4000 Hz and 
loudness level. For noises with a certain type of spectrum that is commonly approximated by 
ordinary environmental sounds, there is actually a strong correlation between this average SPL 
and the loudness level. While this is an interesting and potentially useful result in certain 
circumstances, it seems to be more of a coincidence than anything, and does not greatly 
contribute to furthering the understanding of loudness. Sivonen and Ellermeier (2006) [59] 
examined the effect of sound incidence angle on loudness. Since all loudness models typically 
apply for free-field, frontal incidence type of sound fields, the authors wished to quantify the 
effect of incidence angle so that existing loudness models might still be used such cases. 
Unfortunately a large degree of variability was discovered between the judges involved in the 
study. Nevertheless, the authors presented results with enough confidence to say that their 
results could be used in place of the arithmetic monaural loudness summation specific in Moore 
and Glasberg's model [22].
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Most recently, Defoe et al. [60] examined various implementations o f Zwicker's 
loudness models for 1 kHz tones and pink noise. The authors also examined the effects of 
frequency filtering on loudness. It was determined that for the same sound and loudness 
calculation method (DIN 45631), ANSI Sl.11-1986 and ANSI S1.11-2004/IEC 6:1260 filtering 
resulted in loudness values that varied by as much as 12.9%. The effect was more pronounced 
in tonal than in broadband noises. Also, for the same sound and filtering type, ISO 532 method 
B and DIN 45631 loudness varied by as much as 8%. This study emphasised the importance of 
including the specification of the type of frequency filtering and loudness calculation method 
used when quoting values for loudness.
2.6 Jury Testing and the Method of Paired Comparisons
Another relevant topic to this thesis is jury testing, and in particular, one jury testing 
technique, the method of paired comparisons. Jury testing is commonly used in 
psychoacoustics to determine the subjective perception of sounds. In fact, this is how all 
psychoacoustic metrics were initially developed. In general, jury testing is the process of asking 
a panel of people (known as judges) their opinion regarding some characteristic of a stimulus. 
The stimulus could be a product, image, sound, or nearly anything else. The characteristic is 
most often relative within a test (for example, when judges are asked for their preference in the 
taste of two foods) but might also be more absolute (for example, when judges are asked to rate 
the quality of pieces of art). A popular technique for jury testing is the method of paired 
comparisons. This method requires the judges to examine pairs of stimuli (two sounds, two 
foods, etc.) and express their preference for one or the other. The form in which the preference 
can be expressed varies, from a forced-choice test to a rating scale test. A forced-choice test 
requires the judges to select one of the two stimuli as their preference. A rating scale test 
allows for some relative indication of preference. For example, 0 may indicate absolute
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preference for stimulus A and 100 may indicate absolute preference for stimulus B; scores in 
between indicate the strength of the preference; a score of 50 would indicate a tie. A paired- 
comparison jury test would typically involve many stimuli, presented two at a time in every 
possible combination, and a panel of judges.
While at first it may seem that only a ranking of the stimuli would be possible using such 
a technique, it is in fact possible to obtain numerical scores that give an indication of the relative 
separation between the stimuli. So, if a test included three stimuli, A, B and C, it would not only 
be possible to say that, for example, the best-to-worst ranking is B,A,C, but also to say that B is 
preferred to A by twice as much as A is preferred to C. Pioneering work in this sort of analysis of 
paired comparison test results was done by Thurstone in 1927. The author published two 
papers that year on this topic. The first [61] introduced the concept of a relationship between 
the proportion of scores in favour of a stimulus for a given comparison pair, and the normal 
deviates corresponding to that proportion. This concept is based on the empirical observation 
that the dispersion of preferences for a given stimulus follows a nearly normal distribution. A 
model for the implementation of this theory is presented, but only in general terms and with a 
minimum of assumptions.
Thurstone's follow-up paper [62] examined several cases which involve an increasing 
number of assumptions, with a corresponding decrease in the complexity of implementing the 
model. Thurstone's most restrictive assumptions (case V) are most commonly used. In essence 
the operating assumptions are that all o f the perceived values for the characteristic under 
consideration are normally distributed and completely uncorrelated. Then, using the "value" of 
one stimulus as an arbitrary zero, or some equivalent system, the values of all the stimuli can be 
determined.
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Kendall and Smith published a paper in 1940 [63] examining ways of determining the 
reliability of the results from a paired comparison test. The authors used the concept of circular 
triads. By this term it is meant that, for a given three objects, A, B and C, A is preferred to B, B is 
preferred to C, but C is preferred to A. Such a set of preferences is inconsistent. Kendall and 
Smith develop a coefficient of consistence for a judge which is a function of the number of 
objects under consideration and the number of circular triads. They also defined a coefficient of 
agreements amongst the judges, which is a function of the scores, the number of judges and the 
number of objects under consideration. If some judges have much lower coefficients of 
consistence than others, their data should be excluded from the study. Poor consistency across 
all judges is an indicator of either a poorly designed experiment or stimuli that are not 
significantly different. Poor agreement between judges may also indicate stimuli that cannot 
readily be distinguished by the judges. Kendall followed up this work with another paper in 
1955 [64] which attempted to derive more information from the results using powers of the 
results matrix. This work is independent of other models which give numerical scores to paired 
comparison test results.
In 1951 Mosteller [65] showed that Thurstone's zero-correlation assumption could be 
altered to the assumption of equal correlations between the stimuli with no change in the 
resulting method, equations or results. He also showed that using Thurstone's case V leads to a 
least-squares estimate of the positions of the stimulus values on the scale of the sensation or 
characteristic of interest.
The following year Bradley and Terry published a paper [66] which presented another 
type of analysis of paired comparison test results. Instead of assuming that the distribution of 
perception was normal, the authors use a sech2 distribution of the logarithms of the score 
proportions. This model is slightly more complex mathematically but has been shown to be
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more accurate in some situations. Bradley, in 1953, wrote a tutorial-type paper [67] on paired 
comparison testing for the intended application of taste testing. He included both the 
Thurstone model and the Bradley-Terry model and underscored the idea that while the two 
methods are distinct, the results obtained should be quite similar and the Thurstone model is far 
from useless.
Bradley published three more papers further elaborating on his and Terry's model. The 
first [68] consisted of additional tables for computing the results of tests using larger numbers of 
stimuli and/or judges than was allowed for in Bradley and Terry's original paper. The second 
[69] showed results obtained for these larger tests. These papers were published in 1954 and 
1955, respectively. Bradley's final major paper on this topic [70], from 1964, is a correction to 
some of the data published in [68], though he was quick to point out that the corrections are 
minor and the errors previously present in the data would not significantly affect results. Such 
tables would not be necessary in modern times anyway, due to the popularity of computational 
tools.
For practical reference when analysing the results of a paired comparison test, David's 
book [71] is an indispensable resource. This is a concise monograph on designing paired 
comparison tests and interpreting the results. Summarising the work of Thurstone, Bradley and 
Terry, Kendall and Smith, and others, David's book is an excellent reference to have on hand 
when analysing paired comparison test results. In addition to covering material on linear 
models and their use in scaling results, there is a chapter on tests of significance, which are 
critical in understanding the results obtained.
An example of all this theory put into practice is provided by Otto et al. [72]. They 
present their experience as automotive sound quality engineers, with many "rules-of-thumb". 
The authors cover the relevant material for jury testing, particularly for sound quality
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applications. The importance of quality recordings is emphasised, as well as the proper setting 
of full-scale levels in the analog-to-digital conversion to maximise accuracy. The selection of the 
judges is discussed, though the information is rather specific to a company testing automotive 
sounds. Then, various jury testing techniques applicable to sound quality evaluation are 
described, including paired comparison testing. Methods of analysing the results obtained are 
presented, and for paired comparison testing, Kendall's consistency/agreement theory is 
presented along with both the Thurstone and Bradley-Terry models. Tests of significance are 
also discussed. In summary, this paper serves as a starting point for everything one needs to 
know when conducting sound quality jury testing. More detailed information can be found in 
the paper's references, many of which were discussed above. This paper shows the relevancy of 
jury testing to sound quality work in product engineering.
2.7 Applied Psvchoacoustics
What follows is a review of literature in which researchers have employed 
psychoacoustic metrics for noise evaluation and product design. Fasti and Widmarin published a 
brief paper in 1990 [73] comparing the evaluation of aircraft take-off noise using several 
subjective and physical evaluations. It was found that calculated loudness (using ISO 532 
Method B) correlated best with subjective evaluations of loudness and annoyance. The authors 
put forward the notion that loudness gives more meaningful insight into the acceptability of 
aircraft noise than do A- or D-weighted SPLs, even though these latter types of measurements 
are used for aircraft certification.
In 1991, Aarts [74] examined unweighted, A-, B-, C- and D-weighted SPLs as well as ISO 
532 method A and B loudness in comparison to the subjective evaluation of the loudness of 
speakers at a loudness level of 80 phon for pink noise. B-weighted levels and ISO 532 method B 
loudness level provided the best matches to the subjective evaluations. A further study by Aarts
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[75] in 1992 examined the use of loudness for adjusting the levels of speakers during listening 
tests. He found that ISO 532 method B was the best technique to be used for adjusting the 
loudness of speakers; A-weighting often provided misleading results.
Otto and Wakefield published a study in 1993 [76] which applied paired comparison 
testing to automotive starter sounds. This is an early example of the consideration of sound 
quality in the automotive industry. While the study used a jury to determine which starter 
sounds were preferred, no specific perceptual characteristic of the sounds was tested and no 
use of calculable psychoacoustic metrics was made. The implementation of psychoacoustics 
was clearly a fairly new concept for these researchers at the time.
Widmann [77] examined the application of psychoacoustics to automotive interior 
sounds in a 1997 paper. Three very different types of design problems were considered: 
improving the door seal in a car, designing an active noise control system for a small truck, and 
the sound quality perception of interior light switches. For the door seal, loudness and 
sharpness were considered and showed improvements with a modified design more readily 
than did weighted SPLS. For the active noise control system, a large (approximately 20%) 
reduction in loudness was achieved but there was a simultaneous increase in sharpness. Since 
sharpness is an indicator of the high-frequency content in a sound, an increase in this metric is 
commonly observed when using active noise control, since these systems tend to be most 
effective at low frequencies. Loudness and sharpness of interior light switches were also 
examined. The ranking of the various switches considered was very different depending on 
which of the two metrics was employed. This demonstrates the importance of taking into 
account all aspects of the perception of a sound, not just a single metric.
Gonzalez et al. examined the psychoacoustical effects of an active noise control system 
on automotive engine noises in 2003 [78]. The authors achieved positive results. They used two
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approaches: an objective approach using the psychoacoustic metrics of loudness and roughness 
(which is an indicator of the degree of modulation in a sound), and a jury-based subjective 
approach. The results of both approaches agreed well, showing that these metrics are 
appropriate for describing automotive engine noise, and that their application can lead to 
effective noise control solutions.
Ih et al. studied the use of sound quality metrics for product design with applications to 
vacuum cleaners in 2003 [79]. The authors presented an interesting approach in that they 
artificially modified the spectra of real vacuum cleaner sounds in order to assess the potential 
changes to psychoacoustic metric results. Loudness (ISO 532 method B) and sharpness were the 
primary metrics considered. It was found that low-frequency components of the sounds 
contributed to the subjective sense of the powerfulness of the vacuum cleaner. Both low and 
high frequency components contributed to the annoyance level of the sounds. This paper 
provides some insight into how product design can incorporate sound quality considerations 
w ithout the expense of multiple prototypes and experiments, via the use of artificial 
modifications of sound spectra.
In the same year, Vastfjall et al. [80] published work on the perception of exterior 
vehicle sound quality. Interestingly the authors chose not to employ any psychoacoustic metrics 
but instead used jury tests exclusively. Nevertheless they examined the various aspects of the 
perception of exterior vehicle sounds, and identified how different vehicles produced sensations 
corresponding to four main perceptions of a sound.
Onusic and Hage [81] provided an overview of the relevant parameters for automotive 
psychoacoustics in 2005. They discussed a broad variety of psychoacoustic metrics and the 
history of their application to the automotive industry. The authors identified the gap between 
the available psychoacoustic metrics, still primarily used in research, and simple A-weighted
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SPLs, the basis for most noise legislation. Unfortunately the authors did not provide much in the 
way of proposed solutions to the problem. Nevertheless the paper stands as an accurate 
portrait of the status of psychoacoustics in the automotive industry.
Kuwano et al. examined sound quality of car door sounds in a short 2006 paper [82]. 
Again no psychoacoustic metrics were employed, only jury tests. The work does indicate a 
powerful connection between the sound emitted by a closing car door and the overall 
perception of the quality of the vehicle. This sort of result is critical for product design engineers 
to consider when developing products for consumer use.
The implementation of sound quality in product evaluation and design is clearly in its 
infancy. The rate of publication of such studies and applications continues to increase, largely 
driven by consumer expectations in such industries as automotive and home appliances.
2.8 Critical Analysis of the Literature
Having reviewed the relevant literature, there are several questions which come to 
mind. The multitude of loudness models and standards available requires an in-depth analysis 
of the existing algorithms. The lack of specification of frequency filtering method to be used 
with a given loudness calculation is also a concern that must be explored. For Moore and 
Glasberg's model, there are multiple ways of specifying the input spectrum. Results may differ 
depending on the method chosen. Much of the basis for loudness models is in simple sounds 
like pure tones. The applicability of the models to real-world sounds should be investigated in 
more detail. For product sounds, many studies have only used jury tests or only used calculated 
loudness. A comparison and correlation of the results obtained for both should be conducted. 
The manner in which various implementations of frequency filtering can affect the input 
spectrum to a loudness calculation should be examined. Most loudness work was developed 
from tones; results obtained for broadband noises should be investigated. Very few loudness
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studies provide any sort of indicators of the uncertainties in measurement and calculation.
These should be quantified. Ten specific questions will be addressed.
1. What are the differences in the various loudness calculation methods?
2. Which combination of loudness calculation method and frequency filter gives the best 
results?
3. How does third-octave band input compare to directly constructed input when using Moore 
and Glasberg's loudness model?
4. Is constant-width FFT filtering, a method used to obtain a more detailed spectrum for input 
to Moore/Glasberg loudness, worth the additional computational effort during both the 
filtering and loudness calculation stages?
5. How do various frequency filtering methods change the input spectra for loudness 
calculations?
6. Does the same combination of loudness calculation and frequency filter determined to be 
"best" for tones also work well for white and/or pink noise?
7. For real-world product sounds, how well does steady loudness correlate with the product 
manufacturer's classifications of the sounds as "good" or "bad?"
8. How strong of a correlation is there between calculated loudness and paired comparison 
test results for real-world product sounds?
9. How accurate was the "good" vs. "bad" labelling of product sounds applied by the 
manufacturer, compared to labelling given by a jury?
10. How meaningful are the differences between the results obtained?
It is hoped that the answers to these questions will ease the use of loudness as a tool for
design and testing of any type of product for which sound quality is an important consideration.
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CHAPTER III 
METHODOLOGY
Various aspects of the work conducted are presented here, along with their 
relationships to the questions posed at the end of the previous chapter.
3.1 Analysis of Loudness Models
Answering question 1 required an analysis of the various loudness models considered. 
Not every single model was examined in this study, only models that have become standards. 
Stevens' method as implemented in ANSI S3.4-1980 [14] (ANSI1980) and ISO 532 Method A [13] 
(IS0532A) was considered. Zwicker's method, in the BASIC programs published [16, 18] based 
on ISO 532 Method B (IS0532B) and DIN 45631 (DIN45631), respectively, was examined. Three 
implementations of Moore and Glasberg's model were included as well: the model as presented 
in their 1997 paper [22] (Moorel997); ANSI S3.4-2005 [23] (ANSI2005); and the revised model to 
be implemented in an updated to ANSI S3.4 [27], which is identical to the model in Glasberg and 
Moore's 2006 paper [5] (Moore2006). The two implementations of Stevens' model are basically 
identical but were considered to be distinct due to the existence of different standards.
There are thus seven loudness models under consideration, which can be classified into 
three types: Stevens (2 models), Zwicker (2 models), and Moore (3 models). For each, the 
manner in which the input spectrum is used and transformed into loudness was determined. 
From this analysis, the fundamental merits and drawbacks of the models were ascertained.
3.2 Performance of the Models
The easiest and most direct way to test the performance of a loudness model is to 
compare the results obtained for pure tones to standardised equal-loudness-level contours. 
This is also the technique most commonly used in the literature, and is exactly what was done in 
this study. The most recent contour standard is ISO 226-2003 [26]. In that standard, the
40
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loudness levels of tones were only determined up to 12,500 Hz. Thus, tones from 100 Hz to 
12,500 Hz at 80 dB (a high level helps to reduce uncertainty) were input into the models and the 
loudness and loudness levels were determined. Of course, as has been determined from the 
literature review, the frequency filtering method used cannot be separated from the loudness 
calculation and so all possible combinations of frequency filtering methods and loudness models 
were studied.
The standardised frequency filtering methods used were ANSI S I.11-1986 [39] (ANSI), 
and ANSI S1.11-2004/IEC 61260 [40, 41] (IEC). In addition, two FFT-based frequency filtering 
methods were developed. The first of these gives third-octave band results (FFT 1/3 oct.) and 
can be directly compared to the standardised methods; the second gives levels in 10 Hz-wide 
bands over the entire spectrum (FFT const.) and can be used for the Moore methods only. Table 
3-1 shows the combinations of calculation methods and filters used.
Table 3-1: Combinations of Loudness Model and Frequency Filtering Used
Old ANSI lEC/new ANSI FFT (1/3 octaves) FFT (const, width)
ANSI1980 Yes Yes Yes
IS0532A Yes Yes Yes *^ ~ ==^ ~ s==~ ^
IS0532B Yes Yes Yes
DIN45631 Yes Yes Yes
Moorel997 Yes Yes Yes Yes
ANSI2005 Yes Yes Yes Yes
Moore2006 Yes Yes Yes Yes
Both completely digital and experimentally recorded sounds were used. Experimentally 
recorded sounds were examined to ascertain the effects of background noise (even the low 
levels present in a semi-anechoic chamber) on loudness calculation. Again, the high level used 
for the tones (80 dB) should help to minimise the effects of background noise in the 
experimental results. The completely digital results allowed for a clearer comparison of the 
different methods, but are not as realistic due to the complete absence of background noise.
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In order to answer question 2, what was meant by "best results" needed to be defined. 
Given that the loudness of tones was being determined, the results were compared to ISO 226- 
2003 loudness levels and, over the whole frequency range considered, a root-rnean-squared 
(RMS) error percentage (% error) was determined for each combination of calculation and filter 
relative to ISO 226-2003. This RMS % error will be used to determine which combination gives 
the "best results."
In the ANSI S3.4-2005 standard (Moore loudness), artificially constructed input spectra 
are often specified for testing the model's performance. The exact frequencies and levels of the 
components of a sound are entered as the model's input. This sort of input will be compared to 
to third-octave band input acquired from real sound recordings (both digitally generated and 
experimentally acquired). Comparing the RMS % error for these different types of input for the 
various Moore models will provide the answer to question 3.
Since using the constant-width FFT filtering requires significantly more computational 
resources than the use of third-octave band filtering, a significant increase in accuracy is needed 
to justify its use for engineering applications. Comparisons were made for the same sounds 
processed using both types of filtering in order to answer question 4.
A further examination of the frequency filtering methods is called for to answer 
question 5. For a sample sound, the spectrum was analysed for the various frequency filters in 
order to explain differences in calculated loudness.
So far only pure tones have been considered. To answer question 6, pink and white 
noise were also considered and through the comparison of trends, an attempt was made to see 
if the "best" combination from question 2 applies to broadband noises as well.
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3.3 Loudness of Product Sounds
Sounds recorded from power-actuated in-seat automotive lumbar systems were used 
for the product sound portion of the thesis. Twenty-four sounds were used. Twelve of these 
had been rated "good" by the product manufacturer and the other twelve were "bad." These 
evaluations were made based on the overall sound quality of the products, from subjective 
evaluations. To answer question 7, statistics (mean, standard deviation, minimum and 
maximum) based on the loudness of these sounds determined using the "best" method found 
from question 2 were calculated to distinguish the two data sets.
In order to evaluate the suitability of the steady loudness models for determining the 
loudness of the product sounds, paired comparison jury testing was conducted. A correlation 
study between the calculated results and those obtained from the jury was conducted to 
answer question 8. Further jury testing was conducted, requiring the judges to label each sound 
as "good" or "bad" in order to see how well consumer ratings agreed with manufacturer ratings. 
This work was conducted to answer question 9.
3.4 Uncertainty
In any scientific work, a critical aspect of results interpretation is the calculation of 
uncertainty. For all measurements and calculations, a full uncertainty analysis was conducted in 
order to enable proper interpretation of the results. The ultimate goal of this analysis is to be 
able to determine the uncertainty for all measurements of loudness and loudness level. This 
provides an answer to question 10. Before any conclusions regarding trends or differences can 
be made final, the differences between results must be shown to be outside the errors in 
measurement and/or calculation.
The details of the work conducted as a result of following this methodology are 
presented in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER IV 
EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
The methodologies described in the previous section required that experimental work 
be carried out. There were three distinct parts to the experimental work: tone/noise loudness 
measurements, product sound loudness measurements, and jury testing. The details of each 
are described below.
4.1 Tone/Noise Loudness Measurements
The principle technique used to evaluate the various combinations of frequency filtering 
techniques and loudness calculation methods was the determination of the loudness level of 
pure tones at 80 dB over a wide range of frequencies. Tones from 100 Hz to 1000 Hz at 100 Hz 
intervals, from 1000 to 10,000 Hz at 1000 Hz intervals, and 12,500 Hz were used. Pink and white 
noises were also investigated in order to see if similar trends could be observed with broadband 
noises.
The tone/noise portion of the work was divided into two sections: direct fed and 
measured. Both involved generating the tones and noises using software. NCH Tone Generator 
[83] was used to create .WAV format files with 16-bit resolution and a sampling rate of 44,100 
Hz. This program does not give control over the level of the sound being generated, so the 
output level was adjusted at later steps as necessary.
4.1.1 Direct Feed Experiment
For the "direct feed" experiment, these .WAV files were directly imported into the 
software packages used to perform frequency filtering. The desired levels were achieved for the 
sounds in different ways depending on the software package. IEC filtering was done using the 
OldB-Metravib software dBFA [84]. This program has a built-in function to perform third-octave
44
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band filtering of a sound based on the IEC 62160 standard. The filters are Class 0, Order 8 [85]. 
The procedure used to import and filte r a .WAV file was:
1. Import the file with a scaling factor of 1 and have the program determine the overall SPL of 
the original signal.
2. Calculate the adjustment necessary in the scaling factor necessary to achieve the desired
SPL for the sound using the formula G =  io [io^Lp'desired_ip'or‘flina!^  where G is the scaling 
factor, and LPdesired and LPoriginai are the desired and original SPLs, respectively.
3. Re-import the file using the scaling factor G.
4. Use dBFA's third-octave band filtering to obtain the unweighted third-octave band spectrum 
of the sound.
The other three types of filtering were done using Matlab [86]. ANSI S I.11-1986 (ANSI) 
filtering was done using a Matlab function written by Couvreur [87]. The filters generated were 
of Type 0, Order 3. The two FFT-based filtering functions were developed specifically for this 
thesis. As in dBFA, the levels of the sounds imported into Matlab needed to be adjusted. In 
Matlab, this process was easier to accomplish as it was done automatically for many sounds at 
once. In essence, the same procedure was followed as above, with the SPL of the signal being 
determined after import, and then the actual level being adjusted to match the desired level 
using a linear gain factor. The code for the importing, adjusting and filtering of the sounds can 
be found in Appendix A. The result, as with the IEC filtered sounds, is a set of third-octave band 
levels for each sound.
4.1.2 Measurement Experiment
The experimental measurements were conducted in a semi-anechoic room. The .WAV 
files generated using NCH Tone Generator were played back via amplified loudspeaker and a 
microphone connected to a data acquisition system was used to record the playedl-back sounds.
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Figure 4-1: Experimental setup for tone/noise measurements
The microphone was lined up with the centre of the speaker's driver, at a distance of 1 m. This 
setup gives a free field, frontal incidence measurement. Frontal incidence is assured by the axial 
alignment of the microphone and speaker driver. The semi-anechoic environment prevents 
reflections other than those from the floor and therefore mimics a large, open flat: plain. Figure
4-2 and Figure 4-3 show photographs of the experimental setup. Details for each component 
are found in Table 4-1: Component Details for experimental tone/noise measurements below.
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Figure 4-2: Experimental workbench
Figure 4-3: Speaker in the anechoic room
In the recorder software (dBRTA) setup, the sensitivity of the microphone used was entered in 
order to maximise the accuracy of the results. Before recording any data, the microphones 
were calibrated using the Larson Davis calibrator, and the dBRTA recorder software's "auto­
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range" feature was used to automatically adjust the full-scale SPL. This was set with a 1 kHz 
tone being played back at 80 dB. This feature leaves some over range availability, meaning that 
the full scale level was not set to 80 dB but to a level 20 dB higher. The fans in the section of the 
building around the anechoic room were turned off for the duration of the experiment to 
reduce background noise. For this experiment, three samples of each sound were recorded. 
Only tones at frequencies of 3000 Hz and lower were recorded, because of the frequency 
response of the speaker. It could not generate a level of 80 dB with tones of higher frequencies. 
The SPL of the white noise was also slightly lower than the desired 80 dB because of the poor 
high-frequency response of the speaker. Nevertheless the measured values were still useful. 
The environmental conditions during the measurements were steady over their one-hour 
duration. The temperature was 22 °C, the atmospheric pressure was 1.0 atm and the relative 
humidity was 55%.
Table 4-1: Component Details for experimental tone/noise measurements
Component Details
Microphone GRAS 1/2" 40AF, serial #: 54344
Preamplifier GRAS Type 26AK, serial #: 44431
Data acquisition OldB-Metravib Orchestra interface, serial #: UA00011
Speaker Peavey PR-10, max. power 200W, 8 Ohms impedance
Amplifier Peavey 80W Compact Powered Mixer, MP400, serial #: 
S0530227
Laptop computer Windows® PC, running OldB-Metravib's dBRTA
Semi-anechoic room Certified for frequencies above 200 Hz
Sound level meter/microphone Larson Davis 824, serial #: 824A0253
Calibrator (not shown in Figure) Larson Davis CAL150, 94dB@lkHz, serial #: 2383
The gain on the amplifier was set to the maximum and the level of the sound was 
adjusted using the volume controls on the computer. The level of the sound was checked in real 
time using the sound level meter (SLM), whose microphone was positioned adjacent to that of 
the measurement microphone. Data was recorded to the computer hard disk with 16 bit
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resolution and a sampling rate of 51,200 Hz. Ten second samples were recorded. The data was 
stored in a proprietary format, as one large measurement session file.
In order to filter the data, slightly different procedures were employed in comparison to 
those used in the "direct feed" experiment. The IEC filtering was again done within the dBFA 
program, which can directly read the measurement session file recorded during the 
measurements. The SPLs did not need to be adjusted for these sounds, and so they could be 
filtered directly. To use the other three filtering methods, the sounds needed to be exported as 
.WAV files that Matlab can read. The level calibrations were lost during this export process, 
however, and so the levels needed to be adjusted upon importing into Matlab in the same 
manner as for the direct feed data.
Since the anechoic room is qualified for frequencies above 200 Hz, all o f the 
experimentally measured data, in addition to being processed and filtered "as is," were also 
high-pass filtered at 200 Hz and then third-octave band filtered. The high-pass filtering used a 
20th-order Butterworth filter which has a 120 dB/octave slope.
The third-octave band spectra for all the tones and noises, both direct feed and 
measured, were used as inputs into all seven loudness models under consideration. Both 
loudness and loudness levels were calculated.
4.2 Product Sound Measurements
The product sound measurements were not carried out as part of the work for this 
thesis; the recorded data was available to the University of Windsor's Noise, Vibration and 
Harshness /  Sound Quality (NVH-SQ) research group from prior work. Nevertheless the 
experimental setup and equipment used were known and are presented here. Figure 4-4 shows 
a schematic of this setup.










Figure 4-4: Experimental setup for product sound measurements
These measurements were conducted using a binaural head. This is an artificial human head 
and torso with realistic outer ears, and microphones located within the ear canals. The head, 
torso and outer ear combine to provide the frequency response of the average human body, 
leading to measurements that are closely in line with what a person situated in the same 
location as the binaural head would actually hear. Table 4-2 provides details on the components 
used in this setup.
Table 4-2: Component Details for experimental product sound measurements
Component Details
Microphones Left Ear: Microtech Gefell NC-MK231, serial ft: 29725; 
Right Ear: Microtech Gefell NC-MK231, serial #: 29982
Preamplifiers Microtech Gefell MV203
Data acquisition OldB-Metravib Orchestra interface, serial ft: UA00011
Binaural Head Cortex Manikin, MK1, serial #: 172
Product Powered automotive lumbar systems (24 units)
Laptop computer Windows® PC, running OldB-Metravib's dBRTA
Semi-anechoic room Certified for frequencies above 200 Hz
Controller 12 V DC power supply with 2-way actuation switch
Calibrator (not shown in Figure) Larson Davis CAL150, 94dB@lkHz, serial ft: 2383
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The measurements were conducted with the binaural head located 1 m from the 
products. Individual microphone sensitivities were used in the recorder software as in the 
tone/noise measurements. The fans in the section of the building around the anechoic room 
were again turned off for the duration of the experiment to reduce background noise. Each one 
of the 24 powered lumbar systems' noise emissions during operation was recorded. For these 
measurements, calibrations and auto-ranging were performed as they were for the tone/noise 
measurements. Unfortunately, since the SPLs of the lumbar systems in motion were much 
lower than those in the other experiment, the background noise in the anechoic room (at 
frequencies below 200 Hz) was significant and the full-scale SPLs were higher than would have 
been ideal. This had an adverse effect on the uncertainty in the measurements, which will be 
discussed in the next chapter. Information on the environmental conditions during these 
measurements was unavailable, but they were likely similar to those for the tone/noise 
measurements. Only a single sample was available for each unit, resulting in four recorded 
sounds: left and right ear recordings for "in" and "out" motions. See Figure 4-5 for a schematic 
of the lumbar system operation. An electric motor connected to a gearbox drives a cable 
system that controls the movement of the lumbar support on the frame. It is the motor and 
gearbox that are the major sources of noise. The 24 units tested were divided into two 
categories by the product manufacturer: "good" and "bad" units. These categorisations were 
based on an overall subjective sound quality assessment, not on any psychoacoustic metrics. 
Twelve "bad" units were tested. Each of these was a complete lumbar system, with its own 
motor, gearbox, frame and lumbar support. The frame and lumbar support from one of these 
units was used with a set of twelve "good" motors and gearboxes as the "good" units.




Figure 4-5: Lumbar system motion. Left: "Out" direction; right: "In" direction
All data was high-pass filtered at 200 Hz using the same 20th-order Butterworth filter 
within dBFA used in the tone/noise measurements. It took between 3 and 5 seconds for the 
systems to travel from fully in to fully out, and vice-versa. The recordings were started before 
the motion began and thus a Matlab routine was written to remove the silences at the 
beginning of the recorded files before filtering, requiring .WAV files to be exported from dBFA. 
The shortened and high-pass filtered sounds were then calibrated and filtered in dBFA (for IEC 
filtering) and in Matlab (for the other three filter types considered) in the same way as the 
tone/noise measurements.
The third-octave band spectra for all the product sounds were used as inputs into the 
three Moore loudness models, since only these could accommodate separate left and right ear 
data. Both overall loudness and loudness levels were calculated.
4.3 Jury Testing
Jury testing was conducted using some of the product sounds as well as pure 1 kHz 
tones. Due to the different sounds emitted during the tw o travel directions (in/out), these were 
separated in the jury tests. Based on Glasberg and Moore (2006) [5] loudness using FFT-based 
third-octave band filtering, and taking the frequency response of the headphones used during 
the tests into account, three sounds were selected from the "good"-in, "good"-out, "bad"-in and
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"bad"-out sounds. The three selected sounds were chosen for low, medium and high loudness. 
1 kHz tones at 40, 50, 60, 70 and 80 dB were included in the jury test for reasons described 
below. There were two distinct tests: the paired comparison test and the subjective 
acceptability test. Software for conducting both tests was written in Matlab; the code can be 
found in Appendix B. Paired comparison testing was used because it does not require judge 
training.
4.3.1 Testing Software
After asking for the judge's age and name, used only to keep track of the data, and 
removed in the analysis later, the code first read in the specified sound files, and calibrated their 
levels. Thus there were 17 sounds—12 product sounds and 5 tones. The length of all sounds 
was adjusted to 5 seconds according to the guidelines in Otto et al. [72, p. 6). The program then 
proceeded to the paired comparison test.
A matrix indicating which pairs would be tested was generated. The 6 "in" sounds 
would be tested against each other and all 6 of the "out" sounds would be tested against each 
other. The tones would be tested only in pairs with adjacent SPLs (for example, 40 and 50 dB) 
since these sounds are very easy to distinguish. The tones with loudness values bracketing the 
calculated loudness of each product sound were also included in the "in" and "out" pair sets to 
check the ability of the judges to compare vary different types of sounds. For example, if a 
product sound had a loudness of 6 sones, it would be compared with the 50 dB tone (~4 sones) 
and the 60 dB tone (~8 sones). This resulted in a total of 58 pairs. See Table 4-3 for a listing of 
the pairs used. The pairs were then quasi-randomly ordered to eliminate any sequence effects. 
The ordering was not completely random, as it was also assured that the same sound would not 
be presented in two adjacent pairs during the test. In order to familiarise the judges with the 
sounds, all 17 were played, separated by half-second pauses, before the actual test began. At
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this point in the testing, the judges were not informed that the sounds were from automotive 
lumbar systems. Then the pairs of sounds were played for the judges, with a half-second pause 
between them. The order of playback of the two sounds within the pair was also randomised to 
eliminate playback order effects.
Table 4-3: Sound pairs used in jury testing
Sound Paired with Sound Paired with




T60, T70, GIL, GIM, GIH, 
BIL, BIH
50 dB Tone 
(T50)
T40, T60, BIL, GIL, GIM, GIH, 
BOL, GOL, GOM, GOH
"Bad"-in (high) 
(BIH)
T60, T70, GIL, GIM, GIH, 
BIL, BIM
60 dB Tone 
(T60)
T50, T70, BIL, BIM, BIH, GIL, 




T50, T60, GOM, GOH, 
BOL, BOM, BOH
70 dB Tone 
(T70)
T60, T80, BIM, BIH, BOM, BOH "Good"-out 
(med.) (GOM)
T50, T60, GOL, GOH, BOL, 
BOM, BOH








T50, T60, GIM, GIH, BIL, BIM, BIH "Bad"-out 
(low) (BOL)





T50,T60, GIL, GIH, BIL, BIM, BIH "Bad"-out 
(med.) (BOM)




T50, T60, GIL, GIM, BIL, BIM, BIH "Bad"-out 
(high) (BOH)




T50, T60, GIL, GIM, GIH, BIM, 
BIH
The judges were asked to indicate which of the two sounds they fe lt was louder. This was a 
forced-choice paired comparison test: no ties were allowed. The judges were given the option 
to listen to the pair again if he/she could not make a judgement after listening to the sounds 
once. The number of times the sounds were listened to was tracked, though this did not affect 
the assessment of the judge's performance, since sometimes judges needed to listen to a pair 
multiple times due to some external interruption. Once all 58 pairs were judged, the test
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proceeded to the next step. The paired comparison test took approximately 15 minutes for 
each judge to complete.
The judges could pause before the second test began. For this test, the judges were told 
that the sounds were recorded from automotive in-seat lumbar systems. The subjective 
acceptability test consisted of the judges listening to the twelve product sounds, in random 
order, and rating each one as "good" or "bad." Each sound could be listened to multiple times, 
and the number of times each sound was played was tracked though not used. This test took 
approximately 2 minutes for each judge to complete.
After both tests were completed, the program wrote the results to a file and thanked 
the judge for his/her participation.
4.3.2 Experimental Setup
Judges were recruited from students in the University of Windsor's Mechanical, 
Automotive and Materials Engineering department and from the author's friends and family. 16 
judges were used. The judges' ages varied from 22 to 56 years. The median age was 24.5 years; 
the average was 29.3 years. While the jury was more diverse than is often the case in acoustical 
jury testing, the broad range of consumers to whom automotive lumbar supports are marketed 
justified the jury composition. The judges sat at a laptop computer, wearing headphones, and 
interacted with the testing program using the keyboard. The tests were not conducted in a 
special environment but rather in normal rooms with low background noise. The headphones 
used were Sennheiser HD600s. Their frequency response is shown in Figure 4-6. The playback 
level of the headphones was calibrated using the Cortex Manikin binaural head. Using Matlab, 
an 80 dB, 1 kHz tone was played back with the headphones placed on the binaural head. The 
microphones in the head were connected to the Orchestra data acquisition system used in the 
other measurements. The volume controls on the computer running Matlab was adjusted until
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the level shown in the data acquisition was 80 dB. The volume controls on the computer were 
then left fixed until all jury testing was completed.
The results obtained from the work described in this chapter will be presented next, in 








Figure 4-6: Frequency response of Sennheiser HD600s. Data ©2007 HeadRoom Corporation.
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CHAPTER V 
ANALYSIS & RESULTS
In this chapter, the results obtained from the experiments described in Chapter 4 are 
presented and analysed. First, the loudness calculation methods considered are analysed based 
on their algorithms. Next, the results of both the direct feed and measured tone experiments 
are presented and analysed. This is followed by the results and analysis for the pink and white 
noise experiments. The results of the product sound measurements are given and analysed. 
The uncertainty analysis of the measured and calculated results follows. Finally, results of the 
paired comparison and acceptability jury tests are presented and analysed.
5.1 Analysis of Different Calculation Algorithms
Though there are seven loudness calculation methods considered in this thesis, there 
are only three types of loudness calculation: Stevens, Zwicker, and Moore. The details of the 
algorithm for each of the three types will be presented. Each will be followed by the differences 
present in the variations of that type.
5.1.1 Stevens Loudness
This method was first presented in Stevens' 1961 paper [8]. Piecewise continuous linear 
approximations to equal-loudness contours were used in order to determine the loudness of 
sound components at frequencies other than 1000 Hz. A "loudness index" as a function of SPL is 
given for the third-octave band with a centre frequency of 1000 Hz, as shown in Figure 5-1. This 
loudness index gives a loudness value for each band. The total loudness is determined by 
St ~  Sm +  F(1S  — Sm), as described in Chapter 2. It is this way of adding up the loudness from  
the bands that is interesting to examine. Stevens knew that a simple summation of the loudness 
of the bands would not be the proper way to determine total loudness due to masking effects.
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Figure 5-1: Loudness Index vs. SPL at 1000 Hz for Stevens loudness
Instead, the maximum band loudness index plus a fraction (F = 0.15) of the difference between 
the sum of the loudness indices and the maximum loudness index was used. It is this simplistic 
representation of frequency masking that puts in place the restriction of use with sounds with 
"broadband" spectra [14, p.2], The summation algorithm cannot account for the masking effect 
of a single third-octave band whose level is much higher than those of the adjacent bands. 
Because of this, it is expected that the Stevens loudness methods will perform poorly in the tone 
tests, but fare better in the pink and white noise tests.
Two implementations of Stevens loudness were used: ANSI S3.4-1980 (ANSI1980) and 
ISO 532 Method A (IS0532A). In this case the two standards use an identical model.
5.1.2 Zwicker Loudness
Zwicker's loudness model stems from his 1958 paper [11]. However, since here the 
interest is in computer code implementations of the loudness models, it is Paulus and Zwicker's 
1972 work [1] that is the focus of study. The Zwicker loudness model is characterised by many 
functions whose values are given in lookup tables. This model's algorithm mirrors the hearing 
process. The first indication of this is that the model contains a function to modify the sound
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field coming into the ear depending on whether the sound presentation is from a free or diffuse 
field. Then modifications are made to third-octave band levels at low frequencies to account for 
hearing threshold limitations. Third-octave bands are combined at the low end of the frequency 
spectrum to obtain the first three critical band levels, since at frequencies below 280 Hz the 
approximation of critical bands by third-octave bands is not valid.
For all 20 critical bands, attenuations due to the frequency response of the ear and due 
to the sound field being diffuse (if necessary) are added to the critical band levels. The levels 
are then compared to hearing threshold levels and, if below threshold, are set to zero. From the 
spectrum thus obtained, the specific loudness is determined, taking into account frequency 
masking effects. Only the higher of either the specific loudness caused by the level in a given 
band or the masked threshold in that band is retained as the contribution at each critical band 








i-1 i+1 i+2 i+3
Critical Bands
Figure 5-2: Schematic representation of specific loudness summation for the Zwicker model
Lookup tables are used to determine the slopes of the masked thresholds as a function of 
frequency and level. The trapezoid rule is used to integrate the curve from 0 to 24 Bark, and the
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area under the curve is the total loudness, which is then transformed to loudness level via a 
logarithmic function.
Two different versions of Zwicker's model were considered in this thesis. The first is the 
BASIC program published in 1984 by Zwicker et al. [16]. It is based on ISO 532 Method B 
(IS0532B) and is a translation of the FORTRAN program in Paulus and Zwicker [1]. The second is 
the BASIC program published in 1991 by Zwicker et al. [18], which is a translation of the code 
found in DIN 45631 (DIN45631). The implementations of the model are very similar but do 
contain some differences. The DIN45631 code contains an additional modification to the third- 
octave band levels at all frequencies below 315 Hz. This code also uses slightly different values 
in the look-up tables for the masking slopes, and also contains more points for each curve. 
Finally, DIN45631 contains an extra formula for the conversion of loudness to loudness level for 
loudness values less than 1 sone, whereas IS0532B has a universal conversion formula.
5.1.3 Moore Loudness
Moore loudness models originated with Moore et al.'s 1997 paper [22]. The approach 
used is similar to that found in Zwicker loudness models, but is more complex because it uses 
fewer simplifying assumptions. In addition to specifying free or diffuse sound fields, monaural 
or binaural listening is also an option. For binaural listening, if the same sound is presented to 
both ears, then the monaural loudness is simply multiplied by two. If different sounds are 
presented to each ear, the loudness of each is calculated separately and then the total loudness 
is the sum of each sound's loudness. Listening via headphones can also be specified, along with 
the frequency response of the headphones. Data tables for free and diffuse field outer ear 
transfer functions, as well as a fixed middle ear transfer function, transform the input spectrum 
to the spectrum present at the cochlea. The Moore models support multiple formats for the 
specification of the input spectrum. The relevant ones to this thesis are third-octave bands and
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direct specification of the frequencies and levels of the components of a sound. In either case, 
the data is transformed into a set of 1776 10 Hz-wide bands over the entire frequency range of 
interest. The acoustic excitation in every 10 Hz band is then determined by summing up the 
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Figure 5-3: Auditory filter shapes for different centre frequencies
The excitation pattern is transformed from the linear frequency scale to the number-of-ERBs 
scale. This excitation vs. number of ERBs curve is the input to the specific loudness computation 
stage.
One of the key differences between Moore and Zwicker loudness lies in how specific 
loudness is determined for excitations at or below the threshold of hearing. The Zwicker model 
sets the specific loudness of these excitations to zero; Moore's model gives a finite, nonzero 
specific loudness to these excitations. In Moore loudness models, the specific loudness curve 
has finite slopes on both sides of an excitation, and the entire curve is smooth arid contains no 
discontinuities. The specific loudness is calculated at each 0.1 number-of-ERBs, and simple
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rectangular integration is used to determine the total loudness. A lookup table is used to 
convert between loudness and loudness level.
Three versions of Moore's model were considered in this thesis. The first is directly 
based on Moore et al.'s 1997 paper [22] (Moorel997). The second is from ANSI S3.4-2005 [23] 
(ANSI2005). A third version, from Glasberg and Moore's update to their own model [5] 
(Moore2006), was also considered. This version is being implemented in an upcoming revision 
to the ANSI standard [27]. The differences between the ANSI2005 version and Moorel997 
version were summarised in Chapter 2, and were due to errors in the text of the ANSI standard. 
Nevertheless, this standard is still the active, published version. The Moore2006 version 
incorporated an updated hearing threshold look-up table and middle-ear transfer function. 
These are also being incorporated in to the ANSI standard's revision. The differences between 
the three methods become noticeable for any sounds with significant frequency content below 
500 Hz.
5.1.4 Expected Differences in Results
Based on this analysis of the algorithms for the three types of loudness model, it is 
expected that Stevens loudness will perform poorly for tonal sounds, though it may perform 
adequately for broadband sounds like pink and white noise. The Zwicker and Moore models 
should function similarly, except for sounds with major components below 500 Hz, for which the 
Moore model is expected to give results more closely matching the human perception of 
loudness.
5.2 Analysis of Tones
The determination of the loudness and loudness level of pure tones was performed in 
order to enable a comparison of the seven loudness models considered to ISO 226-2003 equal- 
loudness-level contours. The details of the generation, measurement, filtration and
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loudness/loudness level calculation for the pure tones were described in Chapter 4. Three of 
the four filter types could be used with all seven loudness calculations, while the FFT-based 10 
Hz-wide filtering could only be used with the three Moore loudness models. Thus there were 
(7 x  3) +  (3 x  1) =  24 loudness calculations for each sound. The data is divided into Groups 
and Sources. The Groups give a general indication of the intended use of the data, and the 
Sources indicate how the data was acquired. Table 5-1 below gives the Sources associated with 
each Group.
Table 5-1: Sources used in each Group
Group Sources
80 dB Tones Direct feed
Basic Direct feed
Ideals Constructed, 80 dB Constructed, matching Basic levels
Measured Flat Hi-Passed
The direct feed and constructed sources have 20 tones each. The flat source has 12 tones, and 
the hi-passed source has 10. All combinations of Groups and Sources used the full 24 loudness 
calculations, except for the Ideals Group, which did not involve filtering since the frequency 
spectrum of the sound was directly specified. The sounds in this Group were also only 
processed using the three Moore methods. Recall that the data in the Measured group contains 
three samples. So, the total number of loudness calculations for this portion of the work is 
24 x  (20 +  20 +  3 x  (12 +  10)) +  3 x  (2 x  20) =  2664. This is too much information to be 
able to analyse by inspection of the data. Therefore, data-reduction and averaging were 
employed to make analysing the results more manageable.
The data reduction involved combining the three samples for the sounds in the 
Measured group. The mean loudness and loudness level were determined and the standard 
deviations for both quantities were calculated. Peirce's criterion [88] was used to check for
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outliers. Ross [89] provided an excellent guide to the use of Peirce's criterion and explained the 
rationale for its use over the more popular Chauvenet criterion. Peirce's criterion dictates that a 
data point x* should be eliminated if its deviation from the mean, |x* — x|, is greater than R • a, 
where R is a constant that depends on the sample size and number of potential outliers, and a 
is the standard deviation. For three samples and one potential outlier, R =  1.196. No outliers 
were found, which indicates that the experimental results were consistent throughout the three 
trials. While this data reduction provided a single data point for each Measured tone, the 
quantity of data remaining was still large. Since 24 x  (2 x  (12 +  10)) =  1056 data points 
were eliminated using this data reduction, 1608 points remain.
In order to evaluate which combination of filtering and calculation methods provided 
the most accurate results, the loudness levels of 80 dB tones were determined from ISO 226- 
2003. The curve thus obtained is shown in Figure 5-4. The results for the various calculation 
methods, filters, Groups and Sources were compared to the data from ISO 226-2003. Graphs of 
all the results, with the ISO 226 data as a reference and with uncertainty data for all 
experimental results, can be found in Appendix C.
From the data used to construct these graphs, RMS error relative to the ISO 226 data 
and RMS % error were calculated for each combination of calculation, filter, Group and Source. 
The RMS % error per data point was also calculated in order to apply weightings, since not all 
Group/Source combinations contained the same number of data points. 102 combinations 
were used. These combinations can be summarised in several ways. The simplest is to follow 
the Group/Source listings from Table 5-1. The results thus obtained are shown in Table 5-2.










Figure 5-4: ISO 226-2003 loudness levels for 80 dB tones
Table 5-2: Average errors relative to ISO 226-2003 for loudness levels of pure tones by Group and
Source
Group/Source RMS error 
(phon)
RMS % error Weighting RMS %
error/data point
80 dB Tones/ 
Direct Feed
6.0 8.5% 20 0.42%
Basic/ 
Direct Feed
6.0 8.4% 20 0.42%
Ideals (matching Basic 
levelsj/constructed
3.0 4.0% 16 0.25%
Ideals (80 dB)/ 
constructed
2.5 3.2% 16 0.20%
Measured/
Flat
6.1 8.6% 12 0.72%
Measured/
Hi-Passed
4.6 5.8% 10 0.58%
From the "RMS % error per data point" column, the results are consistent with an intuitive sense 
of which Group/Source combinations would be most precise. The unfiltered Measured data is
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the most erroneous (0.72%), which is reasonable since the low-frequency background noise in 
the anechoic room seriously affected the measurements. The hi-passed Measured data is 
somewhat better (0.58%), since the background noise was largely concentrated at low 
frequencies. The Direct Feed data is even more accurate (0.42%), as would be expected, since 
there is no background noise affecting the data. It is apparent that there is a negligible 
difference between the results obtained with exactly 80 dB tones or with tones of slightly 
different level, usually less than 0.5 dB, chosen to mirror the levels achieved during the 
measurement experiment. As expected, the direct specification of the input spectrum 
(Constructed) gives the best estimate of the ISO 226 loudness levels, especially when tones of 
exactly 80 dB SPL were specified (0.20%).
These averages provide only a general overview of the relative accuracy of the 
Group/Sources. The expected trends were confirmed. More detailed analysis is necessary in 
order to address questions 2 through 5 from Chapter 2. Though the Constructed data are the 
most accurate, these are artificially constructed spectra and do not represent real sounds, which 
severely limits the use of Constructed spectra for engineering purposes, other than at the design 
stage. Also, the above evaluation is somewhat skewed: the Constructed data is used with only 
the Moore models, while the other Group/Source combinations use all the loudness models. 
Re-evaluated averages using only the Moore models for all combinations are shown in Table
5-3. Evaluated in this way, the difference between Direct Feed and Constructed data becomes 
much smaller, and the Measured data is shown to be much further away from the ISO 226 
values than either the Direct Feed or Constructed data. It is interesting to examine the RMS and 
RMS % errors for the Moore methods: these quantities now follow the same trends as the RMS 
% error per data point, which was not the case when all loudness models were considered 
simultaneously.
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Table 5-3: Average errors relative to ISO 226-2003 for loudness levels of pure tones for Moore loudness
by Group and Source
Group/Source RMS error 
(phon)
RMS % error Weighting RMS %
error/data point
80 dB Tones/ 
Direct Feed
4.0 5.3% 20 0.27%
Basic/ 
Direct Feed
3.9 5.3% 20 0.26%
Ideals (matching Basic 
levels)/constructed
3.0 4.0% 16 0.25%
Ideals (80 dB)/ 
Constructed
2.5 3.2% 16 0.20%
Measured/
Flat
6.7 9.1% 12 0.76%
Measured/
Hi-Passed
5.6 7.2% 10 0.72%
The close agreement between the Direct Feed and Constructed data indicates that the Direct 
Feed data, which is available for all loudness models, can be used to evaluate the best loudness 
calculation/filtering combination, since for the same type of loudness calculation (Moore), there 
is little difference between the two Sources. Since the weighting is constant within the 80 dB 
Tone/Direct feed combination, the actual RMS % error can be used to compare loudness 
calculation/filtering combinations. Table 5-4 shows these results.
Table 5-4: RMS % error in loudness level relative to ISO 226-2003 for 80 dB Tones/Direct Feed
ANSI (old) FFT (third octaves) FFT (10 Hz-wide) IEC/ANSI (new)
ANSI1980 15.40% 14.77% N/A 14.96%
ANSI2005 6.92% 5.00% 4.22% 5.74%
DIN45631 7.91% 7.76% N/A 7.88%
IS0532A 15.40% 14.77% N/A 14.96%
IS0532B 8.84% 8.45% N/A 8.63%
M oorel997 6.90% 4.98% 4.20% 5.74%
Moore2006 6.29% 4.52% 3.93% 5.20%
From the table, several observations can be made. First, Stevens and Zwicker loudness models 
seem to be relatively insensitive to the type o f filtering used, compared to the Moore models.
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However, the Moore models all have lower RMS % error values than the Stevens and Zwicker 
models. For the Moore models, there is a clear difference in the accuracy of the results 
depending on the filtering scheme used. The filters can be ranked in order of increasing 
accuracy: ANSI (old), IEC/ANSI (new), FFT (third octaves), and FFT (10 Hz-wide). Of the three 
Moore models, Moore2006 has the lowest error for each type of filter. This is the expected 
result given that this model was specifically updated to more closely reflect the ISO 226-2003 
standard. Therefore the most accurate combination of loudness calculation method and 
filtering for pure tones is Moore2006 with FFT (10 Hz-wide) filtering.
Both FFT-based filtering methods are significantly more accurate than the realisable 
filters. Recall that use of the 10 Hz-width filters requires significantly more computational 
resources, by about two orders of magnitude, than the other types of filtering. Its accuracy 
must be much higher than what is available with the other methods in order to justify its use for 
engineering purposes. The difference between FFT-based third-octave filtering and the 10 Hz- 
width filters is less than 1 % RMS error. This is not a large difference, and cannot justify the 
increased computational effort associated with the use of the constant-width filters. Thus, 
based on the tone results, while Moore2006 loudness with constant 10 Hz-wide FFT-based 
filtering provides the most accurate results, Moore2006 loudness with FFT-based third-octave 
band filtering is the most practical combination to use for engineering purposes.
The differences in the RMS % errors for the various third-octave filtering methods 
should be explored further. Examining a sample sound, the 80 dB 1 kHz tone, should illustrate 
the source of the differences. Figure 5-5 shows the third-octave band spectrum of the Direct 
Feed 80 dB, 1 kHz tone for the three applicable filte r types. The spectrum as filtered with the 10 
Hz-wide FFT filtering is also shown for reference.
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Figure 5-5: Third-octave band spectra for an 80 dB, 1 kHz tone
It is clear that the FFT-based filtering is far superior to the realisable filters, at least for tonal 
sounds, since these cannot capture the sharp change in the level from one band to the next. It 
much more closely matches the narrow-band FFT spectrum. The levels above threshold outside 
of the band centred at 1000 Hz affect the loudness calculations and decrease their accuracy 
when using the realisable filters. While it may appear that there is some strange scatter in the 
FFT data, note that this phenomenon occurs at levels far below the threshold of hearing. These 
are numerical artifacts, and do not affect loudness calculation in any way since the levels in 
question are so low. The accuracy of the realisable filters might be improved by increasing their 
Orders, but this comes with an increase in computational effort. The FFT filtering is quick and 
accurate, requiring similar computational effort to the realisable filtering.
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5.3 Analysis of Noises
The loudness and loudness levels of pink and white noise were also determined, for 
both the direct feed and measured experiments. These results was analysed to determine 
whether the best combination from the analysis of the tone data—Moore2006 with FFT third- 
octave band filtering—was also the best choice for broadband sounds. There is no standard 
against which to compare this data, so a different approach is needed. White and pink noises 
have well-defined spectra. White noise has an increasing third-octave band spectrum with a 
slope of 3 dB/octave. Pink noise has a constant third-octave band spectrum. The spectra 
obtained both from the Direct Feed source and Measured Group can be checked for adherence 
to these definitions. Figure 5-6 and Figure 5-7 show the spectra for the pink and white noises, 
respectively. The flat and linearly increasing levels for pink and white noise, respectively, are 
apparent in the Direct Feed spectra. Over the frequency range from 200 to 3150 Hz, the same 
trends can be seen for the Measured data. The low-frequency (below 200 Hz) noise present in 
the anechoic room used for the measurements can be seen by examining the ambient spectra in 
the figures. Since the levels of the pink noise in this low-frequency region are also well below 
the Direct Feed spectra, the frequency response of the speaker is obviously also poor in this 
region.
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Figure 5-6: Spectra for pink noise, with ambient levels included for reference
Given the broadband spectrum of the Direct Feed noises, and the relatively narrow range (200- 
3150 Hz) over which the measurements are in good agreement with the input spectrum (the 
Direct Feed noises), the Measured data must be excluded from the analysis of the noises. The 
examination of the loudness and loudness level calculations for white and pink noise will be 
limited to the Direct Feed data.
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Figure 5-7: Spectra for white noise, with ambient levels included for reference
From Figure 5-6 and Figure 5-7, it can be observed that there is little variation in the 
spectra amongst the three frequency filtering methods. The determination of the best type of 
frequency filtering to use for these broadband noises will be examined later. Given the minor 
variations amongst the spectra, a simple comparison of the different loudness models can be 
made for a given type of filtering. FFT-based third-octave band filtering is used based on its 
selection as the best filter type for the tones. The loudness levels thus obtained! are shown in 
Figure 5-8.
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Figure 5-8: Loudness levels of pink and white noise, using FFT-based third-octave band filtering
The variation in loudness level is fairly small. For all seven calculation methods, the standard 
deviations are 2.5% and 2.3% of the mean loudness levels, for pink and white noise, 
respectively. A major difference in comparison to the tone measurements is the similarity of the 
Stevens loudness results (IS0532A and ANSI1980) to the results obtained for Zwicker and Moore 
loudness. This is consistent with the restriction in Stevens' model of a relatively flat sound 
spectrum. There is a larger difference between Zwicker and Moore loudness than between 
Stevens and Zwicker loudness for these sounds. This is likely due to the significant levels below 
500 Hz. Within the results for each type of loudness model, there is very little variation. The 
two Stevens methods are as always identical. The Zwicker methods differ by only 0.5 phon, 
while the maximum variation amongst the Moore methods is 0.4 phon. Despite the small 
differences in the results obtained between the three types of loudness models, they are clearly 
distinguishable. With no data against which to compare, the best—that is, the most accura te- 
model cannot really be determined. However, due to the small variations amongst the
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methods, no large error will result from the use of any of the models for this type of sound, and 
so due to the drawbacks of the other models, Moore loudness should be used. The Moore2006 
model is the most up-to-date and likely the most accurate, though without extensive jury 
testing, which is beyond the scope of this thesis, the most accurate model for these sounds 
cannot truly be determined.
The assumption that the FFT-based third-octave band filtering is the proper choice 
should be tested for validity. With the chosen loudness calculation (Moore2006), loudness 
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Figure 5-9: Loudnes levels of pink and white noise using Moore2006 loudness
The FFT-based third-octave band and IEC filtering results are nearly identical, and differ only 
slightly from the old-style ANSI filtering. Based purely on these results, there is no reason to 
choose between the FFT and IEC filtering. Given this, and the improved accuracy of the results
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for the tones with FFT filtering, FFT filtering should also be with broadband noises. The other 
methods could also be used with little change in the results obtained.
5.4 Analysis of Product Sounds
Powered adjustable lumbar support systems were examined as examples of product 
sounds. 24 measurements were taken of the lumbar systems in operation in each of their two 
travel directions, and for each measurement left and right ear data was available due to the use 
of a binaural head during the measurements. Half of the 24 measurements were of "good" 
systems; the others were "bad"—designations given by the product manufacturer based on the 
overall sound quality of the system. The loudness and loudness level of these 24 systems were 
calculated using the Moore loudness models. The Moore models were used exclusively because 
of their provision for different sounds being presented to each ear. In this case, the total 
loudness is the sum of the loudness of the sound in each ear, and the loudness level is 
determined from this total loudness. All data from the product sound measurements was high- 
pass filtered at 200 Hz to eliminate background noise in the anechoic room. The input spectra 
of the sounds were adjusted for presentation via Sennheiser TD600 headphones, to make the 
calculations compatible with jury tests conducted later.
The calculated loudness of these sounds were analysed in terms of the "good" and 
"bad" classifications. The full results for all the individual measurements can be found in 
Appendix D. Figure 5-10 shows the mean loudness as well as the maximum and minimum 
loudness for FFT-based third-octave band filtering and Moore2006 loudness. Though the mean 
loudness for the "good" sounds in each direction is noticeably lower than that for the "bad" 
sounds, the variation in the data is large. There is overlap in both cases in the range of loudness 
values: for the "in" sounds, the lowest "bad" loudness value is much less than the highest 
"good" loudness value. For the "out" sounds, the situation is even worse—the "good" range is
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completely a subset of the "bad" range. These results seem to indicate that there is little 













Figure 5-10: Mean loudness of product sounds for FFT (1/3 oct) filtering with Moore2006 loudness; 
maximum and minimum loudness shown with vertical bars
Steady loudness would not appear to be a metric strongly correlated with the overall acoustic 
acceptability of this product. There are some unsteady elements present in the sound, and so a 
subjective evaluation of the sounds is required to check how well a steady loudness calculation 
describes the loudness of this product. Before analysing the results of the jury tests, the 
determination of the uncertainty associated with the tones, noises and product sounds will be 
described.
5.5 Uncertainty Analysis
The uncertainties in the loudness and loudness levels of the sounds considered were 
determined. The approach used was taken from Quinlan's work [56], treating the loudness 
models as single-valued functions of many variables. The theory of the propagation of
■ Good
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uncertainty used is based on Wheeler and Ganji's book [90]. In general, the uncertainty in the 
output or result of a function of n variables x, can be expressed as
where wR is the uncertainty in the result, the x t are the independent input variables, and wXi is
dR
the uncertainty in the value of each of the x £. The —  are the sensitivities of the function with
respect to each input variable. The overall uncertainty in a quantity is found from combining 
systematic and random uncertainties. The systematic uncertainty uR is caused from limitations 
in the accuracy of the measuring equipment, while the random uncertainty pR is the result of 
variation in the result obtained from multiple trials. The combined total uncertainty is given by
The determination of systematic and random uncertainty for the loudness and loudness levels 
calculated in this thesis will be described separately below.
5.5.1 Systematic Uncertainty
It is easiest to work with an uncertainty analysis if all input quantities are expressed in 
physical units. This means that for loudness calculations, the third-octave band pressures are 
used as the inputs instead of the band pressure levels. The uncertainties in the band pressures 
are not directly known, unfortunately, and thus the elementary uncertainties associated with 
the measurements must be propagated through to the band pressures. This process was 
divided into two stages: determination of the overall uncertainty in the digital signal (the 
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5.5.1.1 Uncertainty in the Digital Signals 
The recorded sounds were stored as 16-bit .WAV files. "16-bit samples are stored as 
2's-complement signed integers, ranging from -32768 to 32767," [91] so the quantity sought is 
an uncertainty expressed as an integer between 0 and 32767, indicating the magnitude of the 
uncertainty in the digital file. For data acquired from actual measurements, this can be 
expressed as
u d s  —
(dDS (dDS >2 ll/2
W h T ' Uv)  + \ W Ures'ADCj (8 )
where uDS is the uncertainty in the digital signal (unitless), uv is the uncertainty in the analog 
voltage signal leaving the preamplifier (V), and ures ADC is the uncertainty introduced due to the
analog-to-digital conversion process (V). This is also known as quantisation error. is theO V
sensitivity of the digital signal to the analog voltage (1/V).
The sensitivity is constant (it does not depend on v), since there is a linear
relationship between the digital signal and the analog voltage:
dDS 32767
~dv~ ~  vFS (9)
vFS is the full-scale voltage (V),
dv
v f s  =  ' P f s  (1 0 )
dv
where —  is the microphone sensitivity (V/Pa), a known quantity, and PFs  is the full-scale
pressure (Pascal), which is a direct function of the full-scale SPL, determined! by the data
acquisition during auto-ranging prior to the measurements. The full-scale pressure can be 
expressed as
Pfs  =  P ref ■ 10^oLp’FS (11)
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Here Pref  is the reference pressure for sound pressure levels, 2 x  10-5 Pa, and LP FS is the full- 
scale SPL (dB), a known quantity for each measurement. The full-scale SPL was 103.9 dB for the 
tone and noise measurements, and 99.03 dB for the product sound measurements.




/d v  \  /d v  \
' U P J  +  ' U FR,pream p J (12 )
where uP is the uncertainty in the sound pressure measured by the microphone (Pa), and 
u Fr ,p ream p  's the uncertainty due to the frequency response of the preamplifier (Pa). These 
quantities can be expressed in terms of decibel uncertainties in the specification sheets for the 
microphone and preamplifier used as
uP =  P • (l07oULf>'mic -  l ) (13)
and
U FR,p ream p =  P  ' ( l 0 ^ K p r e a m p  _  (1 4 )
Here uLPmic and uLFRpreamv are the level uncertainties (dB) given for the microphone and 
preamplifier, respectively. See Table 5-5 for the values of the microphone sensitivities and the 
microphone and preamplifier uncertainties for the equipment used.
Table 5-5: Sensitivities and uncertainties for microphones and preamplifiers
M ic r o p h o n e /p r e a m p l i f ie r
c o m b in a t io n
5 <v/ pa> U LP,m ic  (d B ) U L,FR ,pream p  (d B )
Tone/noise experiment 0 . 0 6 2 3 2 5 1  • 1 0 “ 3 1 .0  [9 2 ] 0 .2  [9 3 ]
Product sounds -  Left ear 0 . 0 5 4 1 3 6  • 1 0 - 3 1 .0  [9 4 ] 0 .5  [9 5 ]
Product sounds -  Right ear 0 . 0 5 4 3 3 7 1  ■ 1 0 “ 3 1 .0  [9 4 ] 0 .5  [9 5 ]
P is the measured (RMS) sound pressure in Pascal, and is related to  the measured SPL LP (dB) by
l
P =  Pre f ■ 1020LP (15)
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The quantisation error can be expressed as
1 /  v 2
—  - i  FS
u res,ADC -  2 ^32767 • v
where v  is the analog voltage (Volt), given by:
fd v \
V =  (d p ) ' P
(16)
(17)
For data directly created as a digital file (the Direct Feed data), the uncertainty in the 
digital signal can be expressed as
u d s  ~~ 2  U m a x  ' 32767) (18)
where lmax is the maximum fraction of the integer scale used in the sound file (unitless). Table 
5-6 lists the values for Imax for the different types of generated sounds. With the uncertainty in 
the digital signal determined, the uncertainty in the calculated loudness and loudness level can 
be determined.
Table 5-6: Maximum fraction of integer scale used for Direct Feed sounds
Sound Pure tones Pink Noise White Noise
^max 0.2500 0.2169 0.4999
5.5.1.2 Uncertainty in Loudness and Loudness Level 
Since loudness level is a one-to-one function of loudness, the uncertainty in the 
loudness level can be expressed simply as
dLN
U LN ~ dN
■ UN (19)
dLN
where uN is the uncertainty in the calculated loudness and - ^ -  (phon/sone) is the sensitivity of 
the loudness level function. This is a function of the loudness and was approximated as
dLN LN(N + AN) -  LN(N)
dN AN
(20 )
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with AN =  0.1 sone for all calculations. The loudness uncertainty is a function of the input band 
pressures (m is the number of bands):
1 /2




The sensitivities —  (sone/Pa) were approximated using the formula
OPi
d N  ^ N(P1,P2>- P j  +  APj,-Pm) -  N(P1>P2, - P i,-P m )  
dPt ~  APL
(22 )
where AP£ (Pa) was chosen to correspond to an increase in the band pressure level of 1 dB. This 
can expressed as
APt =  Pref ■ 1 0 ^ ( ip *+1) (23)
where LP. is the ith  band pressure level (dB). The P£ (Pascal) are the band pressures, related to 
the band pressure levels by
Pi =  Pref ■ 10ToLpi (24)
The uncertainty of the value of the ith  band pressure can simply be expressed as
dP,
uPi U DSi ’ dDS
(25)
dPi
In this expression, is the sensitivity of the ith  band pressure with respect to the digital signal 
(Pa). This sensitivity is a constant for each measurement and is given by
dPi Pps
   =  — —  26
dDS 32767 '
The uncertainty in the digital signal representation of the ith  band pressure, uDS., is expressed 
as
_P i
U DSi ~  ~p '  U DS (27)
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The full range of uncertainty and sensitivity calculations was performed for all data, except for 
sounds filtered using FFT-based constant-width filtering, due to the previous elimination of this 
type of filtering because of the computational effort involved.
5.5.2 Random Uncertainty
Random uncertainty could only be determined for the tone and noise measurements, 
since these were the only sounds for which multiple trials were available. The random 
uncertainty for the direct feed data would be zero in any case. It is unfortunate that multiple 
trials were not available for the product sound measurements; it will later be seen, however, 
that there would have been little additional information gained even if there had been multiple 
trials. The manner in which random uncertainty was determined was based on Wheeler and 
Ganji, section 7.6 [90, p. 199-202],
This method assumes that only a small number of samples of each data point are 
available (in this case, three). The random uncertainty is given by
where SR is the standard deviation of the result and t s is the Student's t-value. The standard 
deviation of the result can be expressed as
In this equation, the S; are the standard deviations of the independent variables and —  is the
Pr — ts ' Sr (28)
1 /2
(29)
sensitivity of the result w ith respect to the ith  variable.
For the loudness calculations, we thus have
(30)
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where —  is based on the mean band pressure and mean loudness for the three trials. The
of t s, the degrees of freedom for SN must be determined. Since the SPi are all based on small 
samples, the degrees of freedom can be determined from the Welch-Satterthwaite formula [90,
p. 202]:
All the v f i =  2 since there are three samples for all the variables (band pressures). Then the t  
value can be determined for the desired confidence level, taken here to be 95%.
5.5.3 Uncertainty Results
The above calculations were completed for all of the tone/noise sounds as well as the 
product sound measurements, except for the FFT-based constant-width filtered data. The 
uncertainties in the loudness and loudness level for the Direct Feed and Constructed sounds 
were less than 0.01% and therefore insignificant. Given that no physical measurements took 
place for this data, this is not surprising but is a good indication that the loudness calculation 
procedures do not greatly amplify the input band pressure uncertainties.
For the measured data, there is significant uncertainty. For the tone and noise 
measurements, these uncertainties were generally small—around 5% for loudness and 1% for 
loudness level—with the vast majority (>90%) of the uncertainty coming from systematic 
uncertainty. Variation between the results was limited, giving low random uncertainty. Note 
the reduction in percentage uncertainty from loudness to loudness level. This is due to the 
logarithmic nature of the transformation from loudness to loudness level. The complete result 
graphs for the pure tone experiments include error bars (see Appendix C).
sample standard deviations SP* are calculated in the usual way. In order to calculate the value
(31)
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The uncertainties associated with the product sound measurements are very large, 
sometimes being over 100% of the calculated loudness or loudness level. This is caused by very
large values of the uncertainty due to analog-to-digital conversion, u res ADC, when the recorded
SPL is far below the full-scale SPL. Recall that
_ l f  v j s ^
Ures,ADC ~  ^  ^ 3 2 7 6 7  ■ V )  ^
which can be expanded to
i/' (IfW \
U" SMC 2 (^32767 • ( § £ )  ■/>] ' 33)
If the basic definitions of the sound pressure and full-scale sound pressure are substituted into 
this expression, then we have
i f  (If • Pr„ • 10^'” )
\  32767 ■ ( | 2 )  • Pref ■ i m L>
u res,ADC ~  2 1 l  . I (3 4 )
which can be simplified to
u res,ADC  — n  I l  | (3 5 )
32767 • 1020l
V-res,ADC ~
1 dv Pref 10 l o ^ r s - L p )  (3 6 )
L2 dP 32767J
The term in square brackets is a constant for a given measurement setup. The second term 
shows the exponential dependence of the quantisation uncertainty on the difference between
dvthe measured SPL and twice the full-scale SPL. Using the appropriate values of —  and LP FS, the 
value of ures ADC is shown in Table 5-7 below for a representative tone/noise measurement (80 
dB SPL), and a representative product sound measurement (45 dB SPL). The microphone 
sensitivity from the right ear was used.
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Table 5-7: Dependence of quantisation error on the difference 2LP FS — LP
Measurement





2^p,fs — Lp (dB) ^■res,ADC M
Tone/noise 0.0623251 • 1 0 "3 103.9 80.0 127.8 4.67 • 10~8
Product
sound
0.0543371 • 10“ 3 99.03 45.0 153.1 7.46 • 1 0 "7
The product sound's u res ADC is about 16 times larger than that for the tone/noise. Another 
source of the increased overall uncertainty is the uncertainty in the band pressure levels, uP.. 
Recall that
dPi
Upi — U D S i ' dDS
(37)
which can be expanded as
tip. — (f “»)■(Pfs \  32767/ (38)
P p c
Thus the uncertainty in the band pressures is a function of the ratio — , which is very different 
for the tone/noise and product sound measurements. For representative SPLs of 80 and 45 dB 
for tone/noise and product sounds, respectively, these ratios are given in Table 5-8.
pn.
Table 5-8: Ratio —  for tone/noise and product sound measurements
Measurement L p ,f s  (dB) LP (dB) PFS (Pa) P (Pa) P f s
P
Tone/noise 103.9 80.0 3.13 2.00 o
1
1.57 • 101
Product sound 99.03 45.0 1.79 3.56 ■ 10“ 3 5.03 • 102
The pressure ratio -y -  is over 32 times larger for the product sound than for the tone/noise! 
Recall that there are 33 bands over which this type of error is summed. It is apparent that the
P r t p
overall uncertainty in loudness and loudness level is very sensitive to — . The uncertainties 
associated with the product sound measurements are therefore too large to further their 
analysis.
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With the uncertainties determined, the comparisons of different loudness calculation 
methods and filtering techniques from section 5.2 should be revisited. The determination of the 
most accurate combination of calculation and filtering was done using the Direct Feed data, 
which had virtually zero uncertainty. It is when the calculations are performed for measured 
data that the uncertainty is of concern. Unfortunately there is significant background noise 
altering the spectra for the measured data, and the available frequency range (300-3000 Hz) is 
only a small fraction of the range considered for the Direct Feed data. Figure 5-11 and Figure 
5-12 show loudness levels with uncertainty ranges for the hi-passed, measured tones. In Figure 
5-11, all the loudness models used FFT-based third-octave band filtering, and in Figure 5-12, all 
the filtering models were processed using Moore2006 loudness. From Figure 5-11, it can be 
seen that the uncertainty ranges generally do not overlap between loudness model types 
(Stevens, Zwicker, and Moore), but that there is generally overlap between the loudness levels 
calculated using the different models of a given type. From these results, the selection of 
Moore2006 loudness as the most accurate model would be generalised to any Moore model. 
From Figure 5-12, the two realisable filtering methods are not really distinguishable, and even 
the uncertainty ranges for FFT-based third-octave band filtering sometimes overlap with those 
of the realisable filters. There is enough difference to be able to say that the results for FFT- 
based third octave band filtering are indeed distinct from the realisable models and therefore 
the selection of this type of filtering as the most accurate stands.
















—  ISO 226-2003
Frequency (Hz)
Figure 5-11: Loudness levels showing uncertainties for measured, hi-passed pure tones, using FFT-based 
third-octave band filtering
This uncertainty analysis has shown the usefulness of conducting the Direct Feed 
experiment. W ithout it, no distinction between the Moore models would have been possible 
and a specific combination of filter and loudness model resulting in the most accurate loudness 
level calculations would not have been possible. While the measured experimental results are 
not sufficiently different to  distinguish between the Moore models, since the majority of the 
error was systematic, improvements in the quality of the measurement equipment and 
selection o f full-scale SPLs closer to the measured SPLs should reduce the uncertainty and allow 
for distinction to be made between the different Moore models. Regardless o f the 
measurement uncertainties, in the Direct Feed tests the most accurate combination was 
Moore2006 with FFT-based third-octave band filtering, and the uncertainty analysis does not 
invalidate that conclusion.
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-♦ -A N S I (old) 
-■ -F F T  (1/3 oct) 
—A—IEC/ANSI (new) 
—  ISO 226-2003
300 3000
F re q u en cy  (H z )
F igure 5 -1 2 : Loudness le v e ls  s h o w in g  u n c e rta in tie s  f o r  m e a s u re d , h i-passed p u re  to n e s , using  
M o o r e 2 0 0 6  lo udn ess
5.6 Analysis of Paired Comparison Testing
Paired comparison jury testing was conducted using a subset of the product sounds in 
order to determine how strongly calculated loudness for these sounds correlated with 
subjective ratings. The subset contained 12 sounds: a sound of low, medium, and high loudness, 
based on calculated results, for each direction o f travel (In/Out) and each classification 
(Good/Bad). The sounds were thus given a 3-letter label uniquely identifying it within the test: 
the first letter signifies the classification (G/B), the second letter indicates the travel direction 
(I/O) and the third letter refers to  the loudness (L/M/H). For example, the Good "In" sound with 
medium loudness was labelled "GIM."
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The results for each judge were checked for consistency and the agreement between 
judges was determined, both using Kendall's parameters [63]. The coefficient of consistence for 
a judge is defined as
24c 
24 c
= 1 ~ w ~ = f l ' ,orteven' 1391
where t  is the number of objects (sounds) in the test, and c is the number of circular triads, 
defined as
c =  (40)
where
t
T =  £ ( « ,  -  a )2. (41)
;= i
The ai are the scores for the objects (sounds) for the judge, and a is the average score,
a =  i ( t - l ) .  (42)
For each subset of the test (the "in" and "out" portions), there were 6 sounds. Figure 5-13 and 
Figure 5-14 show the distribution of £ for the 16 judges. Only judges with a coefficient of 
consistence of 0.75 or higher were included in the subsequent analysis. This means that two 
judges were eliminated for the "In" test, and one was eliminated for the "Out" test.
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Coefficient of consistence, C,
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Figure 5-14: Distribution of (  for "Out" sounds; eliminated data shown in black
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(44)
where the a£;- are the number of times sound i was selected as louder than sound j .  The 
coefficient of agreement u varies between 1, indicating perfect agreement, and u = 
- l / ( n  -  1) or u — —1 /n  for n even or odd, respectively, for the poorest agreement. For the 
"In" test, u =  0.57 and for the "Out" test, u =  0.56. The agreement is fair, but not very strong. 
This is independent of the high consistency of the judges. One possible interpretation of the 
poor agreement amongst judges is that the quality being judged is not linearly distributed. 
Loudness is a linear quantity, however—a sound twice as loud will have twice the loudness—so 
this cannot be the case. The other interpretation, and the one we must therefore turn to, is that 
some of the sounds are not different enough to be able to be truly distinguished—in other 
words, the loudness for the sounds are too similar [63]. This can be investigated further by 
determining the minimum significant difference between scores.
The critical difference in the scores a tj  for significance can be determined via the 
procedure outlined in David's book [71, p. 38-39], A significance level a must first be selected. 
5%, corresponding to 95% confidence, was selected in order to be consistent with the 
confidence level assumed elsewhere in this work. Then
must be compared with "the upper a significance point of the x 2 distribution" [71, p. 38] with 
v f  = t — 1 degrees of freedom. If Dn >  X2 (.a>v) then there are significant differences between 
the scores. The critical difference in scores m c must then be determined. m c is the smallest 
integral value of m  for which
(45)
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n ( t - l )  „ 
r= m  p = 0
is not larger than a. Any scores differing by m c or more are significantly different. Table 5-9 
summarises the least significant difference in scores calculations for both the "In" and "Out" 
tests.
Table 5-9: Least significant difference in scores calculations [a = 0.05)
Test n t S'« Dn * 2  («, v) Significantdifferences? m c
"In" 14 6 9736 113.62 11.07 YES 14
"Out" 15 6 11203 122.91 11.07 YES 14
The scored results are shown in Figure 5-15 for both tests. Results that cannot be distinguished 
have a line drawn beneath them, and the coloured bars show ranges of distinct values.
BIH BIM GIH BIL GIL GIM
68 51 35 25 25 6
Figure 5-15: Scores for paired comparison tests showing significant differences; top: "In", bottom: "Out"
Clearly many of the sounds did not have different enough loudness to be distinguished by the 
judges, thus explaining the value of the coefficient of agreement.
In order to correlate the paired comparison test results with calculated loudness, the 
Thurstone-Mosteller linear model [61, 62, 65]} was used. A linear model was assumed because 
of the known linear characteristic o f the sone scale. The specific implementation of the model
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was based on David [71, p. 44-45], Instead of arbitrarily assigning a true value Vt o f 0 to one of 
the objects, David uses the restriction
Then, for each score a y ,  the proportion p y  of preferences for object (sound) i  over object 
(sound) j  is determined. For any sound with a py  of 1 or 0, a correction must be introduced to 
avoid difficulties with using the normal distribution, which is oo and —oo at py  =  1 and 0, 
respectively. David recommends [71, p. 44] replacing py  values of 0 with 1 /2 n  and py  values 
of 1 with 1 -  l / 2 n .  For each p y ,  the difference between the values d y ,  which is the unit 
normal deviate for the Thurstone model, is determined. Then, for each sound, the least squares 
estimate of the true value 1/ is given by
These linear values v t can be directly compared to calculated loudness values. Appendix E 
contains the full tables of the a y ,  p y ,  d y  and V; for both the "In" and "Out" tests. Figure 5-16 
and Figure 5-17 show the calculated Moore2006 loudness with FFT-based third-octave band 













0.5 1.0 1.5-1.5 - 1.0 -0.5 0.0
Best fit scores
Figure 5-16: Loudness vs. best fit scores for "In" sounds with line of best fit
The R2 values for these data sets are 0.585 and 0.457 for the "In" and "Out" tests respectively. 
These are relatively poor fits, which might indicate that steady, calculated loudness is not an 
accurate descriptor of the perceived loudness of these sounds due to unsteady effects; that the 
judges were actually basing their evaluations on something other than loudness, perhaps how 
annoying the sound was; or that the sounds loudness' are too similar to be distinguished by the 
judges.






-1.0 -0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5
Best fit scores
Figure 5-17: Loudness vs. best fit scores for "Out" sounds with line of best fit
Since it has already been determined that some of the data points are not 
distinguishable, further analysis was performed in which indistinguishable data points were 
averaged into a single point. Figure 5-18 and Figure 5-19 show the data points thus obtained, as 
well as lines of best fit for this data. The R2 values for these data sets are 0.742 and 0.946 for 
the "In" and "Out" tests respectively. This averaging scheme improves the correlations, though 
it provides less useful information on specific sounds. From this, it can be said that there is a 
relatively strong correlation between subjective and calculated loudness, though to more clearly 
see the correlation, sounds whose loudness differs by larger margins should be used.
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Figure 5-19: Averaged loudness vs. best fit score for "Out" sounds with line of best fit
5.7 Analysis of "Good'7"Bad" Tests
In addition to the paired comparison test, the judges were also asked to classify each of 
the twelve product sounds as "good" or "bad." The purpose of this test was to see how well the 
manufacturer's classifications of the sounds as "good" or "bad" matched with the perceptions of
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people unfamiliar with the products. The results in terms of the percentage of judges who 
agreed with the manufacturer's classifications for each sound are shown in Table 5-10.












BIM Bad 87.5% BOL Bad 31.3%
BIL Bad 62.5% BOM Bad 100.0%
BIH Bad 100.0% BOH Bad 100.0%
GIM Good 75.0% GOH Good 87.5%
GIL Good 75.0% GOL Good 81.3%
GIH Good 93.8% GOM Good 68.8%
Overall there is fairly good agreement, with 9 of the 12 sounds having at least 75% of the judges 
in agreement with the manufacturer classifications. The sounds with poorer agreement include 
the two "bad" sounds with low loudness, which were probably not loud enough to trigger a 
"bad" response, and the medium-loudness "out"-direction "good" sound, which still had a fairly 
high percentage agreement (69%), and may have had dominating characteristics other than 
loudness.
There was good agreement between the judges and the product manufacturer 
regarding which sounds were "good" and which ones were "bad," and fair but not overly strong 
correlations between calculated and subjectively determined loudness. It seems that while 
loudness is a contributing metric to the overall sound quality perception for this product, there 
are other aspects of sound perception that also play a significant role. Likely candidates are 
modulation in the sounds, which could be quantified with the metrics of roughness and/or 
fluctuation strength.
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CHAPTER VI 
DISCUSSION
From the analyses in the preceding chapter, answers to the ten questions posed at the 
end of Chapter 2 can be stated. Each question is repeated below, followed by the answer 
ascertained from the analysis.
1. What are the differences in the various loudness calculation methods?
The most important difference between the different types of loudness models 
(Stevens, Zwicker and Moore) is the type of spectra to which they should be applied. Stevens' 
method should be used only for broadband sounds with relatively continuous band levels. The 
Zwicker and Moore models are more widely applicable, but only the Moore models accurately 
capture some aspects of human hearing below 500 Hz. Between different models of the same 
type, differences are typically minor but noticeable, and usually involve slightly different values 
in lookup tables or of empirical constants.
2. Which combination of loudness calculation method and frequency filter gives the best 
results?
Moore2006 loudness using constant-width FFT-based filtering gives results that most 
closely match the equal-loudness-level contours in ISO 226-2003.
3. How does third-octave band input compare to directly constructed input when using Moore 
and Glasberg's loudness model?
There is certainly an improvement in accuracy in the loudness levels obtained when 
using an artificially constructed spectrum. The improvement over third-octave band input of 
Direct Feed data is small, however, and since artificially constructed spectra are of limited use 
for engineering purposes other than at the design stage, third-octave band input data can be 
used to compute loudness with confidence.
98
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4. Is constant-width FFT filtering, a method used to obtain a more detailed spectrum for input 
to Moore/Glasberg loudness, worth the additional computational effort during both the 
filtering and loudness calculation stages?
FFT-based third-octave band filtering can be used with little loss in accuracy and a large 
reduction in the required computational time compared to the constant-width filtering, and 
thus it is actually the combination of Moore2006 loudness and FFT-based thirdl-octave band 
filtering that is best to use in practice.
5. How do various frequency filtering methods change the input spectra for loudness 
calculations?
There are significant differences in the input spectra, especially for tonal sounds, 
depending on the filtering method used. The FFT-based methods can much more accurately 
capture a narrow tonal component that is at a much higher level than the adjacent components 
than can the realisable methods, since these have finite drop-off slopes, while the FFT-based 
filtering is rectangular. This allows for a more accurate input spectrum for loudness calculation.
6. Does the same combination of loudness calculation and frequency filter determined to be 
"best" for tones also work well for white and/or pink noise?
Though there is no standard against which to compare in the case of white and pink 
noise, Moore2006 with FFT-based third-octave band filtering gives results similar to those 
obtained with most other methods. As expected, the differences are much smaller between the 
various filtering and loudness models for broadband noises compared to the pure tones. There 
is no obvious reason to choose one method over another, but the same combination that was 
deemed best for the tones can be recommended for theses sounds as well, in order to 
generalise the recommendation.
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7. For real-world product sounds, how well does steady loudness correlate with the product 
manufacturer's classifications of the sounds as "good" or "bad?"
Calculated steady loudness does not correlate well with the manufacturer's 
classifications of the product sounds. There is a wide range of loudness for both "good" and 
"bad" sounds in both directions of travel and these ranges overlap significantly. There are other 
aspects of sound perception that must affect the sound quality of this product, such as 
modulation.
8. How strong of a correlation is there between calculated loudness and paired comparison 
test results for real-world product sounds?
There is a fairly strong correlation between calculated and subjectively determined 
loudness for the product sounds. The correlation at first appeared to be weak but when 
indistinguishable results from the paired comparison testing were averaged into a single point, 
the correlations improved considerably. The problem was not a poor true correlation between 
calculated and perceived loudness, but rather an inability on the judges' part to distinguish 
some of the sounds, since they had very similar loudness.
9. How accurate was the "good" vs. "bad" labelling of product sounds applied by the 
manufacturer, compared to labelling given by a jury?
The classification of the sounds as "good" or "bad" was fairly accurate. Most sounds 
had an agreement by the judges of 75% or higher with the manufacturer's classification. Two of 
the three sounds with poor agreement were "bad" and had low loudness, which may have 
contributed to the judgement of the sounds as "good" by the jury. The other sound likely had 
dominant effects other than loudness which the judges found less acceptable than did the 
manufacturer, since this sound was originally classified as "good" but was rated "bad" by around 
one-third of the jury.
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10. How meaningful are the differences between the results obtained?
A complete uncertainty analysis was performed, and for the tones and noises, the 
uncertainties were nearly zero for Direct Feed data, and reasonable—around 5% for loudness 
and 1% for loudness level—for the Measured data. Unfortunately, due to the low SPLs of the 
product sounds in comparison with the full-range SPLs set for the measurements, the results are 
not very reliable and have large uncertainties. For the tone measurements, the uncertainties 
were small enough that the various types of loudness models (Stevens, Zwicker and Moore) 
could be distinguished, but not the specific models within each type. Considering the 
uncertainties in loudness for the various filtering methods still led to the conclusion that FFT- 
based third-octave band filtering is best to use. For the tone measurements, almost all o f the 
uncertainty was systematic and therefore could be reduced with improved measurement 
equipment and even more careful management of full-scale SPLs. The Moore models could 
likely then be distinguished. Regardless, the Direct Feed data was used to determine the best 
combination of calculation and filtering, and since that data had virtually no uncertainty, the 
selected "best" combination (Moore2006 with FFT-based third-octave band filtering) is not put 
into doubt by the uncertainty analysis.
The ten questions have been answered clearly by the work performed. It remains to 
draw final conclusions from these answers and to recommend future work that will further 
increase the understanding of loudness.
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CHAPTER VII 
CONCLUSIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS 
A detailed exploration of the existing methods for calculating the steady loudness of a 
sound was performed. Loudness is a psychoacoustic metric that closely matches the human 
perception of sound intensity. Seven loudness models and four types of frequency filtering, 
which is a required intermediate step in going from a recorded sound to loudness, were 
considered. Pure tones at 80 dB were used in the study. These were generated using a 
computer program and processed both directly and after playback over a loudspeaker in a semi- 
anechoic room. The loudness levels obtained were compared with the values available in the 
ISO 226-2003 equal-loudness-level contour standard. White and pink noise were also 
considered, though there was no standard against which to compare these sounds. Product 
sounds from power-actuated adjustable lumbar support systems were also used as an example 
of an engineered product for which sound quality is of concern. The recorded sounds from 
these measurements were already available. Jury testing was performed in order to see if 
calculated loudness correlated well with subjectively perceived loudness, as well as if the 
manufacturer's original classifications of some of the product sounds as "good" and others as 
"bad" matched well w ith the judges' perceptions.
7.1 Conclusions Regarding Best Methods
In an examination of the algorithms and underlying principles for the three principal 
types of loudness models (Stevens, Zwicker and Moore), it was determined that Stevens models 
cannot be used for sounds with tonal components, and Zwicker models do not accurately 
emulate hearing mechanisms below 500 Hz. The Moore models are the most generally accurate 
and applicable.
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By comparing calculated loudness levels with the ISO standard, it was determined that 
the model in Glasberg and Moore's 2006 paper [5], combined with FFT-based filtering using 10 
Hz-wide filters, was the most accurate combination of calculation and filter. This model is being 
implemented in an upcoming revision of ANSI S3.4 [27], There is only a very small decrease in 
accuracy if FFT-based third-octave band filtering is used instead and a large reduction in the 
total required computational effort. Therefore the recommended combination of filtering and 
calculation method is the 2006 Moore model using FFT-based third-octave band filtering to 
obtain the input spectrum for the loudness model. This model is applicable only to steady 
sounds.
In general the above combination can always be used with confidence for the 
determination of the loudness of any steady sound. Artificially constructed spectra can also be 
used with this model; this is a useful option for comparing the loudness of different design 
concepts for products with easily predictable spectra, especially those with strong tonal 
components.
7.2 Conclusions Regarding Experimental Technique
The difference in the uncertainties for the tone and noise measurements conducted as a 
part of this thesis and those of the product sound measurement data used was a very 
interesting result of this work. The product sound measurements' uncertainties were generally 
about 2 orders of magnitude higher than those for the tone/noise measurements. It was 
determined that there were two main factors that contributed to this increased uncertainty: 
quantisation error and the ratio of the full-scale sound pressure to the measured sound
P j7  C
pressure - jp  Ultimately, the quantisation error is also related to this pressure ratio and it can 
thus be concluded that it is critical in acoustical measurements using digital data acquisition to 
set the full-scale pressure Pfs> or the corresponding full-scale SPL, to a value as close to  the
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measured sound pressure (or SPL) as possible. This ensures maximal use of the available digital 
data storage range and significantly reduces the systematic uncertainty.
Another important aspect of acoustical measurement made apparent by this work is the 
important role of background noise. Even in a semi-anechoic room such as the one used for the 
measurements in this thesis, background noise is significant below a certain cut-off frequency. 
For the room used, the cut-off frequency was 200 Hz. In order to accurately determine the 
loudness of a sound recorded in such an environment, high-pass filtering must be performed to 
eliminate all frequency content below the cut-off frequency. Therefore it is critical to perform 
measurements in an environment where the cut-off frequency is below the portions of the 
spectrum in which the sound to be measured has significant energy content.
7.3 Conclusions Regarding Loudness and Product Sound Acceptability
For the product sounds considered, loudness was not the dominant psychoacoustical 
sensation that contributed to the acceptability of the products. There was significant 
modulation in some of the sounds that could be quantified using certain psychoacoustic metrics, 
namely roughness and fluctuation strength. These sensations likely contributed more to the 
acceptability or lack thereof for these sounds than did loudness. The jury's ratings of the 
product sounds as "good" or "bad" were for the most part in good agreement with the 
manufacturer's classifications.
The paired comparison tests conducted did show a fairly strong correlation between 
calculated and subjectively determined loudness when indistinguishable points were averaged 
together. It is expected that stronger correlations for the raw data would be observed for 
sounds with more widely varying loudness.
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7.4 Recommendations for Future Work
Though the conclusions of this thesis should prove valuable to product engineers and 
researchers involved in sound quality, there is still important work to be done. Areas related to 
loudness that require additional research are unsteady loudness standardisation, further in- 
depth study of Moore loudness models, and the effects of measurement conditions on 
experimental results.
Though Moore loudness models are applicable to sounds with any type of spectra, they 
are still restricted to steady sounds. Many sounds of interest to engineers are unsteady. It 
would be immensely useful to have a standardised unsteady loudness model that could be used 
for any type of sound w ithout regard for its spectral or temporal characteristics. Glasberg and 
Moore's model [48] is a widely applicable unsteady loudness model that uses multiple 
simultaneous FFTs of different lengths in order to accurately capture different portions of the 
frequency spectrum. The model seems to be robust as shown in the authors' comparison of 
results obtained with their model to subjective results. For a steady sound, this model reduces 
to a Moore model with FFT filtering, which was the most accurate combination for steady 
loudness as determined in this thesis. The 2002 model needs to be updated with the changes 
implemented in Glasberg and Moore's 2006 work [5], and then a standard could be developed 
that would be applicable to and accurate for both steady and unsteady sounds. This most 
general type of loudness model would be the ideal implementation: there would be no separate 
frequency filtering to specify or other ambiguities. Such a standard would be of great use in 
sound quality engineering.
The most recent Moore model [5] should be studied in more detail. A numerical study 
like Quinlan's [56] could be performed in order to better understand the behaviour of the 
model. In addition, loudness results obtained for the model should be compared to subjectively
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obtained loudness for a wide variety of real-world sounds in order to ensure its applicability for 
sounds of any practical levels and spectra. This type of additional verification of the accuracy of 
the model will increase confidence in the calculated values. With that increased confidence and 
a deeper understanding of the model's behaviour, the steady loudness model could be used as a 
design tool. An example will illustrate this concept. Some products with turbomachinery 
components have design requirements based on flow rates. Assuming a fan is the driving force 
for the flow, a given flow rate can be achieved by a small fan spinning quickly or a large fan 
spinning slowly. Tonal fan noise is related to the angular velocity of the blades. Space 
limitations are usually also important, so some compromise between size and speed is usually 
desired. If a maximum loudness is specified for the product, then different spectra caused by 
different fan speeds could be examined to determine the minimum fan size that will allow for 
the loudness requirement to be satisfied. Such an approach to incorporating loudness 
considerations into the design stage could greatly improve the sound quality of products 
w ithout late-cycle cost increases and delays.
Finally, it is critical when performing any acoustical measurements to minimise 
uncertainty. The accuracy increases that are achievable by ensuring that the full-scale SPLs are 
as close as possible to the measured SPLs have already been discussed. Another way to 
decrease uncertainty related to the quantisation error is to use a larger number of bits for the 
digitisation of the sound. All of the sounds considered in this work were recorded with 16-bit 
resolution. Many data-acquisition systems offer 24-bit resolution as well. Using a higher 
resolution results in a decrease in the quantisation error, and is thus encouraged whenever 
possible.
Implementing of an unsteady loudness standard, furthering the understanding of the 
behaviour of Moore loudness models, and making every possible effort to reduce uncertainty
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are all worthy efforts. They will increase the usefulness and ease of use of loudness as a tool for 
engineers. This will promote the consideration of sound quality not as an afterthought, as is 
often the case presently, but as an integral component of the design process for any product 
having significant noise emissions.




Code from the analysis of the tone, noise and product sound data
Attribute VB_Name = "ANSI1980p"
Option Base l
Sub ANS11980(z As Integer)
’ z is the line (row) number of the data to be processed
’ Calculates loudness according to ANSI S3.4-1980 (R2003), which is based on Stevens' method
' NOTE: This procedure is EXACTLY the same as ISO 532A, except in the ISO standard it is limited 
' to whole octave data.
' This standard is designed for noises with broadband spectra 
’ Not intended for tonal noise 
' Steady-state only
' Assumes diffuse field, though for this method the difference if free field had been considered 
' is negligible
' The procedure can take in 1/3 or 1/1 octave band data, but for consistency with the other 
' methods will be restricted to 1/3 octave data
Dim i As Integer, x As Double, xt As Double, xnx As Double, index As Double
Dim BandLevels(50) As Double, f As Double, NL As Integer, NU As Integer, Sone(103) As Double 
' BandLevel(30) is the 1000-Hz band
Dim Phon As Double, Sum As Double, Smax As Double, iFlag As Boolean, Loudness As Double 
Dim inData As Boolean
f = 0.15 ' for 1/3 octave data. For 1/1 octave data, f = 0.3 (requires other changes to code)
' Input section:
For i = 1 To 103
Sone(i) = SheetsO'Old ANSI Data") .Cells (i, 2) .value ’ Loudness index table...
' position in table corresponds to band level at 1000 Hz
Next i
Sheets("Inputs").Activate
' general code that finds where the data starts and ends, and what freq. they go with: 
i = l
inData = False 
Do
If Cells(z, 7 + i).Value <> "" Then
If inData = False Then NL = 10 + i ' executes on first data
BandLevels(10 + i) = Cells(z, 7 + i) ' gives proper offset for column 27=1000 Hz (band 30) 
inData = True 
End If 
i = i + 1
Loop while (inData = False) Or ((Cells(z, 7 + i).value <> "") And inData = True)
NU = 9 + i
' Calculation Section:
Sum = 0 
Smax = 0 
iFlag = False
For i = NL To NU
xt = 7 * (30 - i) + 10 ' gives the band level at which a loudness index contour transitions
' between the two different slope regions below 1000 Hz
If i < 30 And BandLevels(i) < xt Then ' if frequency is less than 1000 Hz and we're in the
' region farther from 1000 Hz, where the slope is 
' steeper (-6dB/octave) 
x = 1.2 * BandLevels(i) + 2.4 * i - 74 ' x is the effective band level (at 1000 Hz)
Elself i < 40 Or (BandLevels(i) >= xt And i < 30) Then 1 if frequency is less than 10000 Hz
x = BandLevels(i) + i - 30 ' if we're in the region of -3dB/octave slope 
Elself i >= 40 Then ' if frequency is greater than or equal to 10000 Hz 
x = BandLevels(i) + 9.5097 - 4 * (i - 39.5097)
End If
xnx = Int(x) ' get the integer part of x
If xnx >= 18 Then ' if this is less than 18, have no contribution to Sum
If xnx < 120 Then
index = Sone(xnx - 17) + (x - xnx) * (Sone(xnx - 16) - Sone(xnx - 17))
1 linear interpolation
Else
index = 298 1 constant peak value
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iFlag = True ' trigger to show that peaking has occurred 
End If
If index > Smax Then
Smax = index ' set the new maximum 
End If
Sum = Sum + index ' add on to Sum 
End If
Next i
Loudness ■ Smax + f * (Sum - Smax)
If Loudness <* 0 Then 
Loudness = 0.0001 
iFlag = True 
End If
Phon = 40 + 33.219 * LoglO(Loudness)
' Output section:
Sheets("Outputs").Activate
Cells(z, 8).Formula = Loudness 
Cells(z, 10).Formula = Phon
If iFlag = True Then
Cells(z, 9).Formula = "sones - Error"
Cells(z, 11).Formula = "phons - Error"
Else
Cells(z, 9).Formula = "sones"
Cells (z, 11)..Formula » "phons"
End If
End Sub
Attribute VB_Name ■ "ANSI2005p"
Option Base 1
Sub ANS12005(z As Integer, Octlnput As Boolean, Binaural As Boolean)
1 z is the line (row) number of the data to be processed
' Calculates loudness according to ANSI S3.4-2005, based on Moore's method (1997)
’ For consistency with the other methods, the input data shall be limited to 1/3 octave band data.
' 26 bands will be used: 50, 62.5, 80, 100, 125, 160, 200, 250, 315, 400, 500, 630, 800, 1000,
' 1250, 1600, 2000, 2500, 3150, 4000, 5000, 6300, 8000, 10000, 12700, 16000Hz.
Dim i As integer, j As integer, x As integer, a a as Double 
' i and j: frequency counters; x: frequency; z: switch variable 
Dim Fcent(26) As Double, Fwide(26) As Double 
' Fcent: centre frequencies; Fwide: width of 1/3 octave bands
Dim BandLevel(26) As Double, SpectrumLevel(26) As Double, ComponentLevel() As Double
1 BandLevel: 1/3 octave band levels; SpectrumLevel, ComponentLevel: modified values, gives
1 level at components spaced 10 Hz apart to simulate the 1/3 octave band spectrum
Dim FreeField As Boolean, EarDrum{2, 39) As Double, MiddleEar(2, 39) As Double
1 FreeField: diffuse field if fasle; EarDrum, MiddleEar: Transfer functions
Dim Freq As Double, G As Double, ERB As Double, P As Double, w As Double
' Freq: Active component frequency; g: relative deviation from centre frequency
' ERB: Width, in Hz, of auditory filters; p: parameter defining steepness and width of filters
' W: function defining the shape of the auditory filter
Dim pi As Double, pu As Double
' pi, pu: paramters for the lower and upper sides of the filters, respectively 
Dim inputLevelO As Double, Excitation(372) As Double, ERBnumber As Double
' InputLevel: input level (dB)/ERB; Excitation: excitation at ERBnumber; ERBnumber: scaled frequency 
Dim Thresholds, 15) As Double, ETHRQ500 As Double, Gain As Double, NPrime(372) As Double 
' Threshold: table of hearing thresholds; ETHRQ500: threshold for f>»500 Hz; Gain: of cochlear amp.
' Nprime: specific loudness
Dim Gaintable(2, 6) As Double, ETHRQ As Double 
' Gaintable: relationship between gain and parameter a 
' ETHRQ: threshold in quiet for a given frequency 
1 Binaural: true or false (monaural)
Dim a As Double, n As Double, LN As Double, PhonTable(2, 30) As Double 
' a: exponent in Nprime equations; N: loudness; LN: loudness level 
' PhonTable: relationship between sones and phons
Dim NoCpts (26) As Integer, FirstCpt(26) As Integer, CumCpts As integer 
1 NoCpts: number of components in each 1/3 octave band 
' FirstCpt: the frequency of the first component per band 
' CumCpts: cumulative components counter 
Dim Headphones As Boolean
' specifies whether headphones are being used (eliminates free-field to eardrum transfer 
' function use and adds response function for the headphones)
Dim HeadphoneTableO As Double, hplen As Integer
1 a response vs. frequency chart for headphones (will vary by type used)
' hplen gives the number of pairs in HeadphoneTableO
Dim TotalComponents As Integer, DefaultMin As Double
Dim FrangesO As Integer ' possibly add some variables to allow for generalisation of the 
' input spectrum 
Dim xcount As integer, jcount As integer 
Dim Trigger As Boolean, Pieces As Integer
' input section:
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SheetsC'ANSI Data") .Activate
' Read in fregency table data:
For i = l t o  26
NoCpts(i) = Cells(8, 1 + i).Value 
FirstCpt(i) = Cells{18, 1 + i).Value 
Next i
’ Input sound data:
If Sheets ("Inputs")-Cells(z, 6).Value = "FREE" Then 
FreeField = True ' sets field as free or diffuse
Else
FreeField = False 
End If
If Binaural = False Then 
Headphones = True
Else
Headphones = False ’ sets the listening condition as headphones (overrides FreeField) 
End If
TotalComponents * Cells(10, l).Value
DefaultMin = -20 ' dB (previously was -1000, but this makes no difference down to about the 3rd decimal place)
if Headphones = True Then 
hplen = 1024
ReDim HeadphoneTable(2, hplen)
For i ■ 1 To hplen
HeadphoneTable(l, i) = Sheets("Sennheiser data").Cells(4 + i, 1) ' frequency column 




If Octlnput = True Then
' Define 1/3 octave bands and levels: 
For i = 1 To 26 ’ uses 50 to 16000 Hz
If Sheets("Inputs").Cells(z, 13 + i).Value <> "" Then
BandLevel(i) = Sheets("Inputs").Cells(z, 13 + i).Value 1 make this generic
Else
BandLevel(i) = DefaultMin ' not sure about this, maybe this should be 0 
End If
Fcent(i) = Cells(5, 1 + i).Value ' centre frequencies 
Fwide(i) = Cells(12, 1 + i).Value ' bandwidths
SpectrumLevel(i) ® BandLevel(i) - 10 * LoglO(Fwide(i))
Set the 10-Hz interval sinusoidal components:
CumCpts = 0 
For j = 1 To 2 6
CumCpts = CumCpts + NoCpts(j)
For i * (CumCpts - NoCpts(j) + 1) To CumCpts
ComponentLevel(i) = SpectrumLevel(j) + 10 ' 10 dB offset is specified in the standard 
Next i 
Next j
THIS AREA FOR TESTING PURPOSES... USES DISCRETE TONES INSTEAD OF 1/3 OCTAVE DATA
data goes from 50 to 17950 Hz 
in 10 Hz data:
5 to 1795, or for 200 Hz hi-passed, 20 to 1795
'initialise:
For i = l To TotalComponents
ComponentLevel(i) = DefaultMin 
Next i
’find first component:
If Sheets("Inputs").Cells(z, 3).Value <> "constructed" And Sheets("inputs").Cells(z, 12).Value = "" Then 
i = 19 '200 Hz
Elself Sheets("Inputs").Cells(z, 3).Value <> "constructed" And Sheets("Inputs").Cells(z, 12).Value <> "" Then 
i = 4 '50 Hz 
End if
If Sheets("Inputs").Cells(z, 3).Value <> "constructed" Then 
j = 1791 - i + 4 ' maximum possible number of pieces.
' determine how many values are above the DefaultMin: 
Pieces » 0
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ReDim Franges(j)
For k = 1 To j
If Sheets("Inputs").Cells(z, 7 + k + i).Value >= DefaultMin Then 
Pieces = Pieces + 1
Franges(Pieces) = 10 * (k + i) 1 store frequencies for kept values 
ComponentLevel(FreqToCount{Franges(Pieces), NoCpts, FirstCpt)) = _
Sheets("Inputs").Cells(z, 7 + k + i).Value
End If 
Next k
ReDim Preserve Franges(Pieces) ' get rid of unused elements
Else
' get number of components 
ReDim Franges(1795) 
i = 8 
j * 0
For i = 1 To 1795
If Sheets("inputs").Cells(z, i + 7) <> "" Then 
j = j + 1 ' number of components 
Franges(j) = i * 10 
End If 
Next i
ReDim Preserve Franges(j) ' get rid of unused elements
Pieces = j
For k = l To Pieces
ComponentLevel(FreqToCount(Franges(k), NoCpts, FirstCpt)) = _




' Load in Transfer function for sound reaching the eardrum:
If FreeField = True Then 
j = 30
Else
j = 31 
End If
For i * 1 To 39
EarDrum(l, i) = Cells(3 + i, 29).Value ' in Hz
EarDrum(2, i) = Cells(3 + i, j).Value ' in dB
Next i
' Load in Transfer function for middle ear:
For j = 1 To 2
For i = 1 To 39
MiddleEar(j, i) = Cells(3 + i, 33 + j).Value ' in Hz and dB 
Next i 
Next j
1 Load in Threshold table:
For i ■ 1 To 15
Threshold(l, i) = Cells(3 + i, 39 + 1).Value ' in Hz
Thresholds, i) = Cells{3 + i, 39 + 2) .Value 1 in dB
Next i
' Load in alpha vs. Gain table:
For i = 1 To 6
Gaintabled, i) = Cells (3 + i, 44 + 1) .Value ' in dB 
Gaintable(2, i) = Cells (3 + i, 44 + 2).Value ' unitless 
Next i
' Load in sone vs. phon table:
For j = 1 To 2
For i = 1 To 30





' Apply these corrections (gives levels at the cochlea):
For i * i To TotalComponents
Freq = CountToFreq(i, NoCpts, FirstCpt)
If Headphones = False Then
ComponentLevel(i) * ComponentLevel(i) + polint(EarDrum, 3, Freq, True, 39) 
End If
ComponentLevel(i) » ComponentLevel(i) + polint(MiddleEar, 3, Freq, True, 39) 
Next i
If Headphones = True Then
For i = 1 To TotalComponents
Freq = CountToFreq(i, NoCpts, FirstCpt)
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ComponentLevel(i) = ComponentLevel<i) + polint(HeadphoneTable, 3, Freq, True, 1024) 
Next i 
End If
1 Transform into excitation patterns:
' Step 1: Calculate input level per ERB
For i = 1 To TotalComponents
Trigger = False
Freq = ( (i + 4) * 10)
ERB = 24.673 * (0.004368 * Freq + 1)
P = 4 * Freq / ERB
j count = 1
if Octlnput = False Then
For j = jcount To Pieces
If Freq = Franges(j) Then 
Trigger = True 





Trigger = True 
End if
If Trigger = True Then
inputLevel(i) = 0
For j = 1 To TotalComponents
G = Abs((((j + 4) * 10) - Freq) / Freq)
If (j < i And G > 1) Then G = 1
If (j > i And G > 4) Then G = 4
w = (1 + P * G) * Exp(-P * G) 1 "i" defines filter number (corresponds to centre
' frequency), and "j" gives the value of the filter 
' at the jth frequency.
InputLevel(i) = InputLevel(i) + w * 10 A (0.1 * ComponentLevel(j))
Next j
InputLevel(i) = 10 * LoglO(InputLevel(i)) ' convert from linear units to dB
1 Steps 2 & 3: Calculate responses & get ERBnumber scale
For i = 1 To 372 ' at each ERBnumber (filter)
ERBnumber « l . 7 + 0 . 1 * i
Freq » (i / 0.004368) * (-1 + 10 A (ERBnumber / 21.366)) ' Centre frequency of filter
ERB « 24.673 * (0.004368 * Freq + 1) ' Equivalent rectangular width of filter
pu = 4 * Freq / ERB 
Excitation(i) = 0
For j = 1 To TotalComponents ' go through all components 
Trigger = False 
Xcount = 1
If Octlnput = False Then
For x = Xcount To Pieces
'If CountToFreq(j, NoCpts, FirstCpt) = Franges(X) Then 
If ((4 + j) * 10) = Franges(x) Then 
Trigger = True 





Trigger = True 
End If
If Trigger = True Then
x = ((4+j) *10) * Frequency corresponding to the jth component
pi » pu - 0.35 * (pu / (4 * 1000 / (24.673 * (0.004368 * 1000 + 1)))) * (InputLevel(j) -
G - Abs((x - Freq) / Freq)
If (x < Freq And G > l) Then G * l 1 limitations on g
If (x > Freq And G > 4) Then G = 4
if x < Freq Then P = pi
If x >* Freq Then P = pu 
w — (1 + P * G) * Exp(-P * G)





ETHRQ500 = 10 A (3.63 / 10) '2.3067 
For i = 1 To 372
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ERBnumber =* 1.7 + o.l * i
Freq = (1 / 0.004368) * (-1 + 10 A {ERBnumber / 21.366))
If Freq < 500 Then
ETHRQ = polint{Threshold, 3, Freq, True, 15)
ETHRQ = 10 A (0.1 * ETHRQ) ' Convert excitation at threshold to linear power units
Gain = GetGain(ETHRQ)
a = polint(Gaintable, 3, 10 * LoglO(Gain), True, 6)
Elself Freq >= 500 Then
ETHRQ = ETHRQ500 ' linear units 
Gain = l 
a = 0.2
End If
AA = 2 * ETHRQ
NPrime(i) = GetNPrime(Gain, ETHRQ, Excitation(i), a, AA)
Next i
' Summation to get total loudness: 
n = 0
For i s 1 To 372
n = n + NPrime(i)
Next i
n = n * 0.1 ' normalise because the summation was over 1/10 of ERB-number intervals 
If Binaural = True Then n = 2 * n ' binaural loudness (same sound being presented to both ears)
' Loudness level computation:
' IN THE CODE, THE LOUDNESS VALUES ARE CONVERTED TO dB BEFORE BEING USED IN LOOKUP:
1 A user of the standard would have NO WAY of knowing this, and it results in the loudness 
' level being off a little bit.
For i = 1 To 30
PhonTable{2, i) = LoglO(PhonTable(2, i)) / Logl0(2)
Next i
LN = polint(PhonTable, 3, LoglO(n) / Logl0(2), False, 30)
1 Output Section:
Cells(z, 8).Formula = n 
Cells(z, 9).Formula * "sones"
Cells(z, 10).Formula = LN 
Cells(z, 11).Formula = "phons"
End Sub
Attribute VB_Name = "DIN45631p"
Option Base 1
Sub DIN45631(zline As Integer)
' Subroutine for calculating loudness
' (uses DIN-45631 standard, based on Zwicker's program (1991))
' Input:
' LT ~ array of 28 elements representing 1/3 octave band level (dB) between 
' 25 Hz and 12.5 kHz
' M - boolean for distinguishing free field (M = false) and 
' diffuse sound field (M = true)
' Output:
' N - loudness in soneG
' Ns - array of 240 specific loudness levels (soneG/Bark) at 240 equidistant 
' critical band rates from 0.1 Bark to 24.0 Bark (for graphical output)
' Variable declarations:
1 Constant vars:
Dim RAP(8) As Double, DLL(8, 11) As Double, LTQ(20) As Double
Dim A0(20) As Double, DCD(20) As Double, DDF(20) As Double, ZUP(2l) As Double
Dim RNS(18) As Double, USL(18, 8) As Double
' input vars:
Dim Lt(28) As Double, m As Boolean 
' Output vars:
Dim n As Double, LN As Double, ns(240) As Double 
Dim unitN As String, unitLN As String
' Calculation vars:
Dim Ti(ll) As Double 
Dim Xp As Double
Dim Gi(3) As Double, Le(2l) As Double, LCB{3) As Double 
Dim NM(21) As Double
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’ counters and such:
Dim i As Integer, j As Integer, k As Double
Dim S As Double, MPl As Double, MP2 As Double, KORRY As Double
Dim Zl As Double, Nl As Double, iz As Integer, z As Double
Dim Z2 As Double, N2 As Double, ig As Integer
Dim DefaultMin As Double 
DefaultMin = -1000 'dB
1 Read in constant data:
SheetsC’DIN Data") .Activate 
For i = 1 To 8
’ Ranges of 1/3 oct. band levels for correction at low 
’ frequencies according to equal loudness contours 
RAP(i) = Cells(4 + i, 2).Value 
Next i
For i = 1 To 8
For j = 1 To 11
’ Reduction of 1/3 oct. band levels for corretion at low 
’ frequencies according to equal loudness contours within 
’ the eight ranges defined by RAP 
DLL(i, j) » Cells{4 + i, 3 + j).Value 
Next j 
Next i
For i = 1 To 20
' Critical band level at absolute threshold without taking 
’ into account the transmission characteristics of the ear 
LTQ(i) = Cells(4 + i, 16).Value 
Next i
For i = 1 To 20
1 Correction of level according to the transmission characteristics 
* of the ear
A0(i) = Cells(4 + i, 17).Value 
Next i
For i = 1 To 20
’ Level difference between free and dissuse sound fields 
DDF(i) = Cells{4 + i, 18).value 
Next i
For i = l To 2 0
’ Adaptation of 1/3 oct. band levels to the corresponding 
’ critical band level 
DCD(i) = Cells(4 + i, 19).Value 
Next i
For i = 1 To 21
' Upper limits of the approximated critical bands in terms of 
' critical band rate 
ZUP(i) = Cells(4 + i, 20).value 
Next i
For i = l To 18
1 Range of specific loudness for the determination of the steepness 
1 of the upper slopes oin the specific loudness - critical band rate 
1 pattern
RNS(i) = Cells(4 + i, 21).Value 
Next i
For i = l To 18
For j * i To 8
' Steepness of the upper slopes in the specific loudness - critical 
' band rate pattern for the ranges RNS as a function of the number 
' of the critical band
USL(i, j) = Cells (4 + i, 22 + j).Value 
Next j 
Next i
' Read in input data 
Sheets("Inputs").Activate
For i = 1 To 2 8
' 1/3 octave band data, from 25 to 12500 Hz 
If Cells(zline, 10 + i).Value <> "" Then 
Lt{i) = Cells(zline, 10 + i).Value
Else
Lt(i) = DefaultMin 
End If 
Next i
If Cells(zline, 6).Value = "FREE" Then
m = False ' sets field as free or diffuse
Else




' Correction of 1/3 oct. band level according to equal loudness
' contours (XP) and calculation of the intensities for 1/3 oct.
' bands up to 315 Hz
For i = 1 To 11 
j = 1
Do While j < 8
If Lt <i) <= (RAP(j) - DLL(j, i)) Then 
Exit Do
Else
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j - j + i 
End If
Loop
Xp b Lt(i) + DLL(j, i)
Ti (i) * 10 A (0.1 * Xp)
Next i
' STEP 2:
' Determination of levels LCB(1,2,3) within the first three 
' critical bands
Gi (1) = Ti (1) + Ti (2) + Ti(3) + Ti{4) + Ti{5) + Ti(6)
Gi(2) = Ti(7) + Ti (8) + Ti(9)
Gi(3) = Ti(10) + Ti(11)
For i = 1 To 3
If Gi (i) > 0 Then LCB(i) = 10 * LoglO(Gi(i))
Next i
' STEP 3:
' Calculation of main loudness
For i = 1 To 2 0
Le(i) = Lt (i + 8)
If i <= 3 Then Le(i) = LCB(i)
Le(i) = Le(i) - A0 (i)
NM(i) = 0
If m = True Then Le(i) = Le(i) + DDF(i)
If Le (i) > LTQ(i) Then
Le (i) = Led) - DCD(i)
S = 0.25
MPl = 0.0635 * 10 A (0.025 * LTQ(i))
MP2 = (1 - S + S * 10 A (0.1 * (Le(i) - LTQ(i)))) A 0.25 - 1
NM(i) = MPl * MP2 
If NM(i) <= 0 Then NM(i) = 0 
End If 
Next i 
NM (21) = 0
’ STEP 4:
' Correction of specific loudness in the lowest critical band taking 
' into account the dependence of absolute threshold within this critical 
' band
KORRY = 0.4 + 0.32 * NM(1) A 0.2 
If KORRY > 1 Then KORRY = 1 
NM (1) = NM{1) * KORRY
' STEP 5:
' Calculation of specific loudnesses
' initial values 
n = 0 
Zl = 0 
N1 = 0 
iz = 1 
z = 0.1
' step to first and subsequent critical bands 
For i = 1 To 21
ZUP(i) = ZUP(i) + 0.0001 ' why? *** 
ig s= i - 1
If ig > 8 Then ig = 8 
Do
If N1 > NM(i) Then 
N2 = RNS(j)
If N2 < NM(i) Then N2 = NM(i)
Dz = (N1 - N2) / USL(j, ig)
Z2 * Z1 + Dz 
If Z2 > ZUP(i) Then 
Z2 = ZUP(i)
Dz * Z2 - Z1
N2 = N1 - Dz * USL (j , ig)
End If
n = n + Dz * (N1 + N2) / 2
Else
If N1 <> NM(i) Then 
For j = 1 To 18





n = n + N2 * (Z2 - Zl)
For k = z To Z2 Step 0.1
ns(iz) = N2 
iz = iz + 1 
Next k 
z = k 
End if
For k = z To Z2 Step 0.1
ns (iz) = N1 - (k - Zl) * USL(j, ig) 
iz s iz + 1




Do While N2 <= RNS(j) And j < 18
j = j + 1
LOOp
If N2 <= RNS{j) And j >= 18 Then j = 18 
21 = Z2 
N1 = N2
Loop While Zl < ZUP(i)
Next i
' Corrections:
If n < 0 Then n = 0
If n <= 16 Then n = Int(n * 1000 + 0.5) / 1000 
If n > 16 Then n = lnt(n * 100 +0.5) / 100
' Calculate Loudness Level 
If n < 1 Then
LN = 40 * (n + 0.0005) A 0.35 
If LN < 3 Then LN = 3
Else
LN = 10 * LoglO(n) / Logl0(2) + 40 
End If
' Set units:
If m = False Then
unitN = "soneGF" 
unitLN = "phonGF"
Else





Cells(zline, 8).Formula = n 
Cells(zline, 9).Formula = unitN 
Cells(zline, 10).Formula = LN 
Cells(zline, 11).Formula = unitLN
End Sub
Attribute VB_Name = "ISOS32Bp"
Option Base l
Sub IS0532B(zline As Integer)
' Subroutine for calculating loudness
’ (uses IS0-532B standard, based on Zwicker's program (1984))
’ input:
' Lt - array of 28 elements representing 1/3 octave band level (dB) between 
' 25 Hz and 12.5 kHz
' M - boolean for distinguishing free field (M = false) and 
' diffuse sound field (M = true)
’ Output:
' N - loudness in soneG
' Ns - array of 240 specific loudness levels (soneG/Bark) at 240 equidistant
' critical band rates from 0.1 Bark to 24.0 Bark (for graphical output)
' Variable declarations:
' Constant vars:
Dim Les (20) As Double, Lhs(6) As integer
Dim A 0 (20) As Double, Dlt(20) As Double, Dld(20) As Double 
Dim Zg(21) As Double, Lim(16) As Double, Fls(16, 8) As Double 
' Input vars:
Dim Lt(28) As Double, m As Boolean 
' Output vars:
Dim ns(240), n As Double, LN As Double 
' Other vars:
Dim Lg(3) As Double, Krn(21) As Double, Ti(ll) As Double 
Dim i As Integer, j As integer, k As Single 
Dim Hsf As Double, Ni As Double, Gi As Double, xp As Double 
Dim Le As Double, C80 As Double
Dim Zl As Single, Nl As Double, iz As Double, z As Single, ig As Double 
Dim Z2 As Single, N2 As Double, Dz As Double 
Dim unitN As String, unitLN As String
Dim DefaultMin As Double 
DefaultMin = -1000 ' dB
' Read in constant data:
SheetsC'ISO B Data") .Activate 
For i = 1 To 6
' Hearing threshold for the first 1/3 octave bands 
Lhs(i) = Cells(4 + i, 2).Value 
Next i
For i = 1 To 2 0
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1 Hearing threshold for the excitation level 
Les(i) = Cells(4 + i, 3).Value 
Next i
For i = 1 To 2 0
’ Attenuation
A0(i) * Cells{4 + i, 4).Value 
Next i
For i * 1 To 20
' Level difference between free and diffuse sound field 
Dld(i) = Cells{4 + i, 5).Value 
Next i
For i = 1 To 20
’ Adapatation of 1/3-octave band levels re critical band levels 
Dlt(i) = Cells(4 + i, 6).Value 
Next i
For i = 1 To 21
1 Upper limits of the approximated critical bands (Bark)
Zg(i) = Cells(4 + i, 7).Value 
Next i
For i = l To 16
’ Lower limits of the ranges of specific loudness 
Lim(i) = Cells(4 + i, 8).Value 
Next i
For i = 1 To 16
For j = 1 To 8 
1 Slopes
FIs(i, j) = Cells(4 + i, 9 + j).Value 
Next j 
Next i
1 Read in input data 
Sheets("Inputs").Activate
For i = 1 To 28
' 1/3 octave band data, from 25 to 12500 Hz 
If Cells(zline, 10 + i).Value <> "" Then 
Lt(i) = Cells(zline, 10 + i).Value
Else
Lt(i) = DefaultMin 
End If 
Next i
If Cells(zline, 6).Value = "FREE" Then
m = False ’ sets field as free or diffuse
Else
m = True 
End If
’ Determination of the reduced levels Xp (Bels) and Third-octave 
’ intensities Ti of the 1/3-octave bands below 63 Hz
1 (Modifies the levels due to hearing threshold limitations)
C80 = 0.063 * 10 A (0.025 * Les(l))
For i = 1 To 3
Lg(i) = Les(i) ' hearing threshold (default values) for the low-freq. Lgs 
Hsf a 0.064 * 10 A (0.025 * Lhs(i))
Ni * Hsf * ((1 + 0.25 * 10 A (0.1 * (Lt (i) - Lhs(i)))) A 0.25 - 1)
Gi = 4 * ((Ni / C80 +1) A 4 - 1)
If Gi <- 0 Then
Ti(i) = 0
Else
Xp = LoglO(Gi) + 0.1 * Les(l)
Ti (i) = 10 A Xp 
End If 
Next i
1 Determines intensites for remaining bands below 280 Hz
For i « 4 To 11
Ti (i) = 10 A (0.1 * Lt(i))
Next i
' Determination of levels Lg(l), Lg{2) and Lg(3) of the first 
• three critical bands (as in ISO)
Gi = 0 1 a dummy variable for keeping track of the sum inside the parentheses of 
' the equation L(i) = 10*logl0(T(l)+T(2)+...)
' where T(i) = l0A0.1Lt(i)
For i a l To 6 1 Combines bands up to cut-off frequency of 90 Hz (makes up one critical band) 
Gi = Gi + Ti(i)
Next i
If Gi > 0 Then Lg(l) = 10 * LoglO(Gi) ' replace Lg value with equation value if
' mathematically possible
Gi « 0 1 reset dummy variable
For i a 7 To 9 ' combines three bands from 90 to 180 Hz (makes up one critical band)
Gi = Gi + Ti(i)
Next i
If Gi > 0 Then Lg(2) = 10 * LoglO(Gi)
Gi = Ti(lO) + Ti(ll) ' combines two bands from 180 to 280 Hz (makes up one critical band)
If Gi > 0 Then Lg(3) a 10 * LoglO(Gi)
' This implies that now there are TWENTY critical bands... which explains why the table
1 values have 20 entries.
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Determination of main loudness
For i = 1 To 20 1 loop through all 20 critical bands 
If i <= 3 Then
Le = Lg{i) ' use values calculated above for first three critical bands
Else
Le = Lt(i + 8) ' use real levels starting with 4+8=l2th 1/3-octave (4th critical band) 
End If
Le = Le - A0(i) ' subtract attenuation
If m = True Then Le = Le + Dld(i) ' add additional attenuation if sound field is diffuse
' instead of free-field 
If Le > Les(i) Then ' Calculate Krn if Le is above threshold value 
Le = Le - Dlt(i)
Hsf = 0.064 * 10 A (0.025 * Les(i))
Krn(i) = Hsf * ({1 + 0.25 * 10 A (0.1 * (Le - Les(i)))) A 0.25 - 1)
Else
Krn(i) = 0 
End If 
Next i
Krn(21) = 0 ' necessary for calculation
’ Step to the first segment (setup)
n * 0.2 ' default loudness (soneG[F/D])
Zl = 0 ' first band starting point (Bark)
Nl = 0 ' in-band loudness
j = 16 ' default slope-curve (final one)
iz = 1 ' counter for critical bands
z = 0.1 1 Bark increment
1 Step to the first and next critical bands, respectively 
For i * l To 21
ig = i - 1
If ig > 8 Then ig = 8 
lblO:
If NI > Krn(i) Then 'a
’ Determination of the value N2 of the specific loudness 
’ at the segments limit and of the length Dz of the segment 
N2 = Lim(j)
If N2 < Krn(i) Then N2 = Krn(i)
Dz = (NI - N2) / FIs (j, ig)
Z2 « Zl + Dz 
If Z2 > Zg(i) Then 
Z2 = Zg(i)
Dz = Z2 - Zl
N2 = Nl - Dz * Fls(j, ig)
End If
1 Determination of the contribution of the accessory loudness 
’ to the loudness N and of the value Ns(lz) at the corresponding 
1 crtical band rate Z = Iz * 0.1 Bark 
n = n + Dz * (NI + N2) / 2 
For k = z To Z2 Step 0.1
ns(iz) = NI - (k - Zl) * Fls (j, ig) 
iz = iz + 1
If k > 23.9 And k < 24 Then k ■ 23.9 
Next k 
z = k
Elself Nl = Krn(i) Then ’b
' Determination of the contribution of the unmasked main loudness 
1 to the loudness N and of the values Ns(iz) at the corresponding 
' critical band rate Z = iz * 0.1 Bark
Ibll:
Z2 = Zg (i)
N2 = Krn(i)
n = n + N2 * (Z2 - Zl)
For k = z To Z2 step 0.1 
ns (iz) = N2 




' Determination of the number j of the range of specific loudness 
For j = l To 16
If Lim(j) < Krn(i) Then GoTo lbll 
Next j
j = j - 1
End If
' Step to the next segment 
If N2 * Lim(j) Then j ■ j + 1 
If j > 16 Then j = 16 
Nl = N2 
Zl = Z2
If zi < zg(i) Then Goto lblO 
Next i
LN a 10 * LoglO(n) / LoglO(2) + 40 
If m = False Then
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unitN = "soneGF" 
unitLN = "phonGF"
Else
unitN = "soneGD" 




Cells{zline, 8).Formula * n 
Cells(zline, 9).Formula = unitN 
Cells(zline, 10).Formula = LN 
Cells{zline, 11).Formula = unitLN
End Sub
Attribute VB_Name = ,,Moorel997p,
Option Base l
Sub Moorel997(z As integer, Octinput As Boolean, Binaural As Boolean)
' Calculates loudness according to ANSI S3.4-2005, based on Moore's method (1997)
' For consistency with the other methods, the input data shall be limited to 1/3 octave band data.
' 26 bands will be used: 50, 62.5, 80, 100, 125, 160, 200, 250, 315, 400, 500, 630, 800, 1000,
' 1250, 1600, 2000, 2500, 3150, 4000, 5000, 6300, 8000, 10000, 12700, 16000 Hz.
Dim i As Integer, j As Integer, x As Integer
' i and j: frequency counters; x: frequency; z: switch variable 
Dim Fcent(26) As Double, Fwide(26) As Double 
' Fcent: centre frequencies; Fwide: width of 1/3 octave bands
Dim BandLevel(26) As Double, SpectrumLevel(26) As Double, ComponentLevel() As Double
' BandLevel: 1/3 octave band levels; SpectrumLevel, ComponentLevel: modified values, gives
' level at components spaced 10 Hz apart to simulate the 1/3 octave band spectrum
Dim FreeField As Boolean, EarDrum(2, 39) As Double, MiddleEar(2, 39) As Double
' FreeField: diffuse field if fasle; EarDrum, MiddleEar: Transfer functions
Dim Freq As Double, G As Double, ERB As Double, P As Double, w As Double
1 Freq: Active component frequency; g: relative deviation from centre frequency
' ERB: Width, in Hz, of auditory filters; p: parameter defining steepness and width of filters
1 W: function defining the shape of the auditory filter
Dim pi As Double, pu As Double
1 pi, pu: paramters for the lower and upper sides of the filters, respectively 
Dim inputLevel() As Double, Excitation(372) As Double, ERBnumber As Double
' InputLevel: input level(dB)/ERB; Excitation: excitation at ERBnumber; ERBnumber: scaled frequency 
Dim Thresholds, 15) As Double, ETHRQ500 As Double, Gain As Double, NPrime(372) As Double 
' Threshold: table of hearing thresholds; ETHRQ500: threshold for f>»500 Hz; Gain: of cochlear amp.
' Nprime: specific loudness
Dim Gaintable(2, 6) As Double, ETHRQ As Double 
' Gaintable: relationship between gain and parameter a 
' ETHRQ: threshold in quiet for a given frequency 
' Binaural: true or false (monaural)
Dim a As Double, n As Double, LN As Double, PhonTable(2, 30) As Double 
' a: exponent in Nprime equations; N: loudness; LN: loudness level 
' PhonTable: relationship between sones and phons
Dim NoCpts(26) As Integer, FirstCpt(26) As Integer, CumCpts As Integer 
' NoCpts: number of components in each 1/3 octave band 
' FirstCpt: the frequency of the first component per band 
' CumCpts: cumulative components counter 
Dim Headphones As Boolean
' specifies whether headphones are being used (eliminates free-field to eardrum transfer 
' function use and adds response function for the headphones)
Dim HeadphoneTable() As Double, hplen As Integer
' a response vs. frequency chart for headphones (will vary by type used)
' hplen gives the number of pairs in HeadphoneTable()
Dim TotalComponents As Integer, DefaultMin As Double
Dim FrangesO As Integer ' possibly add some variables to allow for generalisation of the 
' input spectrum 
Dim xcount As Integer, jcount As Integer 
Dim Trigger As Boolean, Pieces As integer, AA As Double
' Input section:
SheetsC'ANSl Data") .Activate
’ Read in freqency table data:
For i = 1 To 26
NoCpts(i) = Cells(8, 1 + i).Value 
FirstCpt(i) = Cells(18, l + i).Value 
Next i
1 Input sound data:
If Sheets("Inputs").Cells(z, 6).Value = "FREE" Then 
FreeField * True ' sets field as free or diffuse
Else
FreeField * False 
End If
If Binaural * False Then




Headphones = False ' sets the listening condition as headphones {overrides FreeField)
End If
TotalComponents = Cells(10, 1).Value 
DefaultMin = -20 1 dB
If Headphones = True Then 
hplen = 1024
ReDim HeadphoneTable(2, hplen)
For i = 1 To hplen
HeadphoneTable(1, i) = Sheets{"Sennheiser data").Cells(4 + i, 1) ' frequency column 





If Octlnput = True Then
’ Define 1/3 octave bands and levels: 
For i * 1 To 26 ' uses 50 to 16000 Hz
If Sheets("Inputs").Cells(z, 13 + i).Value <> "" Then
BandLevel(i) = Sheets{"Inputs").Cells(z, 13 + i).Value ' make this generic
Else
BandLevel(i) = DefaultMin ’ not sure about this, maybe this should be 0 
End If
Fcent(i) ■ Cells(5, 1 + i).Value ' centre frequencies 
Fwide(i) = Cells{12, 1 + i).Value ' bandwidths
SpectrumLevel(i) = BandLevel(i) - 10 * LoglO(Fwide(i))
Next i
1 Set the 10-Hz interval sinusoidal components:
CumCpts = 0 
For j = 1 To 26
CumCpts ■ CumCpts + NoCpts (j)
For i » (CumCpts - NoCpts(j) + 1) To CumCpts
ComponentLevel(i) = SpectrumLevel(j) + 10 1 10 dB offset is specified in the standard 
Next i 
Next j
THIS AREA FOR TESTING PURPOSES... USES DISCRETE TONES INSTEAD OF 1/3 OCTAVE DATA
data goes from 50 to 17950 Hz 
in 10 Hz data:
5 to 1795, or for 200 Hz hi-passed, 20 to 1795
'initialise:
For i * l To TotalComponents
ComponentLevel(i) = DefaultMin 
Next i
'find first component:
If Sheets("Inputs").Cells(z, 3).Value <> "constructed" And Sheets("inputs").Cells(z, 12).Value = "" Then 
i = 19 '200 Hz
Elself Sheets("Inputs").Cells(z, 3).Value <> "constructed" And Sheets("Inputs").Cells(z, 12).Value <> "" Then 
i = 4 '50 Hz 
End If
If Sheets{"Inputs").Cells(z, 3).Value <> "constructed" Then 
j = 1791 - i + 4 ' maximum possible number of pieces
' determine how many values are above the DefaultMin: 
Pieces = 0
ReDim Franges(j)
For k = 1 To j
If Sheets{"Inputs").Cells(z, 7 + k + i).Value >= DefaultMin Then 
Pieces = Pieces + 1
Franges(Pieces) = 10 * (k + i) 1 store frequencies for kept values 
ComponentLevel(FreqToCount(Franges (Pieces), NoCpts, FirstCpt)) = _
Sheets("Inputs").Cells(z, 7 + k + i).value
End If 
Next k
ReDim Preserve Franges(Pieces) ' get rid of unused elements
' get number of components 
ReDim Franges(1795)
i = 8 
j = 0
For i ■ 1 TO 1795
If Sheets{"Inputs").Cells(z, i + 7) <> "" Then 
j = j + 1 ' number of components
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Franges(j) = i * 10 
End If 
Next i
ReDim Preserve Franges (j) ' get rid of unused elements
Pieces = j
For k = 1 To Pieces
ComponentLevel(FreqToCount(Franges(k), NoCpts, FirstCpt)) = _




' Load in Transfer function for sound reaching the eardrum:
If FreeField = True Then 
j = 30
Else
j = 31 
End If
For i = 1 To 39
EarDrum(l, i) = Cells{3 + i, 29).Value ' in Hz
EarDrum(2, i) = Cells(3 + i, j).Value ' in dB
Next i
' Load in Transfer function for middle ear:
For j = l To 2
For i = 1 To 39
MiddleEar(j, i) = Cells(3 + i, 33 + j).Value ' in Hz and dB 
Next i 
Next j
' Load in Threshold table:
For i = 1 To 15
Threshold(l, i) = Cells{3 + i, 39 + l).Value ' in Hz
Thresholds, i) = Cells{3 + i, 39 + 2) .Value ' in dB
Next i
' Load in alpha vs. Gain table:
For i = l To 6
Gaintabled, i) = Cells (3 + i, 44 + 1) .Value ' in dB 
Gaintable(2, i) = Cells(3 + i, 44 + 2).Value ' unitless 
Next i
' Load in sone vs. phon table:
For j = 1 To 2
For i s 1 TO 30





' Apply these corrections (gives levels at the cochlea):
For i = 1 To TotalComponents
Freq = CountToFreqd, NoCpts, FirstCpt)
If Headphones = False Then
ComponentLevel(i) = ComponentLevel(i) + polint(EarDrum, 3, Freq, True, 39)
End If
ComponentLevel(i) = ComponentLevel(i) + polint(MiddleEar, 3, Freq, True, 39)
Next i
If Headphones = True Then
For i = 1 To TotalComponents
Freq = CountToFreqd, NoCpts, FirstCpt)
ComponentLevel(i) = ComponentLevel(i) + polint(HeadphoneTable, 3, Freq, True, 1024) 
Next i 
End If
' Transform into excitation patterns:
' Step l: Calculate input level per ERB
For i = 1 To TotalComponents
Trigger = False
Freq = ((i + 4) * 10)
ERB = 24.673 * (0.004368 * Freq + 1) 
p :s 4 * Freq / ERB
jcount = 1
If Octlnput = False Then
For j * jcount To Pieces
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If Freq = Franges(j) Then 
Trigger = True 





Trigger * True 
End If
If Trigger = True Then
InputLevel(i) = 0
For j = 1 To TotalComponents
G = Abs((((4 + j) * 10) - Freq) / Freq)
If (j < i And G > 1) Then G = 1
If (j > i And G > 4) Then G = 4
w = (1 + P * G) * Exp(-P * G) ' "i" defines filter number (corresponds to centre
' frequency), and "j" gives the value of the filter 
' at the jth frequency.
InputLevel(i) = InputLevel(i) + w * 10 (0.1 * ComponentLevel(j))
Next j
InputLevel(i) = 10 * LoglO(InputLevel(i)) ' convert from linear units to dB
End If
' Steps 2 & 3: Calculate responses & get ERBnumber scale
For i = 1 To 372 ’ at each ERBnumber (filter)
ERBnumber =1.7 +0.1 * i
Freq = (1 / 0.004368) * (-1 + 10 A (ERBnumber / 21.366)) ' Centre frequency of filter
ERB = 24.673 * (0.004368 * Freq + 1) ' Equivalent rectangular width of filter
pu = 4 * Freq / erb 
Excitation(i) = 0
For j = 1 To TotalComponents ' go through all components 
Trigger = False 
Xcount = l
If Octlnput » False Then
For x = Xcount To Pieces
'If CountToFreq(j , NoCpts, FirstCpt) = Franges(X) Then 
If ((4 + j) * 10) = Franges(x) Then 
Trigger = True 





Trigger = True 
End If
If Trigger = True Then
x = ({4 + j) * 10) 1 Frequency corresponding to the jth component
pi » pu - 0.35 * (pu / (4 * 1000 / (24.673 * (0.004368 * 1000 + 1)))) * (InputLevel(j) - 51)
G = Abs((x - Freq) / Freq)
If (x < Freq And G > 1) Then G = 1 ' limitations on g
If (x > Freq And G > 4) Then G = 4
If x < Freq Then P = pi 
If x >= Freq Then P = pu 
w = (1 + P * G) * Exp (-P * G)




ETHRQ500 = 10 A (3.63 / 10) '2.3067
For i = 1 To 372
ERBnumber = 1 . 7 + 0 . 1 * i
Freq = (1 / 0.004368) * (-1 + 10 A (ERBnumber / 21.366))
If Freq < 500 Then
ETHRQ = polint(Threshold, 3, Freq, True, 15)
ETHRQ = 10 A (0.1 * ETHRQ) 1 Convert excitation at threshold to linear power units
Gain = GetGain(ETHRQ) 
a = GetA(Gain)
Elself Freq >= 500 Then
ETHRQ = ETHRQ500 1 linear units 
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NPrime(i) = GetNPrime(Gain, ETHRQ, Excitation(i), a, AA)
Next i
* Summation to get total loudness: 
n = 0
For i = 1 To 372
n = n + NPrime(i)
Next i
n = n * 0.1 * normalise because the summation was over 1/10 of ERB-number intervals 
If Binaural = True Then n = 2 * n ' binaural loudness {same sound being presented to both ears)
' Loudness level computation:
' IN THE CODE, THE LOUDNESS VALUES ARE CONVERTED TO dB BEFORE BEING USED IN LOOKUP:
' A user of the standard would have NO WAY of knowing this, and it results in the loudness 
' level being off a little bit.
For i s l To 30
PhonTable(2, i) = LoglO(PhonTable(2, i)) / Logl0(2)
Next i
LN * polint(PhonTable, 3, LoglO(nj / LoglO(2), False, 30)
' Output Section:
Cells(z, 8).Formula = n 
Cells(z, 9).Formula = "sones"
Cells (z, 10).Formula = LN 
Cells (z, 11).Formula = "phons"
End Sub
Attribute VB_Name ■ "Moore2006p"
Option Base 1
Sub Moore2006Export{)
1 This subroutine will read all the 1/3 octave data for loudness calculation using Glasberg and 
' Moore's 2006 model, and create an input file for the executable.
Const ForAppending « 8 1 Sets a constant for the mode of accessing the text files
Dim f, fs, datafilename As String 
Dim z As Integer, i As Integer 
Dim Levels(270, 26) As String 
Dim DefaultMin As String
DefaultMin = "-100Q"
datafilename = "C:\Documents and Settings\Jeff\My Documents\Work\Masters\Loudness Project (Thesis)\Cambridge Hearing 
Group Programs\L0UD2006a\inputs.in"
Sheets("Inputs").Activate
* Store all the data from the sheet:
For z = 1 To 270
For i = 1 To 26
If Cells (1625 + z, 13 + i).value <> "" Then
Levels(z, i) ■ Cells(1625 + z, 13 + i).Value
Else








' 26 lines of data 
'o
' 26 lines of data 
'.. . etc.
’s
Set fs = CreateObject("Scripting.FileSystemObject")
Set f = fs.OpenTextFile(datafilename, ForAppending, True)
f.writeline "f" 
f.writeline "b"
For z = 1 To 270
f.writeline "o"
For i * i To 26










' This subroutine will read all the loudness and loudness level data obtained using Glasberg and 
' Moore's 2006 model, place the data on the "Outputs" sheet.
Const ForReading = l ' Sets a constant for the mode of accessing the text files
Dim f, fs, datafilename As String 
Dim z As Integer, i As Integer
Dim Results(270, 2) As String, CurrChar As String
datafilename = "C:\Documents and Settings\Jeff\My Documents\work\Masters\Loudness Project (Thesis)\Cambridge Hearing 
Group Programs\LOUD2 006a\outputs.out"
Sheets("Outputs").Activate
' Open the text file:
Set fs = CreateObject("Scripting.FileSystemObject")
Set f = fs.OpenTextFile(datafilename, ForReading)
f.skipline
For z s 1 To 270
For i s i To 2 '1 is loudness, 2 is loudness level 
f .Skip (18)
Results(z, i) = ""
Do ' Loop the following commands:
CurrChar = f.Read(l) ' read a character 
If CurrChar <> " " Then
Results(z, i) = Results(z, i)' & CurrChar 1 characters to the array entry until a tab is encountered.
End If






' Write the data to the sheet:
For z = 1 To 270
Cells (1625 + z, 8) .Formula = Results (z, 1)
Cells(1625 + Z, 9) .Formula * "sones"
Cells(1625 + z , 10) .Formula = Results (z, 2.
Cells(1625 + z, 11) .Formula = "phons"
Next z
End Sub
Sub Moore2006(z As Integer, Octlnput As Boolean, Binaural As Boolean)
' Calculates loudness according to Glasberg & Moore (2006)
1 For consistency with the other methods, the input data shall be limited to 1/3 octave band data.
* 26 bands will be used: 50, 62.5, 80, 100, 125, 160, 200, 250, 315, 400, 500, 630, 800, 1000,
1 1250, 1600, 2000, 2500, 3150, 4000, 5000, 6300, 8000, 10000, 12700, 16000 Hz.
Dim i As Integer, j As integer, x As integer
1 i and j: frequency counters; x: frequency; z: switch variable 
Dim Fcent(26) As Double, Fwide(26) As Double 
’ Fcent: centre frequencies; Fwide: width of 1/3 octave bands
Dim BandLevel(26) As Double, SpectrumLevel(26) As Double, ComponentLevel() As Double
’ BandLevel: 1/3 octave band levels; SpectrumLevel, ComponentLevel: modified values, gives
1 level at components spaced 10 Hz apart to simulate the 1/3 octave band spectrum
Dim FreeField As Boolean, EarDrum(2, 39) As Double, MiddleEar(2, 39) As Double
i FreeField: diffuse field if fasle; EarDrum, MiddleEar: Transfer functions
Dim Freq As Double, G As Double, ERB As Double, P As Double, w As Double
' Freq: Active component frequency; g: relative deviation from centre frequency
' ERB: Width, in Hz, of auditory filters; p: parameter defining steepness and width of filters
' W: function defining the shape of the auditory filter
Dim pi As Double, pu As Double
1 pi, pu: paramters for the lower and upper sides of the filters, respectively 
Dim InputLevel{) As Double, Excitation(372) As Double, ERBnumber As Double
' InputLevel: input level (dB)/ERB; Excitation: excitation at ERBnumber; ERBnumber: scaled frequency 
Dim Thresholds, 15) As Double, ETHRQ500 As Double, Gain As Double, NPrime(372) As Double 
1 Threshold: table of hearing thresholds; ETHRQ500: threshold for f>=500 Hz; Gain: of cochlear amp.
' Nprime: specific loudness
Dim Gaintable(2, 6) As Double, ETHRQ As Double 
' Gaintable: relationship between gain and parameter a 
' ETHRQ: threshold in quiet for a given frequency 
' Binaural: true or false (monaural)
Dim a As Double, n As Double, LN As Double, PhonTable(2, 30) As Double 
' a: exponent in Nprime equations; N: loudness; LN: loudness level 
' PhonTable: relationship between sones and phons
Dim NoCpts(26) As Integer, FirstCpt(26) As Integer, CumCpts As Integer 
' NoCpts: number of components in each 1/3 octave band 
' FirstCpt: the frequency of the first component per band 
' CumCpts: cumulative components counter
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Dim Headphones As Boolean
' specifies whether headphones are being used (eliminates free-field to eardrum transfer 
' function use and adds response function for the headphones)
Dim HeadphoneTable() As Double, hplen As Integer
1 a response vs. frequency chart for headphones (will vary by type used)
' hplen gives the number of pairs in HeadphoneTable()
Dim TotalComponents As Integer, DefaultMin As Double 
Dim AParameterTable(2, 91) As Double
Dim Franges() As Integer ' possibly add some variables to allow for generalisation of the 
' input spectrum 
Dim Xcount As integer, jcount As integer 
Dim Trigger As Boolean, Pieces As Integer, AA As Double
' Input section:
Sheets("Revised ANSI Data").Activate 
1 Read in freqency table data:
For i = 1 To 26
NoCpts(i) = Cells(8, 1 + i).value 
FirstCpt(i) = Cells(i8, 1 + i).value 
Next i
' Input sound data:
If Sheets("Inputs").Cells(z, 6).Value = "FREE" Then 
FreeField * True ' sets field as free or diffuse
Else
FreeField = False 
End If
If Binaural = False Then 
Headphones = True
Else
Headphones = False ' sets the listening condition as headphones (overrides FreeField) 
End If
TotalComponents = Cells(iO, l).value 
DefaultMin = -20 ' dB
If Headphones = True Then 
hplen = 1024
ReDim HeadphoneTable(2, hplen)
For i = l To hplen
HeadphoneTable(l, i) * Sheets("Sennheiser data").Cells(4 + i, l) ' frequency column 




If Octlnput = True Then
' Define 1/3 octave bands and levels: 
For i * 1 To 26 ' uses 50 to 16000 Hz
If Sheets("Inputs").Cells(z, 13 + i).Value <> "" Then
BandLevel(i) = Sheets("Inputs").Cells(z, 13 + i).Value ' make this generic
Else
BandLevel(i) = DefaultMin ' not sure about this, maybe this should be 0 
End If
Fcent(i) = Cells(5, 1 + i).Value 1 centre frequencies 
Fwide(i) = Cells(12, 1 + i).Value ' bandwidths
SpectrumLevel(i) = BandLevel(i) - 10 * LoglO(Fwide(i))
' Set the 10-Hz interval sinusoidal components:
CumCpts = 0 
For j = 1 To 26
CumCpts = CumCpts + NoCpts(j)
For i = (CumCpts - NoCpts(j) + l) To CumCpts
ComponentLevel(i) = SpectrumLevel(j) + 10 ' 10 dB offset is specified in the standard 
Next i 
Next j
THIS AREA FOR TESTING PURPOSES... USES DISCRETE TONES INSTEAD OF 1/3 OCTAVE DATA
' data goes from 50 to 17950 Hz 
' in 10 Hz data:
' 5 to 1795, or for 200 Hz hi-passed, 20 to 1795
1 initialise:
For i = 1 To TotalComponents
ComponentLevel(i) = DefaultMin




If Sheets("Inputs").Cells(z, 3).Value <> "constructed" And Sheets("Inputs").Cells(z, 12).Value = "" Then 
i = 19 ’200 Hz
Elself Sheets{"Inputs").Cells(z, 3).Value <> "constructed" And Sheets("Inputs").Cells(z, 12).Value <> Then 
i = 4 'SO Hz 
End If
If Sheets("Inputs").Cells(z, 3).Value <> "constructed" Then 
j = 1791 - i + 4 ' maximum possible number of pieces
1 determine how many values are above the DefaultMin:
Pieces = 0
ReDim Franges(j)
For k = 1 To j
if sheets("inputs").cells(z, 7 + k + i).Value >= DefaultMin Then 
Pieces = Pieces + l
Franges(Pieces) = 10 * (k + i) ' store frequencies for kept values 
ComponentLevel(FreqToCount(Franges(Pieces), NoCpts, FirstCpt)) = _
Sheets("Inputs").Cells(z, 7 + k + i).Value
End If 
Next k
ReDim Preserve Franges(Pieces) ' get rid of unused elements
Else
1 get number of components 
ReDim Franges(1795) 
i = 8 
j = 0
For i = 1 To 1795
If Sheets("inputs").Cells(z, i + 7) <> "" Then 
j * j + 1 ' number of components 
Franges(j) = i * 10 
End If 
Next i
ReDim Preserve Franges (j) 1 get rid of unused elements
Pieces = j
For k = 1 To Pieces
ComponentLevel(FreqToCount(Franges(k), NoCpts, FirstCpt)) * _
Sheets("Inputs").Cells(z, 7 + Franges(k) / 10).Value
Next k 
End If
i * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
End If
' Load in Transfer function for sound reaching the eardrum:
If FreeField * True Then 
j = 30
Else
j = 31 
End If
For i = l To 39
EarDrum(l, i) = Cells(3 + i, 29).Value ' in Hz
EarDrum(2, i) = Cells(3 + i, j).Value ' in dB
Next i
1 Load in Transfer function for middle ear:
For j = 1 To 2
For i = 1 To 39
MiddleEar(j, i) = Cells(3 + i, 33 + j).Value ' in Hz and dB 
Next i 
Next j
’ Load in Threshold table:
For i = 1 To 15
Threshold(l, i) = Cells(3 + i, 39 + 1).Value ' in Hz
Threshold(2, i) = Cells(3 + i, 39 + 2).Value ' in dB
' MODIFY THE VALUE FOR i>10 to 3.73 dB to be in line with LOUD2006a 
If i > 10 Then Thresholds, i) = 3.73
Next i
’ Load in alpha vs. Gain table:
For i = 1 To 6
Gaintable(l, i) = Cells(3 + i, 44 + 1).Value 1 in dB 
Gaintable(2, i) = Cells(3 + i, 44 + 2).Value ' unitless 
Next i
' Load in "A" (AA) vs. Gain table
For j = 1 To 2
For i = 1 To 91
AParameterTable(j, i) = Cells(3 + i, 52 + j).Value ' in dB, 2nd col: unitless 
Next i 
Next j
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' Load in sone vs. phon table:
For j = 1 To 2
For i » 1 To 30





' Apply these corrections (gives levels at the cochlea):
For i * 1 To TotalComponents
Freq = CountToFreqd, NoCpts, FirstCpt)
If Headphones «• False Then
ComponentLevel(i) = ComponentLevel(i) + polint(EarDrum, 3, Freq, True, 39)
End If
ComponentLevel(i) = ComponentLevel(i) + polint(MiddleEar, 3, Freq, True, 39)
Next i
If Headphones = True Then
For i = 1 To TotalComponents
Freq = CountToFreq(i, NoCpts, FirstCpt)
ComponentLevel(i) = ComponentLevel(i)•+ polint(HeadphoneTable, 3, Freq, True, 1024)
Next i 
End If
' Transform into excitation patterns:
' Step 1: Calculate input level per erb
For i = l To TotalComponents
Trigger = False
Freq = ( (i + 4) * 10)
ERB = 24.673 * (0.004368 * Freq + 1)
P = 4 * Freq / ERB
jcount = 1
If Octinput = False Then
For j = jcount To Pieces
If Freq = Franges(j) Then 
Trigger = True 





Trigger = True 
End If
If Trigger = True Then
InputLevel(i) = 0
For j = 1 To TotalComponents
G = Abs((((4 + j) * 10) - Freq) / Freq)
If (j < i And G > 1) Then G = 1
If (j > i And G > 4) Then G = 4
w = (l + P * G) * Exp(-P * G) ' "i" defines filter number (corresponds to centre
' frequency), and "j" gives the value of the filter 
' at the jth frequency.
InputLevel(i) = InputLevel(i) + w * l 0 A (0.1* ComponentLevel(j))
Next j
InputLevel(i) = 10 * LoglO(InputLevel(i)) ' convert from linear units to dB 
End If 
Next i
' Steps 2 & 3: Calculate responses & get ERBnumber scale
For i = 1 To 372 1 at each ERBnumber (filter)
ERBnumber = 1 . 7 + 0 . 1 * i
Freq = (1 / 0.004368) * (-1 + 10 A (ERBnumber / 21.366)) ' Centre frequency of filter 
ERB « 24.673 * (0.004368 * Freq + 1) ' Equivalent rectangular width of filter
pu = 4 * Freq / ERB 
Excitation(i) a 0
For j = 1 To TotalComponents ' go through all components 
Trigger = False 
Xcount = l
If Octinput = False Then
For x = Xcount To Pieces
'If CountToFreq(j, NoCpts, FirstCpt) = Franges(X) Then 
If ((4 + j) * 10) * Franges(x) Then 
Trigger « True 
Xcount = x






Trigger = True 
End If
If Trigger = True Then
x = ({4 + j) * 10) ’ Frequency corresponding to the jth component
pi * pu - 0.35 * (pu / (4 * 1000 / (24.673 * (0.004368 * 1000 + 1)))) * (InputLevel(j) - 51)
G = Abs((x - Freq) / Freq)
If (x < Freq And G > 1) Then G = 1 ’ limitations on g
If (x > Freq And G > 4) Then G = 4
If x < Freq Then P = pi 
If x >= Freq Then P = pu 
w = (1 + P * G) * Exp (- P * G)





'ETHRQ500 = 10 A (3.63 / 10) ' this is the value in the old program and in all versions of the ANSI standard
ETHRQ500 = 10 A (3.73 / 10) ' this is the value in the LOUD2006a program
For i = 1 To 372
ERBnumber = 1 . 7 + 0 . 1 * i
Freq = (1 / 0.004368) * (-1 + 10 A (ERBnumber / 21.366))
If Freq < 500 Then
ETHRQ = polint(Threshold, 3, Freq, True, 15)
ETHRQ = 10 A (0.1 * ETHRQ) ' Convert excitation at threshold to linear power units 
Gain = GetGain2006(ETHRQ) 'use Gaintable
a « polint (Gaintable, 3, 10 * LoglO (Gain), True, 6) ' uses the table in the old and revised ANSI
(CORRECT)
'GetA(Gain) ' uses the alpha table from the program with ANSI2005
Elself Freq >= 500 Then
ETHRQ = ETHRQ500 1 linear units 
Gain = 1 
a = 0.2
End If
a a = getAA_LOUD2006a(Gain) 1 uses the table in the program LOUD2006a (CORRECT)
'getAA(a) ' uses the table from the program with ANSI2005
'polint(AParameterTable, 3, Gain, True, 91) ' uses the table in the revised ANSI standard 
NPrime(i) * GetNPrime(Gain, ETHRQ, Excitation(i), a, AA)
Next i
' Summation to get total loudness: 
n = 0
For i = 1 To 372
n = n + NPrime(i)
Next i
n = n * 0.1 ' normalise because the summation was over 1/10 of ERB-number intervals 
If Binaural = True Then n = 2 * n ' binaural loudness (same sound being presented to both ears)
' Loudness level computation:
’ IN THE CODE, THE LOUDNESS VALUES ARE CONVERTED TO dB BEFORE BEING USED IN LOOKUP:
' A user of the standard would have NO WAY of knowing this, and it results in the loudness 
' level being off a little bit.
For i = 1 To 30
PhonTable(2, i) = LoglO(PhonTable(2, i)) / Logl0(2)
Next i
LN * polint(PhonTable, 3, LoglO(n) / Logl0(2), False, 30)
' Output Section:
Cells (z, 8).Formula = n 
Cells (z, 9).Formula = "sones"
Cells(z, 10).Formula ■ LN 
Cells(z, 11).Formula « "phons"
End Sub
Attribute VB_Name = "Controlp"
Option Base 1
Sub Control()
' This subroutine goes through all the lines of results from measurements and does the
standards
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1 appropriate loudness calculation for it, placing the results on the "Outputs" sheet.
Dim zrow As Integer, Calc As String, inputType As Boolean, TwoEars As Boolean, iz As Integer 
Dim zstart As Integer, Pdone As Double, sourceString As String, qj As Integer, LpHIGH As Double 
Dim argLps As Double, PREVtime As Double, NOWtime As Double
Sheets{"Outputs").Activate 
NOWtime = Now()
zstart = 4997 '6 ' to start
' InputType: If true, input is to specified in 1/3 octaves bands; if false, discrete componenets are 
' to be used. If false, discrete tone values are read instead
1 Binaural: If true, the sound given is for binaural loudness. If false, it is monaural, 
iz = 0
zrow = zstart
Do while Cells(zrow, l).value <> ""
iz = iz + 1 ' how many data points there are 
' clear out bad data from hi-pass: 
sourceString = Cells(zrow, 3).Value 
If Len(sourceString) > 7 Then
If Mid(sourceString, Len(sourceString) - 6, 7) * "hi-pass" Then 
argLps = 0
If Cells(zrow, 4).Value <> "FFT (const)" Then 
For qj = 1 To 12
Sheets{"Inputs").Cells(zrow, 7 + qj).Clear 
Next qj 
qj = 1
Do While Sheets{"inputs").Cells(zrow, 7 + 12 + qj).Value <> ""
argLps = argLps + 10 A (0.1 * Sheets{"inputs").Cells(zrow, 7 + 12 + qj).Value) 
qj = qj + 1
Loop
Else
' for const wide data 
For qj = 1 To 19
Sheets("inputs").Cells(zrow, 7 + qj).Clear 
Next qj 
qj « l
Do While Sheets("Inputs").Cells(zrow, 7 + 19 + qj).Value <> ""
argLps = argLps + 10 A (0.1 * Sheets("inputs").Cells(zrow, 7 + 12 + qj).Value) 
qj = qj + 1
Loop 
End If
LpHIGH = 10 * LoglO(argLps)
Sheets("Inputs").Cells(zrow, 7).Formula « LpHIGH 
End If 
End if
Sheets("Outputs").Cells(3, 3).Formula = iz 
zrow ■ zrow + 1
Loop
For zrow = zstart To (zstart + iz - l)
Calc = Cells(zrow, 5).Value
If Cells(zrow, 3) = "constructed" Or Cells(zrow, 4).value = "FFT (const)" Then 
InputType = False
Else
InputType = True 
End If
If Cells(zrow, 3).Value <> "manikin hi-pass" Then 
TwoEars = True
Else











Ca s e "Moore1997"
Moorel997 zrow, InputType, TwoEars 
Case "Moore2 006"
Moore2006 zrow, InputType, TwoEars 
Case "IS0532A"
ANSI1980 zrow ' ANSI1980 and IS0532A are identical 
End Select
Pdone = 100 * CDbl((zrow - zstart + 1)) / CDbl(iz)
Sheets("Outputs").Cells(1, 3).Formula = Pdone
PREVtime * NOWtime 
NOWtime = Now()
Cells{2, 3).Formula * (iz - (zrow - zstart + 1)) * (NOWtime - PREVtime)
Next zrow 
End Sub
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Sub BatchRun()






Dim zrow As Integer, Calc As String, InputType As Boolean, TwoEars As Boolean, iz As integer 
Dim zstart As Integer, Pdone As Double, sourceString As String, qj As Integer, LpHIGH As Double 
Dim argLps As Double, PREVtime As Double, NOWtime As Double, rowsToDoO As Integer 




zstart ■ 2871 
zrow = zstart 
iz * 0
Do While Cells(zrow, l).value <> ""
soundString = cells(zrow, l).Value 
sourceString « Cells(zrow, 3).Value 
If sourceString = "1 - hi-pass" Then 
If soundString = "2 kHz tone" Then 
iz = iz + 1 
rowsToDo(iz) = zrow 
argLps = 0
If Cells(zrow, 4).Value <> "FFT (const)" Then 
For qj * l To 12
Sheets("Inputs").Cells(zrow, 7 + qj).Clear 
Next qj 
qj = 1
Do While Sheets("Inputs").Cells(zrow, 7 + 12 + qj).Value <> ""
argLps = argLps + 10 A (0.1 * Sheets("Inputs”) .Cells(zrow, 7 + 12 + qj).Value) 
qj = qj + 1
LOOp
Else
' for const wide data 
For qj = 1 To 19
Sheets("Inputs").Cells(zrow, 7 + qj).Clear 
Next qj 
qj = 1
Do While Sheets("Inputs").Cells(zrow, 7 + 19 + qj).Value <> ""
argLps = argLps + 10 A (0.1 * Sheets("Inputs").Cells(zrow, 7 + 12 + qj).Value) 
qj = qj + 1
Loop 
End If
LpHIGH = 10 * LoglO(argLps)
Sheets("Inputs").Cells(zrow, 7).Formula = LpHIGH 
End If 
End If
Sheets ("Outputs’1) .Cells (3, 3).Formula = iz 
zrow = zrow + 1
Loop
ReDim Preserve rowsToDo(iz)
For i = 1 To iz
zrow = rowsToDo(i)
Calc = Cells(zrow, 5).Value
If Cells(zrow, 3) = "constructed" Or Cells(zrow, 4).Value * "FFT (const)" Then 
InputType - False
Else
InputType = True 
End If
If Cells(zrow, 3).Value <> "manikin hi-pass" Then 
TwoEars = True
Else












Moorel997 zrow, InputType, TwoEars 
Case "Moore2 006"
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Moore2006 zrow, InputType, TwoEars 
Case "IS0532A"
ANS11980 zrow ' ANSI1980 and IS0532A are identical 
End Select
Pdone » 100 * CDbl(i) / CDbl(iz)
Sheets("Outputs").Cells(1, 3).Formula = Pdone
PREVtime = NOWtime 
NOWtime = Now{)




Dim FilterType As String, CalcType As String 
Dim z As integer 
z = 0
ACCEPTABLE VALUES:
Filters: ANSI (Matlab), IEC (dBFA), FFT (1/3 oct), FFT (const), N/A 
Calcs: ANS11980, ANSI2005, DIN45631, IS0532A, IS0532B, Moorel997, Moore2006
"FFT (const)" and "N/A" filter types are used only with "ANSI2005", "Moorel997" 
and "Moore20Q6" calculation types.
SheetsC'Data Reduced Results") .Activate
FilterType = Cells(2, 5).Value 
CalcType = Cells(3, 5).value
If (FilterType = "FFT (const)" Or FilterType = "N/A") And (CalcType * "ANSI1980" Or 
CalcType = "DIN45631" Or CalcType = "IS0532A" Or CalcType * "IS0532B") Then 
' invalid combinations 
MsgBox ("Invalid combination!")
Else
CreateToneGraph FilterType, CalcType, z 




Dim FilterType As String, CalcType As String 
Dim fc As Integer, cc As Integer 
Dim z As Integer 
z = 6
ACCEPTABLE VALUES:
Filters: ansi (Matlab), IEC (dBFA), FFT (1/3 oct), FFT (const), N/A 
Calcs: ANS11980, ANSI2005, DIN45631, IS0532A, IS0532B, Moorel997, Moore2006
"FFT (const)" and "N/A" filter types are used only with "ANSI2005", "Moorel997" 
and "Moore2006" calculation types.
Application.ScreenUpdating = False
SheetsC'Data Reduced Results") .Activate
For fc * 1 To 5
Select Case fc 
Case l
FilterType = "ANSI (Matlab)"
Case 2
FilterType = "IEC (dBFA)"
Case 3
FilterType * "FFT (1/3 oct)"
Case 4




For cc = 1 To 7


















If (FilterType = "FFT (const)" Or FilterType = "N/A") And (CalcType = "ANSI1980" Or 
CalcType = "DIN45631" Or CalcType * "IS0532A" Or CalcType * "IS0532B") Then 
’ invalid combinations 
' DO NOTHING!
Else
CreateToneGraph FilterType, CalcType, z 











.Pattern = xlNone 
.TintAndShade = 0 




.Pattern = xlSolid 
.PatternColorlndex = xlAutomatic 
.ThemeColor = xlThemeColorAccent4 
.TintAndShade = 0.599993896298105 




.Pattern = xlSolid 
.PatternColorlndex = xlAutomatic 
.ThemeColor = xlThemeColorAccent4 
.TintAndShade = 0.599993896298105 




.Pattern = xlSolid 
.PatternColorlndex = xlAutomatic 
.ThemeColor = xlThemeColorAccent4 
.TintAndShade = 0.599993896298105 





.Pattern «= xlSolid 
.PatternColorlndex = xlAutomatic 
.ThemeColor = xlThemeColorAccent4 
.TintAndShade = 0.599993896298105 





.Pattern = xlSolid 
.PatternColorlndex = xlAutomatic 
.ThemeColor = xlThemeColorAccent4 
.TintAndShade = 0.599993896298105 





.Pattern = xlSolid 
.PatternColorlndex = xlAutomatic 
.ThemeColor = xlThemeColorAccent4 
.TintAndShade = 0.599993896298105 





.Pattern = xlSolid 
.PatternColorlndex = xlAutomatic 
.ThemeColor = xlThemeColorAccent4 
.TintAndShade = 0.599993896298105 
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.Pattern = xlSolid 
.PatternColorlndex = xlAutomatic 
.ThemeColor = xlThemeColorAccent4 
.TintAndShade = 0.599993896298105 
.PatternTintAndShade = 0 
End With
Range("A8 9:P8 9").Select 
With Selection.interior 
.Pattern = xlSolid 
.PatternColorlndex = xlAutomatic 
.ThemeColor = xlThemeColorAccent4 
.TintAndShade = 0.599993896298105 





Attribute VB_Name = "Analysis"
Option Base 1
' ANALYSIS OF TONES:
Sub MeasuredDataReduction()
Dim i As Integer, j As integer, k As integer 
Dim meanval As Double, sigmaval As Double 
Dim sumval As Double, xvals(3) As Double 
Dim Outlier As Boolean
Dim R As Double, maxDelta As Double, Delta As Double 
Dim sourceString As String
SheetsC'Data Reduced Results") .Activate
i * 1200 ' start of the "measured" results
R = 1.196 ' for 3 data points and 1 possible outlier
Do While Cells(i, 1).value = "Measured"
' loudness: 
sumVal = 0 
For k * 0 To 2
xVals(k + 1) = Cells(i + k, 9).Value 
sumval = sumval + xVals(k + l)
Next k
meanval = sumval / 3 ' calculates the mean 
sumval = 0
For k = 0 To 2
sumval = sumval + (xVals(k + l) - meanval) A 2 
Next k
sigmaval = (sumVal / 2) A (l / 2) ' calculates the standard deviation
' check and see if there are any outliers (all data should fall within +/- 1 sigma of mean): 
Outlier = False
' use Pierce's criteria for data point elimination: 
maxDelta = sigmaval * R 
For k = o To 2
Delta = Abs(xVals(k + 1) - meanVal)
If Delta > maxDelta Then 
Outlier = True
j = k ' mark the position of the outlier 
End If 
Next k
If Outlier = True Then 
sumVal = 0 
For k = 0 To 2 .
If k <> j Then
sumVal = sumVal + xVals(k + l)
End If 
Next k
meanVal = sumval / 2 ' recalculates the mean 
sumval = 0 
For k = 0 To 2
If k <> j Then
sumVal = sumVal + (xVals(k + 1) - meanval) A 2 
End If 
Next k
sigmaval = (sumval / 1) A (1 / 2) ' recalculates the standard deviation 
End if
1 output the calculated values, overwriting the first row:
Cells (i, 9).Formula = meanval 
Cells(i, 13).Formula = sigmaVal
' loudness level: (there will always be less deviation in loudness level, so base the 
' included data on the loudness outlier criteria) 
sumVal = 0 
For k = 0 To 2
xVals(k + 1) = Cells(i + k, 11).Value
If (Outlier = True And j <> k) Or (Outlier = False) Then 
sumVal = sumVal + xVals(k + 1)
End if 
Next k
meanVal = sumval / (3 - Cint(Outlier)) ' calculates the mean 
sumVal = 0 
For k * o To 2
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If (Outlier = True And j <> k) Or (Outlier = False) Then 
sumVal = sumval + (xvals(k + 1) - meanval) A 2 
End If 
Next k
sigmaVal = (sumval / (2 - Clnt(Outlier))) A (l / 2) ' calculates the standard deviation 
' output the calculated values, overwriting the first row:
Cells(i, 11).Formula = meanVal 
Cells(i, 15).Formula = sigmaVal
' other outputs:
sourceString = Cells(i, 4).Value 
If Len(sourceString) > 7 Then
If Mid(sourceString, Len(sourceString) - 6, 7) = "hi-pass" Then 
Cells(i, 4).Formula = "hi-pass"
End If
Else
Cells(i, 4).Formula = "flat"
End If
Cells(i, 14).Formula = Cells(i, 10).Value ' loudness unit 
Cells(i, 16).Formula = Cells(i, 12).Value ' loudness level unit 
If Outlier = True Then
Cells (i, 17).Formula = "YES" ' outlier indicator
Else
Cells(i, 17).Formula = "NO"
End If
i = i + 3 ' go to the next set of 3 measurements
Loop
1 total number of measurements: 
k = (i - 1200) / 3
1 eliminate the lines containing other data:
For i = 1 To k





Dim i As Integer, soundString As String 
SheetsC'Data Reduced Results") .Activate 
i * 6
Do while Cells(i, 1).Value <> ""
soundString = Cells(i, 2).Value 
Select Case soundString 
Case "l kHz tone"
Cells (i, 2).Formula = 1000 
Case "10 kHz tone"
Cells(i, 2).Formula = 10000 
Case "100 Hz tone"
Cells(i, 2).Formula = 100 
Case "12.5 kHz tone"
Cells(i, 2).Formula = 12500 
Case "2 kHz tone"
Cells(i, 2).Formula = 2000 
Case "200 Hz tone"
Cells(i, 2).Formula = 200 
Case "3 kHz tone"
Cells(i, 2).Formula = 3000 
Case "300 Hz tone"
Cells(i, 2).Formula = 300 
Case "4 kHz tone"
Cells(i, 2).Formula = 4000 
Case "400 Hz tone"
Cells(i, 2).Formula = 400 
Case "5 kHz tone"
Cells (i, 2).Formula = 5000 
Case "500 Hz tone"
Cells (i, 2).Formula = 500 
Case "6 kHz tone"
Cells(i, 2).Formula = 6000 
Case "600 Hz tone"
Cells(i, 2).Formula * 600 
Case "7 kHz tone"
Cells(i, 2).Formula = 7000 
Case "7 00 Hz tone"
Cells(i, 2).Formula = 700 
Case "8 kHz tone"
Cells(i, 2).Formula » 8000 
Case "800 Hz tone"
Cells(i, 2).Formula = 800 
Case "9 kHz tone"
Cells(i, 2).Formula = 9000 
Case "900 Hz tone"
Cells(i, 2).Formula » 900 
End Select 
i = i + 1
Loop




' go through all the "measured" results and remove hi-passed ones 200 Hz and lower 
Dim i As Integer
SheetsC'Data Reduced Results") .Activate 
i » 6
Do while Cells(i, 1).value <> ""
If Cells{i, l).Value * "Measured" And Cells(i, 4).Value = "hi-pass" _
And {Cells{i, 2).Value = "100" Or Cells(i, 2).Value = "200") Then 
Rows(i & " : " St i). Select 
Selection.Delete Shift:=xlUp 
i = i - l
End If 
i = i + 1
Loop
Sub PopContourTable()
1 Populates the loudness level table on the "Equal loudness contour" sheet 
Dim i As integer, j As Integer, z As Integer
Dim conl As Boolean, con2 As Boolean, con3 As Boolean, con4 As Boolean, cons As Boolean 
Dim f As String
' columns:
' sound: 1 
' calc: 5
’ loudness level: 10
For i = 1 To 20 ' sounds
For j = 1 To 10 ' calcs (last 3 are the constructed results) 
z * 1 
Do
conl = False 
con2 = False 
con3 = False 
con4 = False 
con5 = False
f » Sheets("Equal-loudness contours").Cells(42 + i, 2).Value & "Hz tone 
' Correct sound:
If Sheets("Outputs").Cells(1895 + z, 1).value = f Then conl = True 
' Correct calculation method:
If Sheets("Outputs").Cells(1895 + z, 5).Value 






If conl = True And con2 = True And con3
Sheets("Equal-loudness contours").Cells(42 + i, 2 
Sheets("Outputs").Cells(1895 + z, 10).Value 
Exit Do
Elself conl = True And con2 = True And con5 = True Then
Sheets("Equal-loudness contours").Cells(42 + i, 2 + j).Formula ■ 
Sheets("Outputs").Cells(1895 + z, 10).Value 
Exit Do 
End If
If z = 69 Then z = z + 45 
z = z + 1
Loop While Sheets("Outputs").Cells(1895 
Next j
Sheets("Equal-loudness contours").Cells(42, 2 + j).Value
z, 4).value = "IEC (dBFA)" Then con3 = True
z, 3).Value = "direct feed" And j <= 7 Then con4 = True
z, 3).Value = "constructed" And j > 7 Then con5 * True





' THIS IS A SECOND APPROXIMATION - SINCE IT USES POLYNOMIAL 
' INTERPOLATION OF LOW-RESOLUTION RESULTS. LATER, A BETTER ROUTINE WITH 
’ A RECURSIVE SOLVER FOR PHON/SPL CAN BE WRITTEN.
Dim i As Integer, j As integer, k As integer
Dim f As Double, LP As Double, Data (29, 19) As Double, Phon As Double 
Dim lnterpData(2, 29) As Double, lnterpData2 (2, 19) As Double
Sheets("Equal-loudness contours").Activate
For j * 1 To 29 1 index for frequencies
For k = 1 To 19 1 index for pre-calculated loudness levels
Data(j, k) * Cells(7 + j, 2 + k).Value ’ Store the available data 
If j = 1 Then
InterpData2(1, k) = Cells (7, 2 + k).Value 1 these are the Loudness Level values 
End If 
Next k
InterpData(1, j) = Cells(7 + j, 2).Value 1 these are the Frequency values
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Next j
LP = Cells (40, 5).Value ' desired SPL
For i = 1 To 20 'go through output frequencies 
f = Cells(42 + i, 1).Value
For k a 1 To 19
For j = 1 To 29
interpData(2, j) = Data(j, k) ' pull off a column of SPLs for the kth loudness level 
Next j
lnterpData2(2, k) = polint (InterpData, 3, f, True, 29) ’ get the SPL for f at each
1 loudness level
Next k
Phon = polint(InterpData2, 3, LP, False, 19) 1 get the loudness level for Lp at f




Dim i As Integer, j As Integer
Dim conl As Boolean, con2 As Boolean
Dim IEC(2) As String, ANSI(2) As String
i = 1
Sheets ("Misc. Calculations’1) .Activate
For i = 1 To 110 1 tracks progress down the IEC column
For j = 1 To 110 ’ tracks progress down the ANSI column
conl = False 
con2 = False
IEC(1) = Cells(15 + i, 2).Value
ANSI(1) = Cells(15 + j, 6).Value
IEC(2) = Cells(15 + i, 4).Value
ANSI(2) = Cells(15 + j, 8).Value
If IEC(1) = ANSI(1) Then conl = True
If IEC(2) « ANSI(2) Then con2 = True
If (conl = True) And (con2 = True) Then
Cells (15 + j, 5).Formula = Cells(15 + i, l).value





Sub CreateToneGraph(Filter As String, Calc As String, z As Integer)
Dim Rl() As Integer, R2() As Integer 1 start and end rows
Dim Group() As String, Source() As String
Dim i As Integer, j As Integer, k As Integer
Dim nSeries As Integer, Sound As String
Dim RMSerrorO As Double, RMSerrorPcent () As Double
Dim ys() As Double, xs() As Double
Dim weight() As integer, ksub As Integer
If Filter = "N/A" And (Calc = "ANSI2005" Or Calc = "Moorel997" Or Calc = "Moore2006") Then 
nSeries = 2 
Else ’ all other valid combinations 









' data grabbing section:
SheetsC'Data Reduced Results") .Activate
j = 6
For i = 1 To nSeries
Do While (Cells(j, 6).Value <> Calc) Or (Cells (j, 5).Value <> Filter) 
j = j + l
LOOp
Rl(i) ■= j
Group(i) = Cells(j, 1).Value 
Sourced) - Cells(j, 4) .Value
Sound = Cells(j, 2).Value * gives the numerical value of the frequency of the sound for tones 
Do While (Cells(j, l).Value = Group(i)) And (Cells(j, 4).Value = Source(i))
If Sound = "1, 1.6 and 2.4 kHz tones" Or _
Sound = "1.5, 1.6 and 1.7 kHz tones" Or _
Sound = "100 to 1000 Hz tones (100 Hz spacing)" Or _
Sound = "Ambient" Or _
Sound * "Pink Noise" Or _
Sound = "White Noise" Then
Exit Do
End If 
j = j + 1
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Sound = Cells(j, 2).Value
Loop
R2(i) * j - l
Do While Cells(j, 1).value = Group(i) And Cells(j, 4).value = Source(i) 
j = j + 1
LOOP
Weight (i) = R2(i) - Rl(i) + 1 
Next i
' Take the data in question and calculate the RMS error and RMS % error:
' (of each curve against the ISO standard)
For i = 1 To nSeries 
j * 0
If Sourced) * "hi-pass" Then j = 2 
ReDim xs(Weight(i))
ReDim ys(Weight(i))
RMSerror(i) = 0 
RMSerrorPcent(i) = 0 
ksub a i
For k = l To Weight(i)
Do while SheetsC'Data Reduced Results") .Cells (R1 (i) + k - 1, 2) .Value <> _ 
Sheets("Equal-loudness contours").Cells(43 + j + ksub - 1, 1).Value 
ksub = ksub + l ’ ensure that the frequencies match up
Loop
xe(k) « Sheets("Equal-loudness contours").Cells(43 + j + ksub - 1, 14).Value
ys (k) = SheetsC'Data Reduced Results"). Cells (Rl (i) + k - 1, 11) .Value
RMSerror(i) * RMSerror(i) + (ys(k) - xs(k)) A 2
RMSerrorPcent(i) = RMSerrorPcent(i) + ((ys(k) - xs(k)) / xs(k)) A 2 
Cells(Rl(i) + k - 1, 18).Formula = ys(k) - xs(k)
Cells(Rl(i) + k - 1, 19).Formula = (ys(k) - xs(k)) / xs(k)
ksub = ksub + l 
Next k
RMSerror(i) = Sqr(RMSerror(i) / weight(i))
RMSerrorPcent(i) = Sqr(RMSerrorPcent(i) / Weight(i))
Range("T" & Rl(i) & ":T" & R2 (i)).Select 
Select ion.Merge 
With Selection
.HorizontalAlignment = xlRight 
.VerticalAlignment * xlCenter 
.WrapText = False 
.Orientation = 0 
.Addlndent = False 
.indentLevel = 0 
.ShrinkToFit = False 
.ReadingOrder = xlContext 
.MergeCells ■ True 
End With
Range ("T» & Rl(i) & ":T" & R2(i)).Select 
ActiveCell.FormulaRlCl = RMSerror(i)
Range("U" & Rl(i) & ":U" & R2(i)).Select 
Selection.Merge 
with Selection
.HorizontalAlignment = xlRight 
.VerticalAlignment » xlCenter 
.WrapText = False 
.Orientation = 0 
.Addlndent = False 
.IndentLevel = 0 
.ShrinkToFit = False 
.ReadingOrder = xlContext 
.MergeCells = True 
End With




' Put data on the errors table:
If z <> 0 Then
For i = 1 To nSeries 
For j = 1 To 4
If j <> 1 Then
Sheets("Errors Table").Cells(z, j).Formula = Cells(Rl(i), 2 + j).Value
Else
Sheets ("Errors Table").Cells(z, j).Formula = Cells (Rid), j).Value 
End If 
Next j
Sheets("Errors Table").Cells(z, 5).Formula = Cells(Rl(i), 20).Value
Sheets("Errors Table").Cells(z, 6).Formula = Cells(Rl(i), 21).Value
Sheets("Errors Table").Cells(z, 7).Formula = Weight (i)
z = z + 1 
Next i 
End If
If z <> 0 Then z = z - nSeries
' Update the chart:
If z = 0 Then
Sheets("Tone Graph").Select 
ActiveChart.PlotArea.Select
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For i = 1 To nSeries
ActiveChart.SeriesCollection{i) .Name = » = """ & Group(i) & ", " & Source(i) & """"
ActiveChart.SeriesCollection(i).XValues = "='Data Reduced Results'!$B$“ & Rl(i) & ":$B$" & R2(i) 
ActiveChart.SeriesCollection(i).Values = "='Data Reduced Results'!$K$" & Rl(i) & ":$K$" & R2(i) 
Next i
For i = (nSeries + 1) To 4
ActiveChart.SeriesCollection(i).Name = "=""no data"""
ActiveChart.SeriesCollection(i).Values = "=[39]"
Next i
ActiveChart.SeriesCollection(5).Name = "=""IS0 226"""
ActiveChart.SeriesCollection(5).XValues = "='Equal-loudness contours'!$A$43:$A$62"
ActiveChart.SeriesCollection(5).Values = "='Equal-loudness contours'!$N$43:$N$62"
ActiveChart.ChartTitle.Select




' This routine will grab all the 1kHz data and put it on a sheet for plotting of the spectra 
Dim i As Integer, j As Integer, k As Integer 
Dim InS As String, OutS As String
InS = "Data Reduced Results"
OutS = "1 kHz tone spectra table"
Sheets(OutS).Activate
j = 6
For i ® 6 To 2015 ' the range of tone/noises
If Sheets(InS).Cells(i, 2).value = "1000" And Sheets(InS).Cells(i, 4).Value <> "constructed" _
And Sheets(InS).Cells(i, 5).Value <> "FFT (const)" And _
Sheets(InS).Cells(i, 1).Value <> "80 dB tones" Then
Cells(j, 1).Formula = Sheets(InS).Cells(i, 1).Value
Cells(j, 2).Formula = Sheets(InS).Cells(i, 3).Value
Cells(j, 3).Formula = Sheets(InS).Cells(i, 4).Value
Cells(j, 4).Formula = Sheets(InS).Cells(i, 5).Value
Cells(j, 5).Formula * Sheets(InS).Cells(i, 6).Value
Cells(j, 6).Formula * Sheets(InS).Cells(i, 8).Value
For k = 22 TO 54
Cells(j, k - 15).Formula = Sheets(InS).Cells(i, k).Value 
Next k




' ANALYSIS OF PRODUCT SOUNDS:
Sub CombineLeftRight ()
Dim i As Integer, k As Integer 
Dim sumVal As Double 
Dim soundString As String 
Dim SPL As Double
SheetsC'Data Reduced Results") .Activate
i = 2069 ' start of the "product sound" results
Do While Cells(i, 1).Value * "Product Sounds"
' combine loudness loudness: 
sumVal = 0 
SPL = 0
For k = 0 To 1
sumVal * sumVal + Cells(i + k, 9).Value
SPL = SPL + 10 A (0.1 * Cells (i + k, 3).Value)
Next k
SPL = 10 * LoglO(SPL)
1 output the calculated value, overwriting the first row:
Cells(i, 9).Formula = sumVal ' loudness 
1 loudness level:
Cells(i, 11).Formula = LNfromN(sumVal)
' other outputs:
Cells(i, 3).Formula = SPL 1 total SPL 
soundString = Cells(i, 2).Value
Cells(i, 2).Formula = Mid(soundString, 1, Len(soundString) - 11) 1 remove the L or R designation 
i = i + 2 1 go to the next set of 2 measurements
Loop
' total number of measurements: 
k = (i - 2069) / 2
' eliminate the lines containing other data:
For i = 1 To k
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Sub fillNewCols()
' fill in the information in new columns on the "Data Reduced Results" sheet 
Dim i As Integer, j As Integer
Dim Strl As String, Str2 As String, Sample As String
SheetsC'Data Reduced Results") .Activate
i = 2021 ' start of product sound results
Do While Cells(i, 1).value <> ""
Strl = Cells(i, 2).Value
Str2 = Mid(Strl, Len(Strl) - 2, 3) ' " In" or "Out"
If Mid(Str2, 1, 1) = " " Then 
i = 3
Str2 * Mid(Str2, 2, 2)
Else
j “ 4 
End If
Sample = Mid(Strl, Len(Strl) - (1 + j), 2) ' sample number 





Cells(i, 13).Formula = Strl
Cells(i, 14).Formula = Str2
Cells(i, 15).Formula = Sample








Do While SheetsC'Data Reduced Results") .Cells (i, 1) .Value <> ""
Cells(j, 1) .Formula = SheetsC'Data Reduced Results") .Cells (
Cells(j, 2) .Formula = SheetsC'Data Reduced Results") .Cells (
Cells(j, 3) .Formula = SheetsC'Data Reduced Results") .Cells (
Cells(j, 4) .Formula = SheetsC'Data Reduced Results") .Cells (
Cells(j, 5) .Formula ■ SheetsC'Data Reduced Results") .Cells (
Cells(j, 6) .Formula = SheetsC'Data Reduced Results") .Cells (
Cells(j, 7) .Formula * SheetsC'Data Reduced Results") . Cells (
Cells(j, 8) .Formula = SheetsC'Data Reduced Results") .Cells {
j = j + 1 




' puts error bars on the product sound results graph...
Dim Prange As Range, Nrange As Range
Dim i As Integer, j As Integer, k As Integer
Dim StandardDevErrors As Boolean
Sheets("Product Sounds Graph").Activate 
ActiveChart.PlotArea.Select
StandardDevErrors = Sheets("Product Sounds Table").Cells(2, 7).Value 
' if true, use standard deviation for the errors instead 
' of the maximum/minimum deviations
i = 6
For j = 1 To 4
Select Case j 
Case 1
k = 1 
Case 2
k = 3 
Case 3
k = 2 
Case 4
k = 4 
End Select
If StandardDevErrors * False Then
' sets the ranges to be the maximum deviations:
Set Prange « Worksheets("Product Sounds Table").RangeC'J" & i & ":J" & (i + 11))
Set Nrange = worksheets("Product Sounds Table").Range("K" & i & ":K" & (i + 11))
Else
' sets the ranges to be the standard deviation:
Set Prange = Worksheets("Product Sounds Table").RangeC'H" & i & ":H" & (i + 11))
Set Nrange = Worksheets("Product Sounds Table").Range("H" & i & ":H" & (i + 11))
End if
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ActiveChart.SeriesCollection(k).ErrorBar _
Direction:=xlY, Include:=xlErrorBarlncludeBoth, Type:»xlErrorBarTypeCustom, _
Amount:=Prange, MinusValues:=Nrange
i = i + 12 
Next j
End Sub
1 ANALYSIS OF NOISES:
Sub MakeNoisesTable0
' This routine will grab all the noise data and put it on a sheet for plotting of the spectra 
Dim i As Integer, j As integer, k As Integer 
Dim InS As String, OutS As String
Ins = "Data Reduced Results"
OutS a "Noise spectra table"
Sheets(OutS).Activate
j = 6
For i = 6 To 2015 ' the range of tone/noises
If (Sheets(InS).Cells(i, 2).Value = "Pink Noise" Or Sheets(InS).Cells(i, 2).Value = "White Noise")
Sheets(InS).Cells(i, 4).Value <> "constructed" _
And Sheets(InS).Cells(i, 5).Value <> "FFT (const)" And _
Sheets(InS).Cells(i, 1).Value <> "80 dB tones" Then
Cells(j, 1).Formula = Sheets(InS).Cells(i, l).value
Cells(j, 2).Formula = Sheets(InS).Cells(i, 2).Value
Cells(j, 3).Formula = Sheets(InS).Cells(i, 3).Value
Cells (j, 4).Formula = Sheets(InS).Cells(i, 4).Value
Cells (j, 5).Formula = Sheets(InS).Cells(i, 5)-Value
Cells (j, 6).Formula * Sheets(InS).Cells(i, 6).Value
Cells(j, 7).Formula = Sheets(InS).Cells(i, 8).Value
For k * 9 To 16
Cells(j, k - 1).Formula = Sheets(InS).Cells(i, k).value 
Next k
For k = 22 To 54
Cells(j, k - 6).Formula « Sheets(InS).Cells(i, k).Value 
Next k









Sub fixConstructed(fez As Integer)
Dim fArr() As Integer, lArrO As Double 
Dim fci As Integer, fcj As Integer
fci * 8
Do While Sheets("Inputs").Cells(fez, fci) <> "" 
fci = fci + 2
Loop




For fcj * l To fci
fArr(fcj) * Sheets ("Inputs") .Cells (fez, 8 + 2 * (fcj - D). value 
lArr(fcj) = Sheets("Inputs").Cells(fez, 8 + 1 + 2 * (fcj - 1)).Value 
Next fcj 
' clear cells:
For fcj = 1 To fci
Sheets("Inputs").Cells(fez, 8 + 2 * (fcj - 1)).Clear 
Sheets("Inputs").Cells(fez, 8 + 1 + 2 * (fcj - 1)).Clear 
Next fcj
1 re-output data in proper format:
For fcj = 1 To fci




' This subroutine goes through all the calculated loudness/loudness level values, and 
' finds the sensitivities with respect to all inputs for both loudness and loudness level
1 Also recalculates everything because of filter-fixing!
Dim zrow As Integer, Calc As String, InputType As Boolean 
Dim TwoEars As Boolean, iz As Integer
And
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Dim zstart As Integer, Pdone As Double
Dim PREVtime As Double, NOWtime As Double, CounterTime As Double
Dim MainN As Double, MainLN As Double ' main loudness and loudness level 
Dim SensitivitiesLp() As Double, sensitivityN As Double ’ sensitivities 
Dim MainLpsO As Double
Dim cl As Integer, c2 As Integer, c3 As Integer, c4 As Integer 1 counters 
Dim bl As Boolean ' booleans 
Dim dl As Double 1 doubles
Dim fBoundLow As Double, fBoundHigh As Double 
Dim Nunit As String, LNunit As String 




CounterTime = Now() ’ counts up to 2 hours, then saves the file.
1 InputType: If true, input is to specified in 1/3 octaves bands; if false, discrete componenets are 
’ to be used. If false, discrete tone values are read instead
' Binaural: If true, the sound given is for binaural loudness. If false, it is monaural.
zstart = 4997 ’6 ’ do all data
iz = 4996 - zstart + 1 ' number of data points
For zrow = zstart To (zstart + iz - 1)
If Sheets("Inputs")-Cells(zrow, 4).Value = "FFT (const)" Then GoTo endloop 1 skip over these
Application.ScreenUpdating = False
Calc - Cells(zrow, 5).Value
If Cells(zrow, 3).Value = "constructed" Or Cells(zrow, 4).Value = "FFT (const)" Then 
InputType = False
Else
InputType = True 
End If
If Cells(zrow, 3).Value <> "manikin hi-pass" Then 
TwoEars = True
Else
TwoEars = False 
End If
If Cells(zrow, 3).Value = "constructed" Then 
fixConstructed zrow ' already done!
End If
' This is where things get different...
each case, when called, must do the following:
- count the number of input bands being actively used in the calculation
- vary each input by increasing by 1 dB and recalculating loudness
- find the sensitivity for each input = ( new loudness - old loudness ) / ( 1 dB )
- increment the loudness by 0.1 sone
- find the overall loudness level sensitivity =
( new loudness level - old loudness level ) / ( 0.1 sone )
- replace the sound pressure levels with the original ones




MainN = Cells(zrow, 8).Value 
MainLN « Cells(zrow, 10)-Value 
Nunit * Cells(zrow, 9).Value 
LNunit ■ Cells(zrow, 11).Value
cl = 1 
bl = False 
Do
If Sheets("Inputs").Cells(zrow, 7 + cl).Value <> "" Then 
If bl = False Then
c2 * 10 + cl ' executes on first data 
c4 = cl + 7 ' column of start of input data 
End If 
bl » True 
End If 
cl = cl + l
Loop While (bl = False) Or ((Sheets("inputs").Cells(zrow, 7 + cl).Value <> "") _
And bl = True)
c3 * 9 + cl




For c2 = 1 To cl
MainLps(c2) = Sheets("Inputs").Cells(zrow, c4 + c2 - l).value 
Next c2
fBoundLow = Sheets("Inputs").Cells(5, c4).Value 
fBoundHigh = Sheets("Inputs").Cells(5, c4 + cl - 1).Value
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' loop through all inputs, get sensitivities 
For c2 » 1 To cl
Sheets("Inputs").Cells(zrow, c4 + c2 - 1).Formula ■» MainLps(c2) + 1 'increment by 1 dB 
ANSI1980 zrow 1 find new loudness
' calculate sensitivity of loudness to SPL in the c2th band:
SensitivitiesLp(c2) = (Sheets("Outputs").Cells(zrow, 8).Value - MainN) / (1)
Sheets{"Inputs").Cells(zrow, c4 + c2 - 1).Formula = MainLps(c2) ' put the level back 
Sheets("Outputs").Cells(zrow, 8).Formula = MainN 1 put the loudness back 
Sheets("Outputs").Cells(zrow, 10).Formula = MainLN ' put the loudness level back 
Sheets{"Outputs").Cells(zrow, 15 + c2 - l).Formula = SensitivitiesLp(c2)
Next c2
' find sensitivity of loudness level
dl = 40 + 33.219 * LoglO(MainN + o.i) ' new loudness level 
sensitivityN = (dl - MainLN) / (0.1)
Sheets("Outputs").Cells(zrow, 14).Formula = sensitivityN 
Sheets{"Outputs").Cells(zrow, 12).Formula = fBoundLow 
Sheets{"Outputs").Cells(zrow, 13).Formula * fBoundHigh
Case "ANSI2005"
ANSI2005 zrow, InputType, TwoEars 
MainN = Cells (zrow, 8).Value 
MainLN = Cells(zrow, 10).Value 
Nunit = Cells(zrow, 9).Value 
LNunit = Cells(zrow, 11).Value
If InputType a True Then
cl = 26 ' number of inputs
fBoundLow = 50
fBoundHigh = 16000
c4 » 14 ' start column of data
Else
If Sheets("inputs").Cells(zrow, 12).Value = "" Then 
c3 = 19 '200 Hz 
fBoundLow = 200
Else
C3 = 4 ’50 HZ 
fBoundLow = 50 
End If
cl = 1791 - c3 + 4 ' number of inputs 
c4 = 8 + c3 





For c2 = 1 To cl
If Sheets("Inputs").Cells(zrow, c4 + c2 - l).Value <> "" Then
MainLps(c2) = Sheets("Inputs").Cells(zrow, c4 + c2 - 1).Value 
blanks(cl) = False
Else
MainLps(c2) = -20 
blanks(c2) = True 
End If 
Next c2
' loop through all inputs, get sensitivities 
For c2 = 1 To cl
Sheets("Inputs").Cells(zrow, c4 + c2 - 1).Formula = MainLps(c2) + 1 'increment by 1 dB 
ANSI2005 zrow, InputType, TwoEars ' find new loudness 
' calculate sensitivity of loudness to SPL in the c2th band:
SensitivitiesLp(c2) = (Sheets("Outputs").Cells(zrow, 8).Value - MainN) / (l)
If blanks(c2) = False Then
Sheets("Inputs").Cells(zrow, c4 + c2 - 1).Formula = MainLps(c2) ' put the level back
Else
Sheets("Inputs").Cells(zrow, c4 + c2 - 1).Formula = ""
End If
Sheets("Outputs").Cells(zrow, 8).Formula = MainN ' put the loudness back 
Sheets("Outputs").Cells(zrow, 10).Formula * MainLN ' put the loudness level back 
Sheets("Outputs").Cells(zrow, 15 + c2 - 1).Formula = SensitivitiesLp(c2)
Next c2
' find sensitivity of loudness level
dl s* LNfromN(MainN +0.1) ' new loudness level (this is okay for all Moore methods) 
sensitivityN = (dl - MainLN) / (0.1)
Sheets("Outputs").Cells(zrow, 14).Formula = sensitivityN 
Sheets("Outputs").Cells(zrow, 12).Formula = fBoundLow 
Sheets("Outputs").Cells(zrow, 13).Formula = fBoundHigh
Case "DIN45631"
DIN45631 zrow
MainN = Cells(zrow, 8).Value 
MainLN a Cells(zrow, 10)-Value 
Nunit * Cells(zrow, 9).Value 
LNunit = Cells(zrow, 11).Value
cl * 28 ' number of inputs 




For c2 a i To cl
' 1/3 octave band data, from 25 to 12500 Hz
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If Sheets("Inputs").Cells(zrow, c4 + c2 - 1).Value <> "" Then
MainLps(c2) = Sheets("Inputs").Cells(zrow, c4 + c2 - 1).Value 
blanks(c2) = False
Else
MainLps(c2) = -1000 
blanks(c2) = True 
End If 
Next c2 
fBoundLow = 2 5  
fBoundHigh = 12500
' loop through all inputs, get sensitivities 
For c2 = 1 To cl
Sheets("Inputs").Cells(zrow, c4 + c2 - 1).Formula = MainLps(c2) + 1 'increment by 1 dB 
DIN45631 zrow ' find new loudness
' calculate sensitivity of loudness to SPL in the c2th band:
SensitivitiesLp(c2) = (Sheets("Outputs").Cells(zrow, 8).Value - MainN) / (1)
If blanks(c2) = False Then
Sheets("Inputs").Cells(zrow, c4 + c2 - 1).Formula = MainLps(c2) ' put the level back
Else
Sheets("Inputs").Cells(zrow, c4 + c2 - 1).Formula = ""
End If
Sheets("Outputs").Cells(zrow, 8).Formula = MainN ' put the loudness back 
Sheets("Outputs").Cells(zrow, 10).Formula = MainLN ' put the loudness level back 
Sheets("Outputs").Cells(zrow, 15 + c2 - l).Formula = SensitivitiesLp{c2)
Next c2
' find sensitivity of loudness level 
' Calculate new Loudness Level 
If (MainN + 0.1) < 1 Then
dl = 40 * ((MainN + 0.1) + 0.0005) * 0.35 
If dl < 3 Then dl = 3
Else
dl = 10 * Logl0((MainN +0.1)) / Logl0{2) + 40 
End If
sensitivityN = (dl - MainLN) / (0.1)
Sheets("Outputs").Cells(zrow, 14).Formula = sensitivityN 
Sheets("Outputs"}.Cells(zrow, 12).Formula = fBoundLow 
Sheets("Outputs").Cells(zrow, 13).Formula = fBoundHigh
IS0532B zrow
MainN = Cells (zrow, 8).Value 
MainLN = Cells(zrow, 10).value 
Nunit = Cells(zrow, 9).value 
LNunit = Cells(zrow, 11).Value
cl ■ 28 ' number of inputs 




For c2 = 1 To cl
' 1/3 octave band data, from 25 to 12500 Hz
If Sheets("Inputs").Cells(zrow, c4 + c2 - 1).Value <> "" Then
MainLps(c2) = sheets("inputs").Cells(zrow, c4 + c2 - l).value 
blanks(c2) ■ False
Else
MainLps(c2) = -1000 
blanks(c2) = True 
End if 
Next c2 
fBoundLow = 2 5  
fBoundHigh = 12500
1 loop through all inputs, get sensitivities 
For c2 = 1 To cl
Sheets("Inputs").Cells(zrow, c4 + c2 - 1).Formula = MainLps(c2) + 1 'increment by 1 dB 
IS0532B zrow ' find new loudness
' calculate sensitivity of loudness to SPL in the c2th band:
SensitivitiesLp(c2) = (Sheets("Outputs").Cells(zrow, 8).Value - MainN) / (1)
If blanks(c2) = False Then
Sheets("Inputs").Cells(zrow, c4 + c2 - l).Formula = MainLps(c2) ' put the level back
Else
Sheets{"inputs").Cells(zrow, c4 + c2 - 1).Formula = ""
End If
Sheets("Outputs").Cells(zrow, 8).Formula = MainN ' put the loudness back 
Sheets("Outputs").Cells(zrow, 10).Formula = MainLN ' put the loudness level back 
Sheets("Outputs").Cells(zrow, 15 + c2 - 1).Formula = SensitivitiesLp(c2)
Next c2
' find sensitivity of loudness level 
' Calculate new Loudness Level 
dl = 10 * LoglO(MainN + 0.1) / Logl0(2) + 40 
sensitivityN = (dl - MainLN) / (0.1)
Sheets("Outputs").Cells(zrow, 14).Formula = sensitivityN 
Sheets("Outputs").Cells(zrow, 12).Formula = fBoundLow 
Sheets("Outputs").Cells(zrow, 13).Formula = fBoundHigh
Case "Moorel997"
Moorel997 zrow, InputType, TwoEars 
MainN = Cells(zrow, 8).value 
MainLN = Cells(zrow, 10).Value 
Nunit = Cells(zrow, 9).Value
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LNunit = Cells(zrow, 11).Value
If InputType = True Then
cl ■ 26 1 number of inputs
fBoundLow = 50
fBoundHigh = 16000
c4 = 14 ’ start column of data
Else
If Sheets("Inputs").Cells(zrow, 12).Value = "" Then 
c3 = 19 ’200 Hz 
fBoundLow = 200
Else
C3 = 4 '50 Hz 
fBoundLow = 50 
End If
cl = 1791 - c3 + 4 ' number of inputs 
c4 = 8 + c3 





For c2 = 1 To cl
If Sheets{"Inputs").Cells(zrow, c4 + c2 - 1).value <> "" Then
MainLps(c2) = Sheets("Inputs").Cells(zrow, c4 + c2 - 1}.value 
blanks(c2) = False
Else
MainLps(c2) = -20 
blanks(c2) = True 
End If 
Next c2
' loop through all inputs, get sensitivities 
For c2 = 1 To cl
Sheets("Inputs").Cells(zrow, c4 + c2 - 1).Formula = MainLps(c2) + 1 'increment by 1 dB 
Moorel997 zrow, InputType, TwoEars ' find new loudness 
' calculate sensitivity of loudness to SPL in the c2th band:
SensitivitiesLp(c2) = (Sheets("Outputs").Cells(zrow, 8).Value - MainN) / (1)
If blanks(c2) = False Then
Sheets("Inputs").Cells(zrow, c4 + c2 - l).Formula = MainLps(c2) ' put the level back
Else
Sheets{"inputs").Cells(zrow, c4 + c2 - 1).Formula = ""
End If
Sheets("Outputs"}.Cells(zrow, 8).Formula = MainN ' put the loudness back 
Sheets("Outputs").Cells(zrow, 10).Formula = MainLN ' put the loudness level back 
Sheets("Outputs").Cells(zrow, 15 + c2 - l).Formula = SensitivitiesLp(c2)
Next c2
' find sensitivity of loudness level
dl = LNfromN(MainN +0.1) ’ new loudness level (this is okay for all Moore methods) 
sensitivityN = (dl - MainLN) / (0.1)
Sheets("Outputs").Cells(zrow, 14).Formula = sensitivityN
Sheets{"Outputs").Cells(zrow, 12).Formula = fBoundLow
Sheets{"Outputs").Cells(zrow, 13).Formula = fBoundHigh
Case "Moore2006"
Moore2006 zrow, InputType, TwoEars 
MainN = Cells(zrow, 8)-Value 
MainLN = Cells(zrow, 10).Value 
Nunit = Cells(zrow, 9).Value 
LNunit = Cells(zrow, 11).Value
If InputType = True Then
cl = 26 1 number of inputs
fBoundLow = 5 0
fBoundHigh = 16000
c4 = 14 ' start column of data
Else
If Sheets("inputs").Cells(zrow, 12).Value = "" Then 
C3 = 19 '200 Hz 
fBoundLow = 200
Else
C3 = 4 '50 Hz 
fBoundLow = 50 
End If
cl = 1791 - c3 + 4 1 number of inputs 
c4 = 8 + c3 
fBoundHigh = 16000





For c2 = l To cl
If Sheets("inputs").Cells(zrow, c4 + c2 - 1).Value <> "" Then
MainLps(c2) = Sheets("Inputs").Cells(zrow, c4 + c2 - l).Value 
blanks(c2) = False
Else
MainLps(c2) = -20 
blanks(c2) = True 
End If 
Next c2
’ loop through all inputs, get sensitivities
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For C2 = 1 TO Cl
Sheets("Inputs")- Cells(zrow, c4 + c2 - l).Formula » MainLps(c2) + 1 'increment by 1 dB 
Moore2006 zrow, InputType, TwoEars ' find new loudness 
' calculate sensitivity of loudness to SPL in the c2th band:
SensitivitiesLp(c2) = (Sheets("Outputs").Cells(zrow, 8).Value - MainN) / (1)
If blanks(c2) * False Then
Sheets("Inputs").Cells(zrow, c4 + c2 - 1).Formula = MainLps(c2) ' put the level back
Else
Sheets("Inputs").Cells(zrow, c4 + c2 - 1).Formula = ""
End If
Sheets("Outputs").Cells(zrow, 8).Formula = MainN 1 put the loudness back 
Sheets("Outputs").Cells(zrow, 10).Formula = MainLN ' put the loudness level back 
Sheets("Outputs").Cells(zrow, 15 + c2 - 1).Formula « SensitivitiesLp(c2)
Next c2
' find sensitivity of loudness level
dl = LNfromN(MainN +0.1) ' new loudness level (this is okay for all Moore methods)
sensitivityN = (dl - MainLN) / (0.1)
Sheets("Outputs").Cells(zrow, 14).Formula » sensitivityN
Sheets("Outputs").Cells(zrow, 12).Formula = fBoundLow
Sheets("Outputs").Cells(zrow, 13).Formula = fBoundHigh
Case "IS0532A"
' ANS11980 and IS0532A are identical
ANSI1980 zrow
MainN = Cells(zrow, 8).Value 
MainLN = Cells(zrow, 10).Value 
Nunit = Cells(zrow, 9).Value 
LNunit = Cells(zrow, 11).Value
cl = 1 
bl = False 
Do
If Sheets("Inputs").Cells(zrow, 7 + cl).Value <> "" Then 
If bl = False Then
c2 = 10 + cl 1 executes on first data 
c4 = cl + 7 1 column of start of input data 
End If 
bl = True 
End If 
cl = cl ■ + 1
Loop while (bl * False) Or ((Sheets("Inputs").Cells(zrow, 7 + cl).Value <> "") _
And bl = True)
c3 = 9 + cl




For c2 = 1 To cl
MainLps(c2) = Sheets("Inputs").Cells(zrow, c4 + c2 - 1).Value 
Next c2
fBoundLow = Sheets("Inputs").Cells(5, c4).Value 
fBoundHigh * Sheets("Inputs").Cells(5, c4 + cl - 1).Value
' loop through all inputs, get sensitivities 
For c2 = l To cl
Sheets("Inputs").Cells(zrow, c4 + c2 - 1).Formula = MainLps(c2) + l 'increment by 1 dB 
ANSI1980 zrow ' find new loudness
' calculate sensitivity of loudness to SPL in the c2th band:
SensitivitiesLp(c2) * (Sheets("Outputs").Cells(zrow, 8).Value - MainN) / (l)
Sheets("Inputs").Cells(zrow, c4 + c2 - l).Formula = MainLps(c2) ' put the level back 
Sheets("Outputs").Cells(zrow, 8).Formula = MainN ' put the loudness back 
Sheets("Outputs").Cells(zrow, 10).Formula = MainLN ' put the loudness level back 
Sheets("Outputs").Cells(zrow, 15 + c2 - 1).Formula = SensitivitiesLp(c2)
Next c2
' find sensitivity of loudness level
dl = 40 + 33.219 * LoglO(MainN +0.1) 1 new loudness level
sensitivityN * (dl - MainLN) / (0.1)
Sheets("Outputs").Cells(zrow, 14).Formula = sensitivityN 
Sheets{"Outputs").Cells(zrow, 12).Formula = fBoundLow 
Sheets{"Outputs").Cells(zrow, 13).Formula = fBoundHigh
End Select
Sheets("Outputs").Cells(zrow, 9).Formula = Nunit 
Sheets("Outputs").Cells(zrow, 11).Formula = LNunit
Pdone = 100 * CDbl{(zrow - 6 + 1 ) )  / CDbl(4996 - 5)
Sheets("Outputs").Cells(l, 3).Formula = Pdone ' absolute percent done
PREVtime = NOWtime 
NOWtime = Now()
Cells(2, 3)-Formula = (iz - (zrow - zstart + 1)) * (NOWtime - PREVtime) * 24
Application.ScreenUpdating = True 
Sheets("Outputs").Cells(zrow, 12).Select
If (NOWtime - CounterTime) > (2# / 24#) Then 
ActiveWorkbook.Save 
CounterTime *= Now 
End If
endloop:





' This subroutine fixes the sensitivities by transforming them from dN/dLPi values to 
' dN/dPi values
Dim zrow As Integer 
Dim iz As integer
Dim zstart As Integer, Pdone As Double 
Dim PREVtime As Double, NOWtime As Double
Dim Calc As String, InputType As Boolean, TwoEars As Boolean 
Dim MainLpsO As Double, dP As Double
Dim cl As Integer, c2 As Integer, c3 As Integer, c4 As Integer 1 counters 
Dim bl As Boolean ' booleans 
Dim dl As Double ' doubles 




zstart = 1917 16 ' do all data
iz = 4996 - zstart + 1 ' number of data points
For zrow = zstart To (zstart + iz - 1)
If Sheets("Inputs").Cells(zrow, 4).Value = "FFT (const)" Then GoTo endloop ' skip over these
Application.ScreenUpdating = False
Calc = cells(zrow, 5).Value
If Cells(zrow, 3).Value = "constructed" Or Cells(zrow, 4).Value = "FFT (const)" Then 
InputType = False
Else
InputType = True 
End If
If Cells(zrow, 3).Value <> "manikin hi-pass" Then 
TwoEars = True
Else
TwoEars = False 
End if
' Get number of inputs:
Select Case Calc
Case "ANSI1980"
cl * l 
bl = False 
Do
If Sheets("inputs").Cells(zrow, 7 + cl).Value <> "" Then 
If bl = False Then
c2 = 10 + cl 1 executes on first data 
c4 e cl + 7 ' column of start of input data 
End If 
bl = True 
End If 
cl = cl + 1
Loop While (bl = False) Or ((Sheets("Inputs").Cells(zrow, 7 + cl).Value <> "") _
And bl = True)
c3 = 9 + cl




For c2 « 1 To cl
MainLps(c2) = Sheets("inputs").Cells(zrow, c4 + c2 - 1).Value 
Next c2
' loop through all inputs, get sensitivities 
For c2 = 1 To cl
dp = (0.00002) * (10 A (1 / 20) - 1) * (10 A (MainLps(c2) / 20))




If InputType = True Then
cl = 26 ' number of inputs 
c4 = 14 ' start column of data
Else
If Sheets("Inputs").Cells(zrow, 12).Value = "" Then 
C3 = 19 '200 Hz
Else
C3 = 4 '50 Hz
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End If
cl = 1791 - c3 + 4 ' number of inputs 





For c2 * 1 To cl
If Sheets("Inputs").Cells(zrow, c4 + c2 - 1).Value <> "" Then
MainLps(c2) = Sheets("Inputs").Cells(zrow, c4 + c2 - 1).Value 
blanks(cl) = False
Else
MainLps(c2) = -20 
blanks(c2) = True 
End If 
Next c2
' loop through all inputs, get sensitivities 
For c2 * 1 To cl
dP = (0.00002) * (10 A (1 / 20) - 1) * (10 A (MainLps(c2) / 20))
Sheets("Outputs").Cells(zrow, 15 + c2 - 1).Formula = Sheets("Outputs").Cells(zrow, 15 + c2 -
Next c2
Case "DIN45631"
cl * 28 ' number of inputs 




For c2 = 1 To cl
' 1/3 octave band data, from 25 to 12500 Hz
If Sheets("inputs").Cells(zrow, c4 + c2 - l).Value <> "" Then
MainLps(c2) = Sheets("Inputs").Cells(zrow, c4 + c2 - l).Value 
blanks(c2) * False
Else
MainLps(c2) = -1000 
blanks(c2) = True 
End If 
Next c2
' loop through all inputs, get sensitivities 
For c2 = l To cl
dP = (0.00002) * (10 A (1 / 20) - 1) * (10 A (MainLps(c2) / 20))
Sheets("Outputs").Cells(zrow, 15 + c2 - 1).Formula = Sheets("Outputs").Cells(zrow, 15 + c2 -
Next c2
Case "IS0532B"
cl = 28 1 number of inputs 




For c2 = 1 To cl
' 1/3 octave band data, from 25 to 12500 Hz
If Sheets("Inputs").Cells(zrow, c4 + c2 - l).Value <> "" Then
MainLps(c2) = Sheets("Inputs").Cells(zrow, c4 + c2 - 1).Value 
blanks(c2) = False
Else
MainLps(c2) = -1000 
blanks(c2) = True 
End if 
Next c2
' loop through all inputs, get sensitivities 
For c2 = 1 To cl
dP = (0.00002) * (10 A (1 / 20) - 1) * (10 A (MainLps(c2) / 20))
Sheets ("Outputs"). Cells (zrow, 15 + c2 - 1) .Formula == Sheets ("Outputs") .Cells (zrow, 15 + c2 -
Next c2
Case "Moorel997"
If InputType = True Then
cl = 26 ' number of inputs
c4 = 14 ' start column of data
Else
If Sheets ("Inputs") .Cells(zrow, 12) .Value = "" Then 
C3 = 19 '200 Hz
Else
C3 = 4 '50 HZ 
End If
cl = 1791 - c3 + 4 ' number of inputs





For c2 = l To cl
If Sheets("Inputs").Cells(zrow, c4 + c2 - 1).Value <> "" Then








MainLps(c2) * -20 
blanks(c2) = True 
End If 
Next c2
' loop through all inputs, get sensitivities 
For c2 = 1 To cl
dp = (0.00002) * (10  ̂ (1 / 20) - 1) * (10 A (MainLps(C2) / 20))




If InputType = True Then
cl = 26 ' number of inputs
c4 = 14 ' start column of data
Else
If Sheets("Inputs").Cells(zrow, 12).value = "" Then 
c3 = 19 '200 Hz
Else
c3 = 4 ’50 Hz 
End If
cl * 1791 - c3 + 4 ' number of inputs





For c2 = l To cl
If Sheets("Inputs").Cells(zrow, c4 + c2 - 1).value <> "" Then
MainLps(c2) = Sheets("Inputs").Cells(zrow, c4 + c2 - 1).Value 
blanks(c2) = False
Else
MainLps(c2) * -20 
blanks(c2) = True 
End If 
Next c2
' loop through all inputs, get sensitivities 
For c2 = 1 To cl
dP = (0.00002) * (10 A (1 / 20) - 1) * (10 A (MainLps(c2) / 20))




' ANS11980 and IS0532A are identical
cl = l 
bl = False 
Do
If Sheets("Inputs").Cells(zrow, 7 + cl).Value <> "" Then 
If bl * False Then
c2 = 10 + cl ' executes on first data 
c4 = cl + 7 ' column of start of input data 
End If 
bl = True 
End if 
cl = cl + 1
Loop While (bl = False) Or ((Sheets{"Inputs").Cells(zrow, 7 + cl).Value <> "") _
And bl = True)
c3 » 9 + cl




For c2 = 1 To cl
MainLps(c2) = Sheets("Inputs"}.Cells(zrow, c4 + c2 - 1).Value 
Next c2
’ loop through all inputs, get sensitivities 
For c2 = 1 To cl
dP = (0.00002) * (10 A (1 / 20) - 1) * (10 A (MainLps(c2) / 20))




Pdone = 100 * CDbl((zrow - 6 + 1 ) )  / CDbl(4996 - 5)
Sheets("Outputs").Cells(1, 3).Formula « Pdone ' absolute percent done
PREVtime = NOWtime 
NOWtime = Now()
Cells(2, 3).Formula = (iz - (zrow - zstart + 1)) * (NOWtime - PREVtime) * 24










Attribute VB_Name = "SharedFunctions"
Option Base 1
Function LoglO(x)
' Calculates the base 10 logarithm of x 
LoglO = Log(x) / Log(10#)
End Function
Function locate(Data () As Double, noElements As Integer, xval As Double, _
FirstCol As Boolean) As Integer
’ FROM NUMERICAL RECIPES
Dim xx{) As Double, xind As Integer 
ReDim xx(noElements)
Dim ju As integer, jl As integer, jm As integer
If FirstCol = True Then 
xind = l
Else
xind = 2 
End If
For ju = 1 To noElements 
xx(ju) = Data(xind, ju)
Next ju
' xx() is the vector of x values 
' noElements is the number of elements in xx()
' x is the x-value to which we want the closest value in xx()
' ju, jl and jm are the upper, lower and middle indices
jl = 0
ju = noElements + 1
Do While (ju - jl) > 1 
jm = (ju + jl) / 2
If ((xx(noElements) > xx(l)) » (xval > xx(jm))) Then 
jl « jm
Else
ju = jm 
End If
Loop
locate = jl 
End Function
Function polint(Data() As Double, npol As Integer, xval As Double,
FirstCol As Boolean, noElements As Integer) As Double
' FROM NUMERICAL RECIPES
' npol is the degree of polynomial interpolation being used 
Dim index As Integer
Dim xa() As Double, ya() As Double, xind As Integer, yind As Integer 
Dim i As Integer, m As Integer, ns As Integer 
Dim y As Double, dy As Double 
Dim c() As Double, d() As Double
Dim dif As Double, dift As Double, ho As Double, hp As Double, w As Double, den As Double 
' first use locate:
index = locate(Data, noElements, xval, FirstCol)
index = Min(Max(index - (npol - l) / 2, l), noElements + 1 - npol)
If (index < 2) Then ' use linear inter/extrapolation if at the end of the tabled data 
npol = 2
index = locate(Data, noElements, xval, FirstCol)
index = Min(Max(index - (npol - 1) / 2, 1), noElements + 1 - npol)
End If
' now do the interpolation:
ReDim xa(npol), ya(npol)
If FirstCol = True Then 
xind = 1 
yind = 2
Else
xind a 2 
yind = 1 
End If
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For m = index To index + npol - l
xa(m - index + 1) = Data(xind, m) 
ya(m - index + 1) = Data(yind, m) 
Next m
ReDim c(npol), d(npol) 
ns = 1
dif * Abs(xval - xa(l))
For i * 1 To npol
dift = Abs(xval - xa(i))
If (dift < dif) Then 
ns « i 
dif = dift 
End If 
c (i) = ya(i) 
d(i) » ya(i)
y = ya(ns) 
ns = ns - 1
For m = 1 To npol - 1
For i = 1 To npol - m 
ho = xa(i) - xval 
hp = xa(i + m) - xval 
w = c(i + l) - d(i) 
den = ho - hp 
If (den = 0#) Then
' this indicates a problem, where there is no change in y 
Exit Function 
End If
den * w / den 
d (i) = hp * den 
c {i) = ho * den 
Next i
If (2 * ns) < (npol - m) Then 
dy ® c(ns + 1)
Else
dy = d(ns) 
ns = ns - l 
End If 
y = y + dy
polint = y 
End Function
Function Max(xin As Double, yin As Double) As Double
If xin > yin Then 
Max ~ xin
Else
Max = yin 
End If
End Function
Function Min(xin As Double, yin As Double) As Double
If xin < yin Then 
Min = xin
Else
Min = yin 
End If
End Function
Function FreqToCount (Freq As integer, NoCptsO As Integer, FirstCptO As Integer) As Integer
' Converts frequency to counter value 
Dim i As Integer, CumCpts As Integer
i = 1
CumCpts = 0 
Do
CumCpts = CumCpts + NoCpts(i)
If i ■ 26 Then 
i * 27 
Exit Do 
End If 
i = i + 1 
Loop While FirstCpt(i) < Freq
FreqToCount = 1 + CumCpts - NoCpts(i - 1) + (Freq - FirstCpt(i - 1)) / 10 
End Function
Function CountToFreq(Count As Integer, NoCptsO As Integer, FirstCptO As Integer) As Integer
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' converts counter value to frequency 
Dim i As Integer, CumCpts As Integer
CumCpts = 0 
i = 0 
Do
i = i + 1
CumCpts = CumCpts + NoCpts(i)
Loop While Count > CumCpts
CountToFreq = FirstCpt(i) + 10 * (NoCpts(i) - 1 + (Count - CumCpts))
End Function
Function GetNPrime(Gain As Double, ETHRQ As Double, Excitation As Double, a As Double, 
AA As Double) As Double
Const C = 0.046871
If (Excitation > ETHRQ And Excitation <= 10 A 10) Then
GetNPrime * c * ((Gain * Excitation + AA) A a - (AA) A a)
Elself (Excitation < ETHRQ) Then
GetNPrime = c * (((2 * Excitation) / (Excitation + ETHRQ)) A 1.5) _
* ((Gain * Excitation + AA) A a - (AA) A a) 
Elself (Excitation > 10 A 10) Then
GetNPrime = c * (Excitation / 1.0707) A 0.2 
End If
If GetNPrime < 0 Then GetNPrime = 0 ' cannot have negative contributions 
End Function
Function GetGain(ETHRQ As Double) As Double 
Const ETHRQ500 = 10 A (3.63 / 10)
GetGain = ETHRQ500 / ETHRQ ' linear gain 
End Function
Function GetGain2006(ETHRQ As Double) As Double 
Const ETHRQ500 = 10 A (3.73 / 10)
GetGain2006 = ETHRQ500 / ETHRQ ' linear gain 
End Function
Function GetA(Gain As Double) As Double 
Dim Gaintable(2, 16) As Double, j As Integer
Gaintable(l, 1) = -67#
Gaintable (1, 2) = -66#
Gaintable(1, 3) = -65#
Gaintable(1, 4) = -60#
Gaintable(1, 5) = -55#
Gaintable(1, 6) = -50#
Gaintable(1, 7) » -45#
Gaintable(1, 8) = -40#
Gaintable(l, 9) = -35#
Gaintable(1, 10) = -30#
Gaintable(1, 11) = -25#
Gaintable(1, 12) = -20#
Gaintable(l, 13) = -15#
Gaintable(1, 14) = -10#
Gaintable(1, 15) = -5#
Gaintable(1, 16) = 0#
Gaintable(2, 1) = 0.7466
Gaintable(2, 2) = 0.6393
Gaintable(2, 3) = 0.60486
Gaintable(2, 4) * 0.50953
Gaintable(2, 5) = 0.44869
Gaintable(2, 6) = 0.40229
Gaintable(2, 7) = 0.36499
Gaintable(2, 8) = 0.33419
Gaintable(2, 9) = 0.30825
Gaintable(2, 10) = 0.28609
Gaintable(2, 11) = 0.26691
Gaintable(2, 12) = 0.25016
Gaintable(2, 13) = 0.23679
Gaintable(2, 14) « 0.22228
Gaintable(2, 15) = 0.21055
Gaintable(2, 16) * 0.2
GetA = polint(Gaintable, 3, 10 * LoglO(Gain), True, 16) 
End Function
Function getAA(a As Double) 
getAA = GetB(a
Double
(10# A (3.63 / 10#)) ' This would seem to fix it, though the ANSI standard 
' specifies:
getAA = 2 * ETHRQ
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If either part of this is changed, the results no longer agree. Changing GetB(a) to 2 results 
in only a small (but noticeable) change in AA, but the second term results in changes of 
orders of magnitude.
End Function
Function GetB(a As Double) As
Dim Btable(2, 92) As Double,
For j = 1 To 92
Btable(1, 
Next j
j) = 0.01 * j
Btable 2, 1} = 0.00000571
Btable 2, 2) = 0.0025272
Btable 2, 3) = 0.01960681
Btable 2, 4) = 0.05627271
Btable 2, 5) = 0.10925538
Btable 2, 6) = 0.17476906
Btable 2, 7) = 0.25027058
Btable 2, 9) = 0.33427592
Btable 2, 9) = 0.42600493
Btable 2, 10) = 0.5251322
Btable 2, 11) = 0 .63163592
Btable 2, 12) = 0.74570931
Btable 2, 13) = 0.86770954
Btable 2, 14) = 0.99812912
Btable 2, 15) 1.1375812
Btable 2, 16) = 1.28679392
Btable 2, 17) = 1.44661106
Btable 2, 18) = 1.61799732
Btable 2, 19) 1.80204766
Btable 2, 20) = 2
Btable 2, 21) = 2.21325148
Btable 2, 22) 2 .44337832
Btable 2, 23) = 2.69215966
Btable 2, 24) 2.96160589
Btable 2, 25) = 3.2539921
Btable 2, 26) = 3 . 57189776
Btable 2, 27) = 3 . 9182534
Btable 2, 28) = 4 .296396
Btable 2, 29) = 4.71013452
Btable 2, 30) 5.16382788
Btable 2, 31) = 5.66247784
Btable 2, 32) = 6.21184
Btable 2, 33) = 6.81855707
Btable 2, 34) = 7.49031918
Btable 2, 35) = 8.23605766
Btable 2, 36) = 9.06618007
Btable 2, 37) = 9.99285649
Btable 2, 38) = 11.03036975
Btable 2, 39) = 12.19554562
Btable 2, 40) = 13 . 50828397
Btable 2, 41) - 14.99221742
Btable 2, 42) = 16.67553251
Btable 2 , 43) = 18.59199859
Btable 2, 44) = 20.78226431
Btable 2, 45) = 23.2955004
Btable 2, 46) = 26.19149403
Btable 2, 47) 29 . 54333535
Btable 2, 48) = 33 .44088652
Btable 2, 49) = 37.99529191
Btable 2, 50) = 43.34488444
Btable 2, 51) = 49.66297907
Btable 2, 52) - 57.16823859
Btable 2, 53) = 66.13857684
Btable 2, 54) a 76.92997209
Btable 2, 55) = 90.00216295
Btable 2, 56) = 105.9540924
Btable 2, 57) 125.5733096
Btable 2, 58) 149.9055903
Btable 2, 59) = 180.3542064
Btable 2, 60) = 218.8232403
Btable 2, 61) = 267.9272447
Btable 2, 62) = 331.3023141
Btable 2, 63) = 414.0746199
Btable 2, 64) 3 523.5775713
Btable 2, 65) 3 670.4686317
Btable 2, 66) = 870.5010266
Btable 2, 67) = 1147 .390954
Btable 2, 68) = 1537.558533
Btable 2, 69) 2098.15137
Btable 2, 70) = 2920.970266
Btable 2, 71) = 4157.310132
Btable 2, 72) = 6063.615844
Btable 2, 73) = 9088.183184
Btable 2, 74) = 14041.82187
Btable 2, 75) 3 22447.345
Btable 2, 76) 3 37287.2893
Btable 2, 77) 3 64683.40012
Btable 2, 78) 117879.716
Btable 2, 79) 227283.5752
: Double 
j As Integer
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Btable(2, 80) = 467585.9705
Btable (2, 81) 1036992.657
Btable(2, 82) = 2510480.615
Btable(2, 83) = 6738019.746
Btable(2, 84) = 20441394.62
Btable(2, 85) = 71836001.37
Btable(2, 86) = 301800787.5
Btable(2, 87) - 1579616251
Btable(2, 88) = 10882006532#
Btable(2, 89) = 106353000000#
Btable(2, 90) = 1637710000000#
Btable(2, 91) = 47578400000000#
Btable(2, 92) « 226701000000000#
GetB = polint(Btable, 3, a, True, 92)
End Function
Function GetA_ANSI(Gain As Double) As Double 
Dim Gaintable(2, 6) As Double, j As Integer
Gaintable(1, 1) = -25#
Gaintable(l, 2) = -20#
Gaintable(l, 3) = -15#
Gaintable(1, 4) = -10#
Gaintable(1, 5) -5#
Gaintable(l, 6) = 0#
Gaintable(2, 1) = 0.26692
Gaintable(2, 2) = 0.25016
Gaintable(2, 3) 0.23679
Gaintable(2, 4) = 0 . 22228
Gaintable(2, 5) 0.21055
Gaintable(2, 6) 0.2
GetA_ANSI = polint(Gaintable, 3, 10 * LoglO(Gain), True, 6) 
End Function
Function getAA_LOUD2006a(Gain As Double) As Double 
Dim AAtable(2, 91) As Double
AAtable( , 1) = - 24 . 54531
AAtable , 2) = -23 . 78397
AAtable , 3) = 22 . 78169
AAtable( , 4) =  -21. 76854
AAtable( , 5) = -20.74442
AAtable( , 6) = •19.78305
AAtable( , 7) = -18.90431
AAtable( , 8) = -18.01605
AAtable( , 9 = -17.11816
AAtable( , 10) = -16.21055
AAtable( , 11) = -15.32375
AAtable( , 12) = -14.59341
AAtable( , 13) = -13.91727
AAtable( , 14) = -13 .29726
AAtable( , 15) = -12 .73537
AAtable ( , 16) = -12 .23364
AAtable( , 17) = -11.75255
AAtable( , 18) = -11.23866
AAtable( , 19) -10.75136
AAtable( , 20) = -10.29164
AAtable( , 21) = -9.86051
AAtable( , 22) = -9.45902
AAtable( , 23) = -9.08823
AAtable( , 24) = -8.72191
AAtable( , 25) -8.35715
AAtable( , 26) -8.01199
AAtable( , 27) = -7.68715
AAtable( , 28) = -7.38338
AAtable( , 29) = -7.10145
AAtable{ , 30) = -6.84213
AAtable( , 31) = -6.60623
AAtable( , 32) * -6.39458
AAtable( , 33) -6.14589
AAtable( , 34) -5.89392
AAtable( , 35) = -5.65071
AAtable( , 36) = -5.41661
AAtable( , 37) -5.19198
AAtable( , 38) = -4.97718
AAtable( , 39) = -4.77258
AAtable( , 40) = -4.57857
AAtable( , 41) = -4 .39555
AAtable( , 42) = -4.20148
AAtable( , 43) = -4.00538
AAtable( , 44) = -3.81442
AAtable( , 45) = -3 .62882
AAtable( , 46) = -3.44878
AAtable( , 47) = -3 .27454
AAtable( , 48) = -3.10633
AAtable( , 49) -2.94438
AAtable( , 50) -2.78894
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AAtable l, 51) = -2.64027
AAtable 1, 52) = -2.50042
AAtable 1, 53) -2.37015
AAtable 1, 54) = -2.2482
AAtable 1, 55) = -2.13487
AAtable 1, 56) = -2.03046
AAtable 1, 57) = -1.93531
AAtable 1, 58) = -1.84973
AAtable 1, 59) = -1.77405
AAtable 1, 60) = -1.70863
AAtable 1, 61) = -1.65382
AAtable l, 62) = -1.60997
AAtable l, 63) = -1.57745
AAtable l, 64) = -1. 51786
AAtable l, 65) = -1.44522
AAtable l, 66) = -1.37466
AAtable l, 67) -1.30624
AAtable 1, 68) = -1.24006
AAtable 1, 69) * -1.17621
AAtable 1, 70) = -1.11478
AAtable l, 71) = -1.05587
AAtable 1, 72) = -0.99956
AAtable 1, 73) = -0.94596
AAtable 1, 74) = -0.89518
AAtable 1, 75) = -0.84731
AAtable 1, 76) = -0.80246
AAtable l, 77) = -0.75663
AAtable 1, 78) = -0 .69834
AAtable 1, 79) = -0 .64029
AAtable 1, 80) = -0.58251
AAtable l, 81) = -0.52501
AAtable l, 82) sc -0.46783
AAtable l, 83) = -0.41099
AAtable l, 84) = -0.35451
AAtable 1 85) = -0 .29842
AAtable l, 86) = -0.24274
AAtable l, 87) = -0.1875
AAtable l, 88) = -0.13273
AAtable 1 , 89) = -0.07845
AAtable 1 , 90) s= -0 . 0247
AAtable 1 , 91) = 0
AAtable 2 , 1) a  € .852
AAtable 2 , 2) =  € .6315
AAtable 2 , 3) =  6 .3584
AAtable 2 , 4) =  € . 1012
AAtable 2 , 5) =  1 .8585
AAtable 2 , 6) = .65258
AAtable 2 , 7) .49124
AAtable 2 , 8) =  - .32853
AAtable 2 , 9) = .16458
AAtable 2 , 10) = 6.99954
AAtable 2 , 11) = 6.83957
AAtable 2 , 12) = 6.70559
AAtable 2 , 13) = 6.58115
AAtable 2 , 14) = 6.46869
AAtable 2 , 15) = 6.36813
AAtable 2 , 16) s 6.2797
AAtable 2 , 17) s 6.19583
AAtable 2 , 18) = 6.10719
AAtable 2 , 19) = 6.02404
AAtable 2 , 20) 5.9464
AAtable 2 , 21) = 5.87876
AAtable 2 , 2 2 ) 5.8249
AAtable 2 , 23) = 5.77551
AAtable 2 , 24) = 5.72719
AAtable 2 , 25) = 5.67939
AAtable 2 , 26) = 5.63443
AAtable 2 , 27) = 5.59236
AAtable 2 , 28) = 5.55322
AAtable 2 , 29) = 5.51708
AAtable 2 , 30) 5.48399
AAtable 2 , 31) 5.45402
AAtable 2 , 32) = 5 .42723
AAtable 2 , 33) 5.39588
AAtable 2 , 34) = 5.36425
AAtable 2 , 35) 5.33386
AAtable 2 , 36) 5.30472
AAtable 2 , 37) = 5.27688
AAtable 2 , 38) 5.25064
AAtable 2 , 39) 5.228
AAtable 2 , 40) = 5.20667
AAtable 2 , 41) 5.1866
AAtable 2 , 42) = 5.16539
AAtable 2 , 43) = 5 . 14401
AAtable 2 , 44) 5.12326
AAtable 2 , 45) = 5.10314
AAtable 2 , 46) s 5.08368
AAtable 2 , 47) 5.0649
AAtable 2 , 48) = 5.04681
AAtable 2 , 49) s 5 . 02944
AAtable 2 , 50) a 5.0128
AAtable 2 , 51) = 4.99693
AAtable 2 , 52) = 4.98203
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AAtable 2 , 53) - 4 . 96818
AAtable 2, 54) = 4.95524
AAtable 2, 55) = 4.94324
AAtable 2, 56) = 4.93219
AAtable 2, 57) 4.92215
AAtable 2, 58) = 4.91312
AAtable 2, 59) = 4.90515
AAtable 2, 60) = 4.89827
AAtable 2, 61) = 4.89251
AAtable 2, 62) 4.8879
AAtable 2, 63) = 4.88449
AAtable 2, 64) = 4.87824
AAtable 2, 65) = 4.87063
AAtable 2 , 66) = 4.86324
AAtable 2, 67) 4.85609
AAtable 2, 68) 4.84918
AAtable 2 , 69) 4.84252
AAtable 2, 70) = 4 .83611
AAtable 2, 71) = 4.82998
AAtable 2, 72) = 4.82412
AAtable 2, 73) = 4.81854
AAtable 2, 74) = 4.81327
AAtable 2, 75) = 4.8083
AAtable 2, 76) = 4.80365
AAtable 2, 77) = 4.7989
AAtable 2, 78) = 4.79286
AAtable 2, 79) = 4.78685
AAtable 2, 80) 4.78088
AAtable 2, 81) = 4.77494
AAtable 2, 82) = 4.76904
AAtable 2, 83) = 4.76318
AAtable 2, 84) = 4.75736
AAtable 2, 85) 4.75159
AAtable 2, 86) 4.74586
AAtable 2, 87) = 4.74019
AAtable 2, 88) = 4.73456
AAtable 2, 89) = 4.72899
AAtable 2, 90) 4.72349
AAtable 2, 91) 4.72096
getAA_LOUD2006a = polint(AAtable, 3, 10 * LoglO(Gain), True, 91)
End Function
Function LNfromN(n As Double) As Double 
' Loudness level computation:
’ IN THE CODE, THE LOUDNESS VALUES ARE CONVERTED TO dB BEFORE BEING USED IN LOOKUP:
' A user of the standard would have NO WAY of knowing this, and it results in the loudness 
' level being off a little bit.
Dim PhonTable(2, 30) As Double
' input PhonTable:
PhonTable 1, 1) = 0#
PhonTable 1, 2) = 1#
PhonTable 1, 3) = 2#
PhonTable 1, 4) = 3#
PhonTable 1, 5) = 4#
PhonTable 1, 6) = 5#
PhonTable 1, 7) = 7.5
PhonTable 1, 8) = 10#
PhonTable 1, 9) = 15#
PhonTable 1, 10) = 20#
PhonTable 1, 11) = 25#
PhonTable 1, 12) = 30#
PhonTable l, 13) = 35#
PhonTable l, 14) = 40#
PhonTable l, 15) = 45#
PhonTable l, 16) * 50#
PhonTable 1, 17) = 55#
PhonTable 1, 18) = 60#
PhonTable 1, 19) = 65#
PhonTable 1, 20) = 70#
PhonTable 1, 21) = 75#
PhonTable 1, 22) = 80#
PhonTable 1, 23) = 85#
PhonTable 1, 24) = 90#
PhonTable 1, 25) = 95#
PhonTable l, 26) * 100#
PhonTable l, 27) = 105#
PhonTable 1, 28) = 110#
PhonTable 1, 29) = 115#
PhonTable 1, 30) = 120#
PhonTable 2, 1) = 0.00117
PhonTable 2, 2) = 0.00188
PhonTable 2, 3) = 0.00295
PhonTable 2, 4) = 0.00454
PhonTable 2, 5) = 0.00673
PhonTable 2, 6) = 0.00919
PhonTable 2, 7) = 0.01741
PhonTable 2, 8) = 0.02957
PhonTable 2, 9) = 0.07082
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PhonTable(2, 10) s 0.14283
PhonTable(2, 11) = 0.25616
PhonTable(2, 12) = 0.42409
PhonTable(2, 13) = 0.66411
PhonTable(2, 14) = 1.00001
PhonTable(2, 15) = 1.46418
PhonTable(2, 16) = 2.10144
PhonTable(2, 17) = 2.97424
PhonTable(2, 18) = 4.17094
PhonTable(2, 19) = 5.81918
PhonTable(2, 20) = 8 .1088
PhonTable(2, 21) = 11.33444
PhonTable(2, 22) = 15.99175
PhonTable(2, 23) = 22.9384
PhonTable(2, 24) = 33.20565
PhonTable(2, 25) = 48.19039
PhonTable(2, 26) - 70.23295
PhonTable(2, 27) = 103.07866
PhonTable(2, 28) = 152.42529
PhonTable(2, 29) = 227.2389
PhonTable(2, 30) = 341.14794
For i = 1 To 30
PhonTable(2, i) « LoglO(PhonTable(2, i)) / Logl0(2)
Next i
LNfromN = polint(PhonTable, 3, LoglO(n) / Logl0(2), False, 30) 
End Function
Attribute VB_Name = "Uncertaintyp"
Option Base 1
' THIS MODULE CONTAINS PROCEDURES FOR THE REDUCTION AND ANALYSIS OF THE UNCERTAINTY RESULTS.
Sub UncertaintyReductionMaster{)
Dim colindl As Integer, rowindl As Integer
' copy data from raw sheet to reduced sheet:
Sheets("Uncertainty Results - reduced").Activate 
Application.ScreenUpdating = False 
For rowindl = 6 To 4201 
For colindl » l To 10
Cells(rowindl, colindl).Formula = _








' product sounds: 
UhcertaintyCombineLeftRight 
UncertaintyFillNewCols
' save result when done:




Dim i As integer, j As Integer, k As Integer 
Dim meanN As Double, meanLN As Double 
Dim sourceString As String
Sheets("Uncertainty Results - reduced").Activate 
i = 1065 ' start of the "measured" results
Do While Cells(i, 1).Value = "Measured"
1 loudness & loudness level: 
meanN = 0 
meanLN = 0 
For k = 0 To 2
meanLN = meanLN + Cells(i + k, 9).Value 
meanN = meanN + Cells (i + k, 10).Value 
Next k
meanLN = meanLN / 3 ' calculates the means 
meanN » meanN / 3 
sumVal = 0
' output the calculated values, overwriting the first row:
Cells(i, 9).Formula = meanLN 
Cells(i, 10).Formula = meanN 
' other outputs:
sourceString = Cells(i, 4).Value 
If Len(sourceString) > 7 Then
If Mid(sourceString, Len(sourceString) - 6, 7) = "hi-pass" Then
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Cellsd, 4) .Formula = "hi-pass"
End if
Else
Cellsd, 4) .Formula = "flat"
End If
i = i + 3 1 go to the next set of 3 measurements
Loop
' total number of measurements: 
k * {i - 1065) / 3
' eliminate the lines containing other data:
For i = 1 To k





Dim i As Integer, soundString As String
Sheets("Uncertainty Results - reduced").Activate
i = 6
Do While Cellsd, 1) .Value <> ""
soundString = Cellsd, 2) .Value 
Select Case soundString
Case "1 kHz tone"
Cellsd, 2).Formula = 1000
Case "10 kHz tone"
Cells (i, 2).Formula = 10000
Case "100 Hz tone"
Cells(i, 2).Formula = 100
Case ”12.5 kHz tone"
Cells (i, 2).Formula = 12500
Case "2 kHz tone"
Cells{i, 2).Formula = 2000
Case "200 Hz tone"
Cells <i, 2).Formula = 200
Case "3 kHz tone"
Cells{i, 2).Formula = 3000
Case "300 Hz tone"
Cells{i, 2).Formula = 300
Case "4 kHz tone"
Cells(i, 2).Formula = 4000
Case "400 Hz tone"
Cells(i, 2).Formula B 400
Case "5 kHz tone"
Cells(i, 2).Formula = 5000
Case "500 Hz tone"
Cells (i, 2).Formula = 500
Case "6 kHz tone"
Cells (i, 2).Formula = 6000
Case "600 Hz tone"
Cells (i, 2).Formula = 600
Case "7 kHz tone"
Cells (i, 2).Formula = 7000
Case "700 Hz tone"
Cells (i, 2).Formula = 700
Case "8 kHz tone"
Cells (i, 2).Formula = 8000
Case "800 Hz tone"
Cells(i, 2).Formula = 800
Case "9 kHz tone"
Cells{i, 2).Formula = 9000
Case "900 Hz tone"






’ go through all the "measured" results and remove hi-passed ones 200 Hz and lower 
Dim i As Integer
Sheets("Uncertainty Results - reduced").Activate 
i * 6
Do while Cellsd, 1) .Value <> ""
If Cellsd, 1) .Value = "Measured" And Cellsd, 4) .value * "hi-pass" _
And (Cellsd, 2) .Value * "100" Or Cells(i, 2) .Value = "200") Then 
Rows(i & & i).Select
Selection.Delete Shift:*xlUp 
i = i - 1
End If 
i ss i + 1
Loop
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End Sub
' ANALYSIS OF PRODUCT SOUNDS:
Sub UncertaintyCombineLeftRight()
Dim i As Integer, j As Integer, k As Integer
Dim sumN As Double, sensLN As Double, Ntot As Double
Dim soundString As String
Dim SPL As Double, SPLo As Double
Dim x As integer
Sheets("Uncertainty Results - reduced").Activate 
i = 6
Do While Cells (i, 1).Value <> "Product Sounds"
i = i + 1 1 start of the "product sound" results
Loop 
j = i
x = 3797 ’ start of product sound results
Do while Cellsd, l) .value = "Product Sounds"
’ combine loudness (RSS):
Ntot = 0
sumN = 0
sensLN = 0 
SPL = 0 
SPLo = 0 
For k * 0 TO 1
sumN = sumN + (Cellsd + k, 10) .Value} A 2 
SPL * SPL + 10 A (0.1 * Cellsd + k, 3) .Value)
SPLo = SPLo + 10 A (0.1 * Cellsd + k, 8) .Value)
Next k
’ find the loudness that goes with this result:
Ntot = Sheets("Sorted Results with inputs").Cells(x, 9).Value + _
Sheets("Sorted Results with inputs").Cells(x + l, 9).value
x = x + 2
sumN = sumN A (1/2)
sensLN ss (LNfromN(Ntot + 0.1) - LNfromN(Ntot) ) / 0.1 
SPL = 10 * LoglO(SPL)
SPLO = 10 * LoglO(SPLo)
1 output the calculated value, overwriting the first row:
Cellsd, 10).Formula = sumN ’ loudness 
’ loudness level:
Cellsd, 9) .Formula = Abs(sensLN * sumN)
1 other outputs:
Cellsd, 3) .Formula * SPL 1 total SPL 
Cellsd, 8) .Formula » SPLo 
soundString = Cellsd, 2) .Value
Cellsd, 2) .Formula = Mid (soundString, 1, Len (soundString) - 11) ’ remove the L or 
i = i + 2 ' go to the next set of 2 measurements
Loop
' total number of measurements: 
k = (i - j) / 2
' eliminate the lines containing other data:
For i = 1 To k





' fill in the information in new columns on the reduced results (uncertainty) sheet 
Dim i As integer, j As integer
Dim Strl As String, Str2 As String, Sample As String 
Sheets("Uncertainty Results - reduced").Activate 
i = 6
Do While Cellsd, 1) .Value <> "Product Sounds"
i = i + 1 ' start of the "product sound" results
Loop
Do While Cellsd, 1) .Value <> ""
Strl = Cellsd, 2) .Value
Str2 = Mid(Strl, Len(Strl) - 2, 3) ' " In" or "Out"
If Mid(Str2, 1, 1) ® " " Then
j = 3
Str2 * Mid(Str2, 2, 2)
Else
j = 4 
End If
Sample = Mid(Strl, Len(Strl) - (1 + j), 2) ' sample number 
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. Strl = "Bad’1 
End If
Cells{i, 11).Formula = Strl 
Cellsd, 12).Formula = Str2 
Cellsd, 13).Formula = Sample 





' Performs uncertainty calculations.
Dim PREVtime As Double, NOWtime As Double, Pdone As Double
1 1st step: pull results (other than FFT (const) stuff) from Sorted Results sheet to fill 
’ in headers
1 2nd step: take the sensitivities from the Outputs sheet, and put them in the proper order 
' 3rd step: use the constants and and sensitivities to calculate the uncertainties and 
' place them on the results sheet
Dim i As Integer, j As Integer, k As Integer, z As Integer 
Dim Identifiers(7) As String, PosID{7) As Integer, SumID As Integer 
Dim sensitivitiesLPi() As Double 
Dim sensitivityN As Double
Dim uLN As Double, uN As Double, uDS As Double ' uncertainties
Dim uP As Double, uFRpreamp As Double, uresADC As Double, uLpi() As Double
Dim m As Integer ' number of bands
Dim fBounds(2) As Double
Dim DPtype As String, DPcode As Integer
Dim LP() As Double, q As Integer, FoundData As Boolean
' STEP ONE - already ran!
Application.ScreenUpdating = False
Sheets("Sorted Results with inputs").Activate
z = 6 ' row on sheet
k = 0 ' number of data points to include 
Do While Cells (z, l).Value <> ""
If Cells (z, 5).Value <> "FFT (const)" Then k = k + 1 
z = z + 1
Loop 
'z.= 6
1i = l ' row on results sheet 
'Do while i <= k
' If Cellsd, 5) .Value <> "FFT (const)" Then
' For j = 1 To 8 ' columns of data
' Sheets("Uncertainty Results - raw").Cells(5 + i, j).Formula = Cells(z, j).Value
1 Next j
i = i + 1 
End If 
' z = z + 1
'Loop
Application.ScreenUpdating = True
Sheets("Uncertainty Results - raw").Activate
< STEP TWO & STEP THREE (combined for efficiency)
NOWtime = Now()
Application.ScreenUpdating = False 
Sheets("Outputs").Activate 
i = k + 1 '1 
Do While i <= k
For j » l To 7 ' get identifiers
IdentifierS (j) = Sheets("Uncertainty Results - raw").Cells (5 + i, j + l).Value 
Next j 
z * 6 
SumID = 0
Do While z <= 4996 And SumID < 7 
SumID = 0 
For j * 1 To 7
If Cells(z, j).Value = Identifiers(j) Then 
PoslD(j) = l
Else
PoslD(j) = 0 
End If
SumID = SumID + PosID(j)
Next j
If SumID = 7 Then ' found it!
’ grab frequency bounds:
fBounds(l) = Cells(z, 12).Value ' lower bound 
fBounds(2) = Cellsd, 13) .Value ' upper bound 
1 grab the sensitivities: 
sensitivityN = Cells(z, 14).Value 
1 count the bands: 
m = 0
FoundData * False 
j = 15
Do While (Cellsd, j).Value <> "" And FoundData « True) Or FoundData = False 
If Cellsd, j).value <> "" Then FoundData = True
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If FoundData = True Then m = m + 1 
j « j + l
Loop
ReDim sensitivitiesLPi(m) ' grab these:
ReDim uLpi(m)
ReDim LP(m)
For j = 1 To m
sensitivitiesLPi(j) = Cells(z, 14 + j).Value 
Next j
' grab the band levels:





q = 3 
Case 50# 
q = 6 
Case 200# 
q -  12 
End Select
If fBounds(2) = 17800 Then q = 4 ' this is for the "constructed" data 
For j = 1 To m
LP(j) = Sheets("Inputs").Cells(z, 7 + j + q).Value 
Next j
calculate the uncertainties: 
uP = 0 'defaults 
uFRpreamp = 0 
uresADC - 0
' figure out if the source is direct feed, measured or constructed 
DPtype = Sheets("Uncertainty Results - raw").Cells(5 + i, 1).Value 
If DPtype = "80 dB tones" Or DPtype = "Basic" Then 
DPcode = l ’ direct feed 
Elself DPtype * "Measured" Or DPtype » "Product Sounds" Then 
DPcode = 2 1 measured 
Elself DPtype = "Ideals" Or DPtype = "Multi-level tones" Then 
DPcode = 3 ’ constructed 
End If
' get uncertainty of digital signal (applies for direct feed and measured).: 
uDS * CalcuDS(DPtype, DPcode, m, sensitivitiesLPi, sensitivityN, _
Identifiers, uP, uFRpreamp, uresADC)
' get uncertainties of band levels:
For j = 1 To m
uLpi(j) = CalcuPi(uDS, LP(j), DPtype, Identifiers) ' experimental, currently used 
Next j
' get uncertainty in loudness: 
uN = 0
For j ■ 1 To m
uN = UN + (sensitivitiesLPi(j) * uLpi(j)) A 2 
Next j
uN = uN A (1/2)
' get uncertainty in loudness level: 
uLN = Abs(sensitivityN * uN)
' output the values:
Sheets{"Uncertainty Results - raw").Cells(5 + i
Sheets("Uncertainty Results - raw").Cells(5 + i
Sheets("Uncertainty Results - raw").Cells(5 + i
Sheets("Uncertainty Results - raw").Cells(5 + i
Sheets{"Uncertainty Results - raw").Cells(5 + i
Sheets("Uncertainty Results - raw").Cells(5 + i
For j = 1 To m












z = z + 1
Pdone * 100 * CDbl(i) / CDbl(k)
Sheets("Uncertainty Results - raw").Cells(2, 5).Formula = Pdone
PREVtime = NOWtime 
NOWtime = Now()
Sheets("Uncertainty Results - raw").Cells(3, 5).Formula = (k - i) * (NOWtime - PREVtime) * 24 * 60
If (i Mod 10) = 0 Or (i = k) Then
Application.ScreenUpdating = True 
Sheets("Uncertainty Results - raw").Activate 
Cells(5 + i, 9).Select 




Application.ScreenUpdating = True 
End Sub
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Function CalcuDS(typeid As String, dP As integer, m As Integer, sensitivitiesLPi() As Double, _ 
sensivitityn As Double, labels() As String, uP As Double, uFRpreamp As Double, _ 
uresADC As Double) As Double
Const MicTN As Double = 0.0623251 * (10 A -3) 1 V/Pa (tone/noise microphone sensitivity)
Const MicL As Double = 0.054136 * (10 A -3) ' V/Pa (head left ear microphone sensitivity)
Const MicR As Double = 0.0543371 * (10 A -3) ' V/Pa (head right ear microphone sensitivity)
Const IntMax As Double = 32767 '(maximum 2s-compliment 16-bit value)
Const Pref As Double = 0.00002 ' Pa (reference pressure for sound pressure levels)
Const uLPmic As Double = 1# ' dB (uncertainty in SPL from microphone)
Dim Imax As Double
Dim LPFS As Double, PFS As Double, VFS As Double, LP As Double, P As Double, Vmax As Double 
Dim dDSdv As Double, dVdP As Double, uv As Double, uLFRpreamp As Double
Dim earString As String
If dP = 1 Then 1 direct feed
Select Case labels(1) ' get maximum fraction of digital scale used 
Case "Pink Noise"
Imax = 0.2169 
Case "White Noise"
Imax = 0.4999 
Case "1, 1.6 and 2.4 kHz tones"
Imax = 0.6651 
Case "1.5, 1.6 and 1.7 kHz tones"
Imax = 0.7473 
Case "100 to 100 Hz tones (100 Hz spacing)"
Imax = 0.9998 
Case Else
Imax = 0.25 
End Select
CalcuDS = ( 1 /2) * (Imax * IntMax) A (-1)
Elself dP = 2 Then ' measured
' full-scale SPL:
If typeid = "Measured" Then 
LPFS = 103.9 'dB 
uLFRpreamp =0.2 ' dB 
End If
if typeid = "Product Sounds" Then 
LPFS = 99.03 ’dB 
uLFRpreamp =0.5 ' dB 
End If
PFS = Pref * 10 A ((l / 20) * LPFS) 1 full-scale pressure
if typeid = "Product Sounds" Then earString = Middabels (l), Len (labels (l)) - 5, 1)
If typeid = "Measured" Then ’ get microphone sensitivity
dVdP = MicTN
Elself typeid = "Product Sounds" And earString = "f" Then ' left ear 
dVdP = MicL
Elself typeid = "Product Sounds" And earString = "h" Then ' right ear 
dVdP = MicR 
End If
VFS = dVdP * PFS ' full-scale voltage
dDSdv = IntMax / VFS ' sensitivity of digital signal w.r.t. voltage
LP = CDbl(labels(7)) ' SPL
P = Pref * 10 ((1 / 20) * LP) ' sound pressure
uP = P * (10 ((1 / 20) * uLPmic) - 1) ' uncertainty in sound pressure
uFRpreamp = P * (10 ({1 / 20) * uLFRpreamp) - l) ' uncertainty due to frequency response of preamp
uV = ((dVdP * uP) A 2 + (dVdP * uFRpreamp) A 2) A (1 / 2) ' uncertainty in voltage
Vmax = dVdP * P ' maximum occuring voltage
uresADC = (1 / 2) * {(VFS A 2) / (IntMax * Vmax)) ' uncertainty in resolution due to ADC
CalcuDS = ({dDSdv * uV) A 2 + (dDSdv * uresADC) A 2) A (1 / 2) ' uncertainty in digital signal
Elself dP = 3 Then ' ideals
CalcuDS = 0 ' no uncertainty in the input for constructed data
End If
End Function
Function CalcuLPi(uDS As Double, LPi As Double, typeid As String) As Double 
’ OUTDATED, NOT USED!
Const IntMax As Double = 32767 '(maximum 2s-compliment 16-bit value)
Const Pref As Double = 0.00002 ' Pa (reference pressure for sound pressure levels)
Dim LPFS As Double, Pii As Double, dPidDS As Double, dLPidPi As Double, dLPidDS As Double
' full-scale SPL:
If typeid = "Measured" Then LPFS = 103.9 'dB
If typeid = "Product Sounds" Then LPFS = 99.03 'dB
Pii = Pref * 10 A ((1 / 20) * LPi) ' band pressure
dPidDS = (Pref * (10 A {(1 / 20) * LPFS))) / IntMax 1 sensitivity of band pressure w.r.t. digital signal 
dLPidPi = (20 / Log(10)) * (1 / Pii) ' sensitivity of band SPL w.r.t. band pressure
dLPidDS = dLPidPi * dPidDS ' sensitivity of band SPL w.r.t. digital signal
CalcuLPi = Abs(dLPidDS * uDS) ' uncertainty in band SPL
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End Function
Function CalcuPi(uDS As Double, LPi As Double, typeid As String, labels() As String) As Double
Const IntMax As Double » 32767 '(maximum 2s-compliment 16-bit value)
Const Pref As Double = 0.00002 ’ Pa (referencey pressure for sound pressure levels)
Dim Pii As Double, dPidDS As Double
Dim LPFS As Double, PFS As Double, LP As Double, P As Double 
' full-scale SPL:
If typeid = "Measured" Then LPFS = 103.9 'dB
If typeid = "Product Sounds" Then LPFS = 99.03 'dB
PFS = Pref * 10 A ({l / 20) * LPFS) 1 full-scale pressure
LP * CDbl(labels(7)) ' SPL
P = Pref * 10 ((1 / 20) * LP) ' sound pressure
Pii = Pref * 10 ((l / 20) * LPi) ' band pressure
dPidDS * PFS / IntMax ' sensitivity of band pressure w.r.t. digital signal 
CalcuPi = Abs(dPidDS * (Pii / P) * uDS) 1 uncertainty in band pressure 
End Function
' INTEGRATION OF UNCERTAINTY VALUES INTO GRAPHS AND CREATION OF ERROR BARS:
Sub UncertaintyAddSpaces()
' This subroutine adds spaces to the reduced uncertainty results so that the rows 
' correspond to those in the "Data Reduced Results" sheet
Dim z As Integer
Sheets("Uncertainty Results - reduced").Activate 
z = 6
Do While Cells(z, 1).Value <> ""
If SheetsC'Data Reduced Results") .Cells (z, 5) .Value = "FFT (const)" And Cells(z, 1) <> "" Then 
RowsUz) & & (z)).Select
' create an empty row ABOVE current row:
Selection.Insert Shift:=xlDown, CopyOrigin:=xlFormatFromLeftOrAbove 
End If
Cells(z, l).Select 
z * z + 1
Loop 
End Sub
Sub UncertaintyGetOveralls(Filter As String, Calc As String, z As Integer)
Dim Rl() As Integer, R2() As integer ' start and end rows
Dim Group() As String, Source() As String
Dim i As Integer, j As Integer, k As integer
Dim nSeries As Integer, Sound As String
Dim UNmeanO As Double, UNmeanPcent() As Double
Dim uLNmean() As Double, uLNmeanPcent() As Double
Dim ys() As Double, xs() As Double, zs() As Double, ws() As Double 
Dim Prange As Range
Dim uNmeanSysO As Double, uLNmeanSysO As Double
If Filter = "N/A" And (Calc = "ANSI2005" Or Calc = "Moorel997" Or Calc = "Moore2006") Then 
nSeries = 2 
Else ' all other valid combinations 
nSeries = 4 
End If
If Filter = »FFT (const)" Then
' no uncertainty data, too computationally expensive & this method has been eliminated due to this 













' data grabbing section:
Sheets("Uncertainty Results - reduced").Activate 
j = 6
For i = 1 To nSeries
Do while (Cells(j, 6).Value <> Calc) Or (Cells(j, 5).Value <> Filter) 
j = j + l
Loop
Rl(i) * j
Group(i) = Cells (j, l).Value 
Sourced) = Cells(j, 4) .Value 
Sound = Cells(j, 2).Value
Do While (Cells(j, 1).Value = Group(i)) And (Cells(j, 4).Value = Source(i))
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If Sound = "l, 1.6 and 2.4 kHz tones" Or _
Sound = "1.5, 1.6 and 1.7 kHz tones" Or _
Sound = "100 to 1000 Hz tones (100 Hz spacing)" Or
Sound * "Ambient" Or _
Sound = "Pink Noise" Or _
Sound = "White Noise" Then
End If
j = j +
Sound =
Loop 
R2 (i) = 3
Cells (j, 2).Value
Do While Cells 
j « j + 1
Loop




' Take the data in question and calculate the mean uncertainties in N and LN (and %ages)
' (of each set of uncertainties vs. its source data)
For i = 1 To nSeries 
j = 0
If Source(i) = "hi-pass" Then j = 2
1 the above lines do not appear to do anything, and may be left over from before
1 the 100 and 200 Hz tones were eliminated from the hi-pass filtered results
ReDim xs(R2(i) - Rl(i) + 1)
ReDim ys(R2(i) - Rl(i) + 1)
ReDim zs(R2(i) - Rl(i)
ReDim ws(R2(i) - Rl(i)
uNmean(i) = 0 
uLNmean(i) = 0 
UNmeanPcent(i) = 0 
uLNmeanPcent(i) = 0 
uNmeanSys(i) = 0 
uLNmeanSys(i) = 0 
For k = 1 To (R2(i)
'actual values:
xs(k) = SheetsC'Data Reduced Results") .Cells (Rl (i) + k - 1, 
ws(k) = SheetsC'Data Reduced Results") .Cells (Rl (i) + k - l,
’uncertainties:
zs(k) = Sheets("Uncertainty Results - reduced").Cells(Rl(i) 
ys(k) = Sheets("Uncertainty Results - reduced").Cells(Rl(i)
’mean calculations: 
uNmean(i) = uNmean(i) + ys(k) 
uLNmean(i) = uLNmean(i) + zs(k)
UNmeanPcent(i) = UNmeanPcent(i) + ys(k) / xs(k) 
uLNmeanPcent(i) = uLNmeanPcent(i) + zs(k) / ws(k)
uNmeanSys(i) » uNmeanSys(i) + Sheets("Uncertainty Results - reduced").Cells(Rl(i) + 
uLNmeanSys(i) = uLNmeanSys(i) + Sheets("Uncertainty Results - reduced").Cells(Rl(i) 
Cells(Rl(i) + k - 1, 14).Formula = zs(k) / ws(k) 1 paste uLN (%)
Cells(Rl(i) + k - l, 15).Formula = ys(k) / xs (k) 1 paste uN (%)
Next k 
' get means:
uNmean(i) = uNmean(i) / (R2(i) - Rl(i) + l)
UNmeanPcent(i) * UNmeanPcent(i) / (R2(i) - Rl(i) + 1) 
uLNmean(i) = uLNmean(i) / (R2(i) - Rl(i) + 1) 
uLNmeanPcent(i) = uLNmeanPcent(i) / (R2(i) - Rl(i) +1) 
uNmeanSys(i) = uNmeanSys(i) / (R2(i) - Rl(i) + 1)







k - 1, 10).Value 
+ k - 1, 9).Value
' paste means:
Range("P" a Rl(i) & ":P" & R2(i)).Select 
Selection.Merge 
With Selection
.HorizontalAlignment = xlRight 
.VerticalAlignment = xlCenter 
.wrapText = False 
.Orientation = 0 
.Addlndent = False 
.indentLevel ■ 0 
.ShrinkToFit = False 
.ReadingOrder = xlContext 
.MergeCells = True 
End With
RangeC'P" & Rl(i) & ":P" & R2 (i)) .Select 
ActiveCell.FormulaRlCl = uLNmean(i)
Range("Q" & Rl(i) & ":Q" & R2(i)).Select 
Selection.Merge 
With Selection
.HorizontalAlignment = xlRight 
.VerticalAlignment = xlCenter 
.WrapText » False 
.Orientation = 0 
.Addlndent = False 
.indentLevel » 0 
.ShrinkToFit = False 
.ReadingOrder = xlContext 
.MergeCells = True 
End with
Range("Q" & Rl(i) & ":Q" & R2(i)).Select 
ActiveCell.FormulaRlCl = uNmean(i)
Range("R" & Rl(i) & ":R" & R2(i)).Select 
Selection.Merge
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with Selection
.HorizontalAlignment = xlRight 
.verticalAlignment = xlCenter 
.WrapText = False 
.Orientation = 0 
.Addindent * False 
.IndentLevel = 0  
.ShrinkToFit = False 
.ReadingOrder = xlContext 
.MergeCells = True 
End With
Range("R" & Rl(i) & ":R" & R2 (i)).Select 
ActiveCell.FormulaRlCl = uLUmeanPcent(i)
Range("S" & Rl(i) & ":S" & R2(i)).Select 
Selection.Merge 
With Selection
.HorizontalAlignment = xlRight 
.VerticalAlignment = xlCenter 
.WrapText = False 
.Orientation « 0 
.Addindent = False 
.IndentLevel ■ 0 
.ShrinkToFit ■ False 
.ReadingOrder = xlContext 
.MergeCells = True 
End With
Range("S" & Rl(i) & ":S" & R2 (i)).Select 
ActiveCell.FormulaRlCl = uNmeanPcent(i)
Next i
' puts error bars on the product sound results graph...
If z = 0 Then
Sheets("Tone Graph")-Select 
ActiveChart.PlotArea.Select 
For i s i t o nSeries
’ select the uLN values:
Set Prange = Worksheets{"Uncertainty Results - reduced").Range("I" & Rl(i) & ":I" & R2(i)) 
ActiveChart.SeriesCollection(i).HasErrorBars = True 
ActiveChart.SeriesCollection(i).ErrorBar _




1 Put data on the errors table:
If z <> 0 Then
For i a i To nSeries
mean(i) ' uLNmean 
mean(i) ' uNmean
Sheets{"Errors Table").Cells(z, 11).Formula = uLNmeanPcent(i) ' uLNmeanPcent 
Sheets{"Errors Table").Cells(z, 12).Formula = uNmeanPcent(i) ' uNmeanPcent
uLNmeanSys(i) ' systematic uncertainty in LN 
uNmeanSys(i) ’ systematic uncertainty in N








’ RANDOM UNCERTAINTY CALCULATIONS:
Sub GetPStatsO
' this subroutine gets the mean and standard deviation of the pressure in each band for all 
■ measured data (not the product sounds)
Const Pref As Double = 0.00002
Dim MeanP As Double, SigmaP As Double, P() As Double
Dim i As Integer, j As Integer, k As integer, z As Integer
Dim m As integer, n As Integer
Dim Identifiers(8) As String, IDSN As String
Dim pMatch As Integer, IDmatches(8) As Integer
Dim SN As Double, VN As Double, FirstK As Integer
Dim dNdPiO As Double, sensLocations() As Integer, Foundls As Integer
Dim dLNdN As Double
IDSN = "Sorted Results with inputs" 
n = 3 ' number of samples 
ReDim P(n)
ReDim sensLocations(n)
' find a measurement line in the reduced results, then find the 3 data points that they came from: 
Sheets("Uncertainty Results - reduced").Activate 
For z = 6 To 2015 ' range of relevant data
If Cells{z, 4).Value = "constructed" Or Cells{z, 4).Value « "direct feed" Or _
Cells(z, 5).Value = "FFT (const)" Then 
' do nothing, this isn't data we're interested in!
Cells(z, 22).Formula = 0 
Cells(z, 24).Formula = 0
Cells(z, 20).Formula = Cells(z, 9).Value ' uncertainty in loudness level




Application.Screenupdating = False 
' grab the identifying data:
For j = 1 To 8
IdentifierS(j) * Cells(z, j).value 
Next j
' figure out which data on the "Sorted Results with Inputs" sheet this goes with: 
pMatch = 0
i = 1200 ' start of measured data (max is 3791)
Do
For j = 1 To 8
IDmatches(j) = 0 ' reset 
Next j
' there should be 3 exact matches:
If Sheets(lDSN) .Celled, 3) .Value = Identifiers (3) Then IDmatches(3) = 1 ' intended level
If Sheets(IDSN).Cells(i, 5).Value = IdentifierS(5) Then IDmatches(5) = 1 ’ filter
If Sheets(IDSN).Cells(i, 6).Value = IdentifierS(6) Then IDmatches(6) = 1
' need to match up source and sound:
' 1) Source:
If IdentifierS(4) = "flat" Then IdentifierS(8) = "l"
If Identifiers(4) = "hi-pass" Then IdentifierS(8) » "1 - hi-pass"





Identifiers(2) = "100 Hz tone1
i "200"
Identifiers(2) a "200 Hz tone1
; "300"
Identifiers(2) a "300 Hz tone1
* "400"
Identifiers(2) a "400 Hz tone1
j "500"
Identifiers(2) a "500 Hz tone1
i "600"
Identifiers(2) a "600 Hz tone'
! "700"
Identifiers(2) = "700 Hz tone’
: "800"
Identifiers(2) a "800 Hz tone'
; "900"
Identifiers(2) = "900 Hz tone’
i "1000"
Identifiers(2) = "1 kHz 'tone"
; "2000"
Identifiers(2) = "2 kHz 'tone"
! "3000"
Identifiers(2) a "3 kHz tone"
Case Else
1 do nothing, it's fine!
End Select
If Sheets(IDSN).Cells(i, 2).Value * IdentifierS(2) Then IDmatches{2) = 1 
' sum up the results:
pMatch * lDmatches(2) + lDmatches(3) + IDmatches{4) + lDmatches(5) + IDmatches(6) 
i *= i + n
If i > 3795 Then GoTo boringline ' prevent infinite looping in case of error 
Loop While pMatch < 5 ' all conditions must be satisfied 
i =* i - n ' go back to where the data was good 
m = 0 ’ number of bands 
SN = 0 ' standard deviation of loudness 
VN = 0 ' degress of freedom of loudness 
FirstK = 0 
dLNdN = 0
For k a i To 33 ' loop through each band
If Sheets(IDSN).Cells(i, 16 + k).Value <> "" Then 
For j = 1 To n
P(j) = Pref * 10 A ((1/20) * Sheets(IDSN).Cells(i + j - 1, 16 + k).Value) 
Next j
MeanP * Application.WorksheetFunction.Average(P(l), P(2), P(3))
SigmaP = Application.WorksheetFunction.StDev(P(l), P(2), P(3))
Cells(z, 25 + k).Formula a MeanP 
Cells(z, 58 + k).Formula = SigmaP 
If FirstK = 0 Then FirstK = k
m + 1
Else
Cells(z, 25 + k).Formula a 




' find new "i": 
i = 6
Foundls a o
For j a 1 To 8
IDmatches(j) a ( 
Next j
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if Sheets("Outputs").Cells(i, l).value * IdentifierS(2) Then lDmatches(2) ■ l ' sound 
' Source (changes):
If IdentifierS(4) = "flat" And Foundls = 0 Then Identifiers(8) = "1"
If IdentifierS(4) = "hi-pass" And Foundls » 0 Then Identifiers(8) = "1 - hi-pass"
If IdentifierS(4) = "flat" And Foundls » 1 Then IdentifierS{8) * "2"
If IdentifierS(4) = "hi-pass" And Foundls = 1 Then IdentifierS(8) = "2 - hi-pass"
If IdentifierS(4) = "flat" And Foundls = 2 Then IdentifierS(8) = "3"
If IdentifierS(4) * "hi-pass" And Foundls = 2 Then IdentifierS(8) = "3 - hi-pass"
' have to account for "garbage" stuff! ....
If Sheets("Outputs").Cells(i, 3).Value = IdentifierS(8) Then IDmatches(4) = 1 ' source 
' sum up the results:
pMatch = IDmatches(2) + IDmatches(3) + IDmatches(4) + IDmatches(5) + IDmatches(6)
If pMatch * 5 Then
Foundls = Foundls + 1 
sensLocations(Foundls) = i 
i = 5 
End If 
i = i + 1
If i > 4996 Then GoTo boringline ' prevent infinite looping in case of error 
Loop While Foundls <= 2 ' all conditions must be satisfied
' get the standard deviations and degrees of freedom:
For k = 1 To m 
dNdPi(k) = 0 
For j = 1 To n
dNdPi(k) = dNdPi(k) + Sheets("Outputs").Cells(sensLocations(j), 14 + k).Value
If k = 1 Then dLNdN = dLNdN + Sheets("Outputs").Cells(sensLocations(j), 14).Value
Next j
dNdPi(k) = dNdPi(k) / n
If k = 1 Then dLNdN = dLNdN / n
SN » SN + (Cells (z, 58 + FirstK - l + k).Value * dNdPi(k)) A 2 
Next k
SN = SN A (1 / 2)
For k *= i To m
VN * VN + (1 / (n - 1)) * (Cells (z, 58 + FirstK - 1 + k).Value * dNdPi(k)) A 4 
Next k
If IdentifierS(2) <> "Ambient" Then 
VN * (SN A 4) / VN
Else
VN = 1 ’ large uncertainties 
End If
Cells (z, 23).Formula = SN 
Cells(z, 25).Formula = VN
Cells(z, 20).Formula = Cells(z, 21).Value * dLNdN 1 take uncertainty and multiply by mean sensitivity 




Application.Screenupdating = True 
Next z
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Code from analysis of jury tests
Attribute VB_Name = "ProcessData"
Option Base 1
’ April 10-18 2007
' Analysis techniques from the Paired Comparison testing book (David)
Sub Master{)
' runs everything 
Dim Direc As String
' Direc is a string that is either "In" or "Out” that dictates which set of data 












Sub ProcessRaw(strl As String)
' take the raw data and put it into the table
Const z As Integer = 1 6  ' number of subjects
Const s As Integer = 17 ' number of sounds
Const k As Integer = 58 ' number of pairs
Dim i As Integer, j As Integer
Dim m As Integer, n As Integer
Dim Pair(2) As Integer, Pref As Integer 
Dim a() As Integer, b{) As Integer
ReDim a(s) ' row indicator 
ReDim b{s) ' column indicator
For i = 1 To 17
b (i) = 2 + i 
a (i) = 6 + i 
Next i
Sheets{"Results of jury testing - u & strl).Activate 
j = 0
For m = l To z
For n = 1 To k 
' Input:
Pair(l) = Cells(32 + (m - 1) * 74 + n, 3).Value
Pair(2) = Cells (32 + (m - 1) * 74 + n, 4) .Value
Pref = Cells(32 + (m - 1) * 74 + n, 9).Value
1 Output:
If m = 1 Then ' seed with zeros
Cells(a(Pair(1)), b(Pair(2))).Formula = 0 
Cells(a(Pair(2)), b(Pair(l))).Formula = 0 
End If
If Cells(31 + (m - l) * 74, 2).Value >= 0.7 Then 1 only include judges with consistency >=75%
If Pref = Pair(2) Then ' values above the diagonal mean the vertical was preferred to the horizontal 
Cells(a(Pair(1)), b(Pair(2))).Formula = Cells(a(Pair(1)), b(Pair(2))).value + 1
Else
Cells(a(Pair(2)), b(Pair(l))).Formula = Cells(a(Pair(2)), b(Pair(1))).Value + 1 
End If
Else




' number of effective judges:
Cells(59, 18).Formula = z - j
End Sub
Sub Getm(strl As String)
Dim t As Integer, n As Integer, m As Integer, a As Double 
Dim Pthing As Double
Sheets{"Results of jury testing - " & strl).Activate 
a = Cells (55, 18).value 
t = Cells(56, 18).Value
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n = Cells(59, 18).Value 
m = 1 
Do
Pthing = Ptnm(t, n, m) 
m = m + 1 
Loop While Pthing > a
Cells(64, 16).Formula = m - 1
End Sub
Function Ptnm(t As Integer, n As Integer, m As Integer) As Double
Dim r As Integer, p As Integer 
Ptnm = 0
For r = m To n * (t - 1)
For p s 0 To n
Ptnm = Ptnm + combination(n, p) * combination(2 * n * (t - 2) , n * (t - 3) - r + 2 * p)
Next p 
Next r
Ptnm > (2 A (3. * n - 2 * n * t + 1)) * Ptnm 
End Function
Function factorial(n As Integer) As Double
Dim i As Integer 
factorial = l 
For i = 1 To n
factorial = factorial * i 
Next i
End Function
Function combination(n As Integer, r As Integer) As Double
'combination = factorial(n) / (factorial(r) * factorial(n - r))
Dim i As integer 
combination = l
For i = n To ( n - r + 1 )  Step -1 
combination = combination * i 
Next i
combination = combination / factorial(r)
End Function
Sub CalcCoefConsist(strl As String)
' calculation the coefficient of consistency for each judge
Const z As Integer = 16 ' number of subjects
Const s As Integer * 17 ' number of sounds
Const k As integer = 58 ' number of pairs
Dim t As Double, c As Double, abar As Double, a{6) As Double, Zeta As Double
Dim i As Integer, j As Integer
Dim m As Integer, n As Integer
Dim Pair(2) As Integer, Pref As Integer
Dim Data() As integer
ReDim Data(s, s)
Sheets("Results of jury testing - " & strl).Activate
' 6 through 11 is the "In" set 
' 12 through 17 is the "Out" set
For m * 1 To z 1 for each judge 
For i = 1 To s
For j = 1 To s
Data(i, j) = 0 ' seed with zeros 
Next j 
Next i
' fill in the preference table for that judge:
For n * 1 To k ' for each pair 
' Input:
Pair(l) = Cells{32 + (m - l) * 74 + n, 3).Value
Pair (2) = Cells(32 + (m - 1) * 74 + n, 4).Value
Pref = Cells(32 + (m - 1) * 74 + n, 9).Value
1 Output:
If Pref = Pair(2) Then 1 values above the diagonal mean the vertical was preferred to the horizontal 
Data(Pair(l), Pair(2)) = 1
Else
Data(Pair(2), Pair(l)) = l 
End If 
Next n
' now that the preference table is filled in:
' do "In" or "Out" based on what the worksheet is:
For i = 1 To 6 
a (i) = 0
If strl » "in" Then 
For j » 6 To 11
a(i) = a(i) + Data(j, i + 5)
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Next j 
Else ' for "Out"
For j » 12 To 17




abar = 0.5* {6 - 1) 
t = 0
For i = l To 6
t = t + {a{i) - abar) A 2 
Next i
c = (6 / 24) * (6 ^ 2 - 1) - (1 / 2) * t
Zeta = 1 - (24 * c / (6 * (6 A 2 - 4))) ' coefficient of consistence
Cells(30 + (m - 1) * 74, 1).Formula = strl
Cells(31 + (m - l) * 74, 1).Formula = "Coef. of consistence"
Cells (31 + (m - l) * 74,. 2).Formula = Zeta
Cells (32 + (m - 1) * 74,. l).Formula = "No. of circular triads"
Cells (32 + (m - l) * 74,. 2).Formula = c
Next m 
End Sub
Sub CalcCoefAgree{strl As String)
Dim n As Integer, t As Integer, Sigma As Double, u As Double
Dim a() As Integer
Dim i As Integer, j As Integer
n = Cells (59, 18).Value 1 effective number of judges 
t = Cells(56, 18).Value ’ number of sounds 
ReDim a{t, t)
Sheets("Results of jury testing - " & strl).Activate
Sigma - 0 
For i = 1 To t
For j = 1 To t
If i <> j Then
If strl = "In" Then
a(i, j) = Cells(ll + i, 7 + j).Value 
Else 1 "Out"
a(i, j) = Cells{17 + i, 13 + j).Value 
End If




u = ((2 * Sigma) / (combination(n, 2) * combination^, 2))) - 1 
Cells(28, 24).Formula * u
End Sub
Sub SumGBresults ()
Dim i As Integer, j As Integer, n As Integer 
Dim DataO As Integer
Sheets("Results - Good vs. Bad").Activate
n = Cells(2, 5).Value ’ number of judges 
ReDim Data(12)
For j = l To 12 
Pata(j) = 0 
Next j
For i = 1 To n
For j s l To 12
If Cells(4 + (i - l) * 13 + j, 14).value = "Right" Then Data(j) » Data(j) 
Next j 
Next i
For j = 1 To 12
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APPENDIX B
Matlab Code
Code for removing the leading silences in the product sound files
% CODE TO REMOVE LEADING SILENCES FROM MULTIPLE FILES: 
%threshold*5e-3;
%DirectoryContents=dir('.\*.wav');





















































































































%Signal= fname; %input('Enter the filename in quotation marks: ');
% [y,fs,nbits,err]=LoadSound(Signal);
% CODE ADDED FOR DELETING THE STARTING SILENCE IN PRODUCT SOUND FILES: 
% .-      ---------------------------------------------------
%for i=(fs/2):length(y) % skip at least the first half-second 







% ycut (k)-y(j) ;
%end
%      ----------
%ymat(:,ink2)=y;
outnumber=num2str(ink2,1%02d1); 
outname*[outnumber ' - shortened.wav1];
%outname=[outnumber ’.txt'];
wavwrite(y,fs,nbits,outname);
%save (1ymat.txt', 'ymat', ’-ascii•,’-double’, 1-tabs’) 
%startSample=startSample’;
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Code for calibration of sound pressure levels














































































































































































































































];; % this is for the product sound data
% Calibrate.m







SPLcalc=20*logl0(RMS/Pref); %% SPLmax as calculated by Matlab
disp{ [10,'The RMS SPL, calculated as SPLmax=20*logl0(RMS(y)/Pref), is: '... 
num2str(SPLcalc) 3 )
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Code for FFT filtering
% This script was developed by Karl Leboeuf and Jeff Defoe, February 23 
% 2007
% This will allow the generation of custom FFT filters!
% ..........................
%





res=2; % frequency resolution... I think (validate)
Pref=20e-6; % Pascals
numFilt*33; % this covers from 12.5 to 20k Hz 
fRef=1000; % Hz
widthslO; % Hz for the constant-width filters
% Choose 1/3 oct or 10 Hz-wide:
FilterType*'const. ';%’1/3 oct'; % 'const. '
OtherFilter=0; % set to 1 to do other filtering (hi-pass, etc.)
% CODE TO WORK ON MULTIPLE FILES:
DirectoryContents=dir('.\*.wav');











SPLwant=80; %constant for all sounds





c® 10 A ((SPLwant-SPLcalc)/2 0); 
x«C*y;
else
x«y(:,l); % do nothing
end
n=fs/res; % number of points in FFT 
t = (1/fs)*[0:size(x)-1]'; % time vector
PrmsX(ink2)=sqrt(mean(x.A2)); % RMS pressure of input signal 
LpX(ink2)»20*logl0(PrmsX(ink2)/Pref); % SPL of input signal
X = fft(x,n);
Pxx = 2*abs(X) / n; % gives the magnitude of the components 
Pxx*Pxx(l:(floor(n/2)+1)); % get rid of negative values 
f = fs*(0:(n/2))/n; % generate the frequency scale 
findex=l:(n/2)+1; % index for frequency scale (f(l) is always 0) 
df=f (2)-f (1); % frequency resolution (should be the same as RES)
% GENERATE FILTERS 
if FilterType=s'1/3 oct'
[fstart fm fend fstartind fendind]=FFTthirdOct(f,fRef,df);
else
[fstart fm fend fstartind fendind]=FFTconstwide(f,df,width);
end
% FILTER:
LpZtot(ink2)=0; % initialise re-built SPL 
ztot=zeros(1,n); % initialise re-built signal 
for ink=l:size(fstart,2)
Z=zeros(1,n); % generate a n-element vector of zeroes
Z (fstartind (ink) : fendind (ink)) *=X (fstartind (ink) : fendind (ink)) ; % define the range of data points to be included 
in the filter (the passband)
Pzz = 2*abs(Z) / n; % gives the magnitude of components 
Pzz=Pzz(1:(floor(n/2)+1)); % get rid of negative values
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z = ifft (z,n, 'symmetric'); % create time-function of the filtered data 
tz*(1/fs)* [0:n-l]; % generate accompanying time vector
PrmsZ(ink2,ink)=sqrt(mean(z.A2)); % find the new RMS pressure in the filtered band 
LpZ(ink2,ink)*20*logl0(PrmsZ(ink2,ink)/Pref); % find the new SPL in the filtered band 
if LpZ (ink2,ink)==-inf % to avoid negative infinity answers 
LpZ(ink2,ink)a-1000; % dB
end
ztot=ztot+z,- % total re-built signal
LpZtot(ink2)=10*loglQ(10A (0.1*LpZtot(ink2)) + (10A (0.l*LpZ (ink2,ink)))); % total sound pressure level
end
% OTHER FILTERING (HI-PASS, LOW-PASS, ETC.)
if OtherFilter==l
% 200 Hz hi-pass: 
ink=l;
while fend(ink)<200





















% Build 1/3 octave filters from FFT 
% Written by Jeff Defoe 26/02/2007.
% ARGUMENTS:
% f - frequency vector 
% df - frequency resolution
% width - width (in Hz) of the frequency bands to be used 
%
% RETURNED VALUES:
% fstart - vector of begining frequencies for 1/3 octaves 
% fm - mid-band frequencies
% fend - vector of ending frequencies for 1/3 octaves 
% fstartind - index of beginning frequencies 
% fendind - index of ending frequencies
function [fstart fm fend fstartind fendind]=FFTconstwide(f,df,width)
% use bands 10 Hz wide over the whole range of hearing (0 to 20000 Hz)
R=width/df; % figure out the number of components that will contribute to each band 
R=ceil (R); % round up to an integer
for r»l:(20000/width-l); %remove -1 for non-centered bands








% Build 1/3 octave filters from FFT 
% written by Jeff Defoe 26/02/2007.
%
% ARGUMENTS:
% f - frequency vector 
% fRef - reference frequency 
% df - frequency resolution 
%
% RETURNED VALUES:
% fstart - vector of begining frequencies for 1/3 octaves 
% fm - mid-band frequencies
% fend - vector of ending frequencies for 1/3 octaves 
% fstartind - index of beginning frequencies 
% fendind - index of ending frequencies
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function [fstart fm fend fstartind fendind]=FFTthirdOct(f,fRef,df)
% use bands 11 to 43
rl=ll;
rs=33;
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Code for Jury Testing
% m-file that reads in the .wav files to be used in jury testing and 
% combines, scales and re-saves them
% there are 17 sounds involved... 5 levels of l kHz tone, and 4 sets of 3 
% product sounds.
% Desired length: 
tLength=5; %seconds
%{























% Start loading in the product sounds, creating a 12x2 cell array with the 
fc values (after calibration) from each
Pref=20e-6; % Pascals
DirectoryContents=dir('.\*.wav');
q»size(DirectoryContents,1); % the number of .wav files
i=l;j *l; % reset indices
X=cell(17,2); % initialise cell array
for ink2*l:(q-l) % do only product sounds!
j=2-mod (ink2,2) ,• % will be l if ink2 is odd, 2 if ink2 is even 








[y, fs, nbits] =wavread (Signal) ,- % load in sound 





% Now work on bringing in the tones (the last l of the 25 sounds):
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for j =1:2
x{i,j}=x{i,j}(l:tLength*FS(i,j)); %make all samples the same length (of time)
end
end
% At this point there exists a 17x2 cell array of sounds, each with 5 
% seconds worth of data. The first column of the cell array are LEFT ear 
% sounds, and the second column are RIGHT ear sounds
% m-file that takes the data read in by JurySounds.m and does paired 
% comparison testing.
% Generate the pair sets:
% A 17x17 matrix of Os and Is will take care of this...
% ROWS: 1st sound, COLUMNS: 2nd sound (this will randomly be switched 
% later)... a 1 means DO IT!, a 0 means DON'T DO IT!
T4 0 T50 T60 T70 T80 BIL BIM BIH
BOM BOH GOL GOM GOH
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 %T4 0
0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 %T50
0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 %T60
0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 %T70
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 %T80
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 %BIL
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 %BIM
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 %BIH
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 %GIL
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 %GIM
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 %GIH
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 %BOL
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 %BOM
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 %BOH
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 %GOL
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 %GOM
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 03 ; %GOH











k=k-l; % number of pairs
% Randomly order the combinations:
IXp»randperm(k); % generates a set of random numbers between 1 and 1 (a kxl vector of them)
IXp=IXp'; % This is the order in which the pairs will be played 
for i=l:k
RPairs (i, :) =Pairs (IXp (i) , :) ,*
end
% This simply puts the pairs in a random order. But, this isn't good 
% enough. The randomisation process needs to ensure that the same sound(s)
% is/are not heard in two consecutive pairs. This does this:
RPairsORIG=RPairs; % Store the original set of random pairs for comparison 
indicators; % keep track of how many changes need to be made 
lastflag=0; % flags if the last pair had to be swapped with the first pair 
for km=l:k
for i=2:k




TempPair=RPairs(k,:); % move everything down by one position 
for j =1:(k-i) % and take the last entries and put them in
RPairs (k-j+l,:) =RPairs (k-j ,:) ,- % the problem line.
end
RPairs(i,:)=TempPair; 
else %if the last two have a sound that's the same:





i=i-l; % check the same pair over again in case we made things worse
end
end
if km==k & lastflag»sl
km=k-l; % go over things one last time
end
end
% Play all the sounds for the user, 
clc
disp('This task will involve listening to pairs of sounds and indicating') 
disp('which one you think is louder. First, you will listen to all the') 
dispCsounds in a row, to familiarise yourself with them.')
disp( [’There are ' int2str(17) ' sounds of ' int2str(tLength) ' seconds each.'}) 
dispC ')







% Playback pairs of sounds, separated by 0.5 s of silence 
% Play 1, pause(0.5), Play 2
Switches=zeros(k,l); % keep track of if the order was switched or not 








Switches(i)=1; % indicates for later analysis that the play order was switched
end
clc
disp(['Pair ' int2str(i) ' of ' int2str(k) '.']) 
dispCPlease listen to the two sounds and indicate') 
dispCwhich one you feel is LOUDER.')
% Play the two sounds 
R -[] ;
while 1 % don't quit unless the "break" statement evaluates 
wavplay{[x{m, 1} X{m,2}],FS(m,1)) 
pause(0.5)
wavplay([X{n,1} X{n,2}],FS(n,1))












Louder=Louder'; %put in the same direction as the other data 
clc
disp('This task is complete. Press any key to proceed’)
disp(’to the next task when you are ready.1)
pause
% m-file that takes the 12 Schukra sounds, randomly orders them, and then 
% plays them for the user. After listening to each sound, the user must 
% choose whether, for an automotive lumbar system, this sound is 
% acceptable.
clc
disp(’This task will involve listening to 12 different sounds. For') 
disp(’each one, you must indicate whether the sound is "good" or "bad".’) 
disp('These sounds are recorded from a power-actuated in-seat adjustible') 
disp('lumbar support system for automotive use.') 
disp (' ')
disp('Press any key to continue.') 
pause
% create randomly ordered array from the first 12 rows of the cell array X 
ixt=randperm(12);
IXt=IXt’;
CountA=ones(12,1); % keep track of how many times each sound got listened to
for i=l;12 
clc
disp(['Sound ’ int2str(i) ' of 12.’])
disp('Please listen to the sound and indicate’)
disp('if you feel that the sound is GOOD or BAD.')
% Play the sound 
T= [] ;
while l % don't quit unless the "break" statement evaluates 
wavplay([X{lXt(i)+5,1} x{ixt(i)+5,2}],FS(IXt(i)+5,l)) 
pause(0.5)
T=input('Type "1" for GOOD, "2" for BAD, \nor "0" to replay the sound (do not include quotes): '); 
if t==0
CountA (i) =CountA (i) +1 ,* 








GoodBad=GoodBad'; %put in the same direction as the other data
% JURY TESTING M-FILE 
% Jeff Defoe, March 2 2007
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% This file is a script that will read in the required .wav files, combine 
% them as necessary into stereo output and comparison pairs, generate a 
% random sequence in which the pairs will be played back, and play the
% sounds, giving the juror the option to select which sound in each pair
% he/she thinks is louder. Then, they will liseten to all the sounds again
clear all 
clc
disp{'There will be two listening and evaluation tasks that you must') 
disp('complete. Thank you in advance for your participation.1) 
disp{’ ’)
disp(’Please enter your name,• surrounded by single quotes.')
UserName=input{'Example: 1 ' Jeff Defoe'' Name: '),- 
disp('Please enter your age, with no quotes.')
UserAge=input('Example: 24 Age: ');
rand('state',sum(100*clock)/sum(UserName/2)*UserAge) % set randomiser state
JurySounds % call a script that reads in the .wav files and puts them in stereo, and makes them the same length
JuryPairedComparison % call a script that performs the paired comparison jury testing
JuryAcceptability % call a script that performs the acceptability jury testing
clc
disp{'Tasks complete. Thank you very much for your time and effort!')
%n o w  that the test is over, save the acquired data to a file:
% (JuryTestResults.txt)
% (all the data other than the username is integer data)
%{
The file needs to be formatted thus (with tab delimiters):
UserName
PairedHeadings
RPairs(k x 2) Switches(k x 1) CountP(k x 1) Louder(k x l)
<empty line>
GoodBadHeadings




filename®'JuryTestResults.txt'; % one global file for all testers 
%filename=[UserName ’.txt']; % a file per tester (not used currently) 
PairedHeadings®’Pair Switched? Count Louder’;
GoodBadHeadings®’Sound Count Good(1)/Bad(2)';
dlmwrite(filename, UserName, '-append1, 'delimiter', ’’, 'newline', 'pc') 
dlmwrite(filename, UserAge, '-append', 'delimiter', '', 'newline', 'pc') 
dlmwrite{filename, PairedHeadings, '-append', 'delimiter', ’’, 'newline', 'pc') 
dlmwrite(filename, [RPairs Switches CountP Louder], '-append', 'precision', '%.0f' 
dlmwrite(filename, [], '-append', 'delimiter', ' ', 'newline', 'pc')
dlmwrite(filename, GoodBadHeadings, '-append', 'delimiter', '', 'newline', 'pc')
dlmwrite(filename, [IXt CountA GoodBad], '-append', 'precision', ’% - 0 f', 'newline'
dlmwrite(filename, [], '-append', 'delimiter', ' ', 'newline', 'pc')
'pc', 'delimiter'
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APPENDIX C 
Graphs of 80 dB Tone Loudness Levels










—♦—80 dB tones, direct feed 
IB Basic, direct feed 





Exhibit C-l: ANSI (old) filtering, ANSI1980 loudness
100




♦ 80 dB tones, direct feed 
—B— Basic, direct feed 
Measured, flat 




Exhibit C-2: IEC/ANSI (new) filtering, ANSI1980 loudness
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♦  80 dB tones, direct feed 
U Basic, direct feed 
a,-Measured, flat 














■©T ♦  80 dB tones, direct feed 
U Basic, direct feed 
Measured, flat 




Exhibit C-4: ANSI (old) filtering, ANSI2005 loudness















70 ♦ 80 dB tones, direct feed 
U Basic, direct feed 
—At— Measured, flat
 ■»(— Measured, hi-pass





Exhibit C-5: IEC/ANSI (new) filtering, ANSI2005 loudness
100







80 dB tones, direct feed 
Basic, direct feed 
Measured, flat 




Exhibit C-6: FFT (1/3 oct) filtering, ANSI2005 loudness








—♦ —80 dB tones, direct feed 
B  ■ Basic, direct feed 
Measured, flat 
)( Measured, hi-pass 
~M.:-  ISO 226
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Frequency (Hz)














Exhibit C-8: Constructed (no filtering), ANSI2005 loudness












70 80 dB tones, direct feed 













70 ■■̂ —80 dB tones, direct feed 
—g — Basic, direct feed 
Measured, flat 




Exhibit C-10: IEC/ANSI (new) filtering, DIN45631 loudness
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♦ 80 dB tones, direct feed 
U Basic, direct feed 
*-£r Measured, flat 















♦ 80 dB tones, direct feed 
M Basic, direct feed 
—v~ Measured, flat 
H Measured, hi-pass 
)K 1 ISO 226
100001000100
Frequency (Hz)
Exhibit C-12: ANSI (old) filtering, IS0532A loudness













 ♦■—80 dB tones, direct feed






Exhibit C-13: IEC/ANSI (new) filtering, IS0532A loudness
100







♦  80 dB tones, direct feed
■  Basic, direct feed 
Measured, flat
 X — M e a s u r e d , h i-p a ss




Exhibit C-14: FFT (1/3 oct) filtering, IS0532A loudness





♦ 80 dB tones, direct feed 
B Basic, direct feed 
Measured, flat 














♦ 80 dB tones, direct feed 
■■B— Basic, direct feed 
Measured, flat 
" ■K —  M e a s u r e d ,  h i-p a ss  




Exhibit C-16: IEC/ANSI (new) filtering, IS0532B loudness
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♦ 80 dB tones, direct feed 
—■ —Basic, direct feed 
Measured, flat
















♦ 80 dB tones, direct feed 
■  ■ Basic, direct feed 
,U Measured, flat





Exhibit C-18: ANSI (old) filtering, Moorel997 loudness









♦ 80 dB tones, direct feed 
B Basic, direct feed 
— Measured, flat 
)( Measured, hi-pass 
—* - IS O  226
100001000100
Frequency (Hz)
Exhibit C-19: IEC/ANSI (new) filtering, Moorel997 loudness
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♦  80 dB tones, direct feed
M  Basic, direct feed
Measured, flat 




Exhibit C-20: FFT (1/3 oct) filtering, Moorel997 loudness











80 dB tones, direct feed 























Exhibit C-22: Constructed (no filtering), Moorel997 loudness








80 dB tones, direct feed 














 ■̂ ■ 80 dB tones, direct feed






Exhibit C-24: IEC/ANSI (new) filtering, Moore2006 loudness
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♦  80 dB tones, direct feed 
B  Basic, direct feed 
Measured, flat 















♦  "■ 80 dB tones, direct feed 
Basic, direct feed 
Measured, flat
) (  Measured, hi-pass
 )K' ISO 226
100001000100
Frequency (Hz) 
Exhibit C-26: FFT (const) filtering, Moore2006 loudness












Ideals - ANSI appendix, constructed





Exhibit C-27: Constructed (no filtering), Moore2006 loudness
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Exhibit D-l: Loudness for "In" Travel Direction for Product Sounds
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Exhibit D-2: Loudness for "Out" Travel Direction for Product Sounds









Exhibit E-l: Results for "In" Travel Direction Sounds
0, BIM BIL BIH GIM GIL GIH
BIM 0 13 0 3 3
BIL 14 14 2 5 10
BIH 1 0 0 0 1
GIM 14 12 14 12 12
GIL 11 9 14 2 9
GIH 11 4 13 2 5
Pi, BIM BIL BIH GIM GIL GIH
BIM 0.036 0.929 0.036 0.214 0.214
BIL 0.964 0.964 0.143 0.357 0.714
BIH 0.071 0.036 0.036 0.036 0.071
GIM 0.964 0.857 0.964 0.857 0.857
GIL 0.786 0.643 0.964 0.143 0.643
GIH 0.786 0.286 0.929 0.143 0.357
dij BIM BIL BIH GIM GIL GIH
BIM -1.80 1.47 -1.80 -0.79 -0.79
BIL 1.80 1.80 -1.07 -0.37 0.57
BIH -1.47 -1.80 -1.80 -1.80 -1.47
GIM 1.80 1.07 1.80 1.07 1.07
GIL 0.79 0.37 1.80 -1.07 0.37
GIH 0.79 -0.57 1.47 -1.07 -0.37
^  BIM BIL BIH GIM GIL GIH
0.62 -0.46 1.39 -1.13 -0.38 -0.04
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Exhibit E-2: Results for "Out" Travel Direction Sounds
0,; BOL BOM BOH GOH GOL GOM
BOL 14 15 9 8 13
BOM 1 10 0 1 1
BOH 0 5 0 0 1
GOH 6 15 15 12 13
GOL 7 14 15 3 11
GOM 2 14 14 2 4
BOL BOM BOH GOH GOL GOM
BOL 0.933 0.967 0.600 0.533 0.867
BOM 0.067 0.667 0.033 0.067 0.067
BOH 0.033 0.333 0.033 0.033 0.067
GOH 0.400 0.967 0.967 0.800 0.867
GOL 0.467 0.933 0.967 0.200 0.733
GOM 0.133 0.933 0.933 0.133 0.267
BOL BOM BOH GOH GOL GOM
BOL 1.50 1.83 0.25 0.08 1.11
BOM -1.50 0.43 -1.83 -1.50 -1.50
BOH -1.83 -0.43 -1.83 -1.83 -1.50
GOH -0.25 1.83 1.83 0.84 1.11
GOL -0.08 1.50 1.83 -0.84 0.62
GOM -1.11 1.50 1.50 -1.11 -0.62
BOL BOM BOH GOH GOL GOM
-0.80 0.98 1.24 -0.89 -0.51 -0.03
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